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ABSTRACT 

Although settlement patterns are a central topic of archaeological 

research, there Is a paucity of general theory on the determinants of 

agrarian settlement. What passes for a theory of agrarian settlement 

In archaeology Is a borrowed model which does not recognize the 

relationship between population density and agricultural Intensity. 

This dissertation argues that the rules determining where farmers 

settle are Inextricable from how they farm. Ethnohlstorlc and 

ethnoarchaeologlcal data are used to Investigate the relationship 

between agricultural change and the determinants of settlement location 

In the case of the Kofyar, a population of farmers colonizing a 

frontier area In the central Nigerian savanna. 

As they moved Into an area with a lo~ ratio of population to 

productive land, Kofyar agriculture was extenslfled In accord with the 

Boserup (1965) model. With potentially greater travel costs associated 

with domestic water than with farm plots, streams exerted a strong 

attraction to early settlements. With Increasing land pressure, the 

attraction value of farmland eclipsed the attraction to water. 

Contrary to Boserup's theory that agricultural responses to land 

pressure cross-cut environments, analysis of settlement histories of 

over 1000 households shows that responses vary with sol I type. Farmers 

on high-quai Ity sandstone-derived sol Is tend to Intensify cultivation, 

whl Ie farmers on Inferior shale-derived and Igneous-derived sol Is tend 

to abandon their farms when yields begin to decline. 
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The location of Kofyar compounds with respect to each other Is 

closely related to the labor demands of agricultural production. The 

restricted range of distances between residential compounds reflects 

the rei lance on Inter-hol'sehold' collaboration In agricultural 

production. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

13 

The rise of the settlement pattern as a unit of analysis In 

archaeology traces to the late 1940's when. a~ the urging of the 

cultural ecologist Jul Ian Steward. Gordon WI I ley began his research on 

the sites In Peru's Vlru Val ley (WI I ley 1953. 1974:153-154). A few 

years later. WI I ley edited a widely Influential volume on New World 

settlement (WI I ley 1956). The settlement pattern concept had become 

pivotal In American archaeology by the 1960's. fueled by the New 

Archaeology's manifest Interest In regional systems of adaptation 

(Binford 1964; struever 1968; Winters 1968). The proliferation of 

settlement studies In archaeology since then has been due both to 

continued theoretical Interest In settlement and to surveys often 

required In contract archaeology projects. 

Although Willey's research began with prehistoric farmers. In the 

Intervening years archaeological thlnk!ng on settlement has been 

oriented towar~s hunter-gatherers. This bias may also be traced to the 

New Archaeology. In which classic studies of hunter-gatherers dealt 

with relationships between subsistence and settlement (e.g., Struever 

1968; WI I I lams 1968; Winters 1968) while agrarian societies served more 

as laboratories for the Investigation of ancient social organization 

(e.g .• Deetz 1968; Whal Ion 1968; Longacre 1970; J. HI I I 1970; cf. 

Ashmore 1981:38-39). Exploration of the relationships between settle

ment and hunting-gathering strategies has continued In recent years 
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(e.g., Binford 1980; Kel ley 1985), whl Ie progress on the dynamics of 

agrarian settiement -- as opposed to economic and poi iticai phenomena 

occurring In agricultural societies -- has been more equivocal. 

Agricultural Settlement and Agriculturalists 

What the archaeologist finds In the field Is labeled a site, but 

the way It Is conceived In analysis may vary widely. It may be treated 

as a location In a point pattern analysis (e.g., Kintigh and Ammerman 

1982); as an economic locus where goods and services are consumed and 

purveyed In accordance with Central Place theory (e.g., M. Smith 1979; 

Paynter 1982), or where principles of Central Place apply to political 

authority (e.g., G. Johnson 1975; steponaltls 1981); as a population 

aggregate amenable to rank-size analysis (e.g., Blanton 1976; G. 

Johnson 1977); as a product of a particular history (e.g., Bonine 1979; 

M. O'Brien 1984); or as an artifact of polltlca! economy (e.g., Freidel 

1981; Rathje 1977). 

I contend that rural sites may also be analyzed as loci of 

agricultural production, and that some fundamental characteristics of 

agrarian settlement patterns may be explained by the farming activities 

carried on In the settlements. 

I believe this Is Important because In archaeological settlement 

research we attempt to model settlements as economic and political 

phenomena without a basic understanding of agroecologlcal factors that 

affect al I agrarian settlement. Whether or not they participate In 

regional marketing systems, pay tribute, or contain social class 
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divisions, farming .settlements commonly face Increases In population 

and declines In sol I ferti Iity. As I argue below, farmers have but a 

limited set of options In these situations, and their responses are 

patterned. This provides a point of departure for building a theory of 

agricultural settlement patterns. In other words, In contrast to the 

marketing and consumptive factors on which classic agricultural 

settlement models are based, this dissertation addresses how settlement 

patterns can be modeled as the result of productive factors (Schultz 

1976:67). 

In looking at the Implications of farming systems for the distri

bution and movement of population across the landscape, I wi I I 

use the concept of the subsistence-settlement system -- originally 

developed for the stUdy of hunter-gatherers (Struever 1968) -- for 

agrarian settlement. Since food production Is frequently affected by 

non-subsistence needs, a better term would be production-settlement 

system. The Importance of the link between where food producers settle 

and how they produce their food and has been recognized by many Impor

tant settlement theorists. This Is Implicit In Flannery's (1976a, 

1976b) discussion of determinants of agrarian settlement location, In 

Sanders' (1967,1981) discussions of the determinants of settlement, and 

In Farrlss's (1978) Important study of the ecology and history of 

Yucatecan settlement (see a!eo Clark 1972; Brown ~t al. 1978:182-183). 

This Is not to maintain th~t farm settlements are entirely 

explainable by agroeco!ogy. On the contrary, our ultimate goal Is to 

understand the Interactions between agroecology and the social. 
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political and economic phenomena that find expression In agricultural 

societies. But this Is premature without a much better understanding 

of the relationships between population and agriculture, agriculture 

and settlement, and settlement and environment. 

Predicting Settlement Patterns 

Despite archaeologists' long-standing Interest In settlement 

patterns, the shortcomings of our understanding of the determinants of 

agrarian settlement patterns was brought home to me when I began 

working with Robert Netting's data from the Kofyar, an agricultural 

population In central Nigeria. Settlement In the Kofyar homeland In 

the Jos Plateau had been descrIbed, subjected to an ecological analysis 

(Netting 1968), and even mapped (Netting 1968, Figures 5-8, and field 

notes). However, the frontier area In the Benue Val ley that the Kofyar 

were rapidly colonizing had not been mapped, and aerial photographs 

were not available. Netting could describe the frontier settlements as 

they appeared two decades before, but pattern, shape and organization 

of human settlement are notoriously difficult to perceive from the 

ground. 

The unknowns about the Kofyar frontier settlement and Its evolu

tion since the 1960's raised the question: In theory, what settlement 

pattern should we expect? Given a group of low-technology farmers 

moving Into a fertl Ie frontier, how would we begin to modp,1 the size, 

shape, and duration of Individual settlements, and their spacing with 
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respect to each other and landscape features? 

The "nul j hYpothesis" that trontler settlement would replicate the 

homeland pattern was out of the question; the differences In landscape 

were too great (Stone 1987). But more Importantly, there was no 

theoretical basis for predicting If the homeland pattern should be 

replicated or not. Despite decades of studies by geographers and 

anthropologists comparing settlement patterns before and after migra

tions (Shyrock 1939; H. Johnson 1941,1945, 1951; Van Cleef 1952; 

Conant 1962; Lemon 1966; Jordan 1976; Eldt 1977; Friesen 1977; 

McQul I Ian 1978), there was neither consensus nor theoretical 

JustIfIcatIon for explaInIng how pre-mIgratIon settlement should 

Influence post-migratIon settlement. 

It seemed clear that Kofyar frontIer settlements would adjust to 

the landscape, theIr locations being affected In some way by water and 

arable land. But again, varIous archaeologIcal and geographIcal 

studIes of the relationship between these key resources and settlement 

patterns collectively fal led to furnIsh a set of expectatIons for 

Kofyar settlement (Bylund 1960; Morrl II 1963a; Mortimore 1968; Cordel I 

1975; Jordan 1976; Flannery 1976c; Sanders 1967; Madsen 1982; Voorhies 

1982; Haberland 1983). Would settlers choose proximity to water over 

land quality? Would the priorities always be the same? Would distance 

to either resource be minimized, or merely kept below a certain 

threshold? Were such distance thresholds dependent on population 

density? And to what extent would such locatlonal "rules" be dictated 

by the farming system? 
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Despite the wealth of research In several disciplines and on a 

wide variety of rural settlement patterns, the problem of predicting 

the settlement pattern I would see a few years later In Nigeria $e~med 

Impossible. 

Searching for Causes 

The strength of most archaeological settlement studies had been 

post hoc explanation: having described a settlement pattern, Its 

characteristics were I Inked to the social and/or physical landscape. 

The emphasis had been more on the mu!tlple causation behind settlements 

than on determining which factors were Instrumental and why. Trigger's 

(1968) paper on the determinants of settlement location notes the 

Importance of subsistence reglm~, avallabl I Ity of building materials, 

environment, family structure, wealth differentials, specialization of 

production, political Institutions, secular tastes, subsistence 

technology, migration and population. Sanders (1981) offers a somewhat 

more ecological list of determinants, Including ralnfal I, temperature, 

topography, hydrography, and zonal sol I patterning, as do Brown et al. 

(1978:169). But these lists do not tel I us which variables should take 

precedence In any given situation. 

In turning to more elegant general models that do specify which 

variables shape rural settlement, archaeologists have encountered major 

problems. The dominant model of how settlement changes under rising 

population Is that of the geographer Hudson (1969) -- a model that 

assumes agriculture does not vary with population pressure. Ironlcal-
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Iy, Hudson's theory appeared In the geographical literature Just as the 

ful I Impact of Boserup's The Conditions of Agricultural Growth (1965) 

was being felt. and ethnologists. agrarian geographers. agricultural 

economists. rural sociologists, and some archaeologists were being 

alerted to the causal I Ink between rural population density and 

agricultural Intensity. 

From an archaeological perspective. however, the Boserup model of 

population density determining agricultural Intensity Is Incomplete; It 

Is not a model of settlement. In fact, I Ike von ThUnen's (1966 

[original 1826]) classic theory of land-use. It holds settlement 

pattern constant In order to Isolate the forces governing agricultural 

production. However. If we relax this assumption. and examine the 

model's Implications for settlement. It offers a foundation on which to 

build a theory of production-settlement systems. 

This dissertation works towards such a theory on two levels. 

There Is first the general level: questions about the size. location, 

and occupation span of settlements on a particular agricultural 

frontier should be answerable In terms of general theory. To this end, 

I wi I I discuss relationships among population. agroecology, and settle

ment. This provides a framework for explaining change In agrarian 

produc~lon and settlement. On the specific level, then, I use the case 

of Kofyar frontier settlement to Isolate how the effects of key varia

bles on settlement location change under rising population density. 
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Dissertation Outline 

I wi I I first provide an outline of the chapters that fol low. 

Chapter 2 reviews selected literature on agrarian settlement. Rather 

than commenting on the voluminous literature on this topic, It seeks to 

Isolate the causal arguments that have underlain theoretical models of 

agrarian settlement. In a general way, this chapter reflects the line 

of Inquiry I fol lowed when I was unable to predict how the Kofyar 

frontier settlement pattern would appear. The reading I did In search 

of the factors that should, In theory, have governed Kofyar settlement, 

led me mainly to the field of geography; this was appropriate, as 

archaeologists have long turned to geographers for Insights Into 

settlement patterns. However, as settlement geographers themselves 

have admitted, their field cannot yet offer a robust theory of agrarian 

settlement or an adequate understanding of the relationship between 

agriculture and settlement. 

Chapter 3 draws on the geographical and anthropological literature 

to out I Ine certain fundamental relationships between population and 

agricultural production, and explores some of the Implications of these 

I Inks for settlement patterns. This discussion begins with Boserup's 

model of agrarian change, but relaxes her assumption that settlements 

are not abandoned under population pressure. It then examines the 

spatial correlates of agricultural Intensification, along the lines of 

the von ThUnen and Chisholm models of land-use. Satel lite settlement 

and the colonization of marginal areas are discussed In the context of 

agricultural Intensification. Much of this discussion requires holding 



constant such factors as defense and market participation, but the 

chapter does describe how these phenomena vary with environment. 
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Chapter 4 describes the geographical and historical background of 

the Kofyar colonization of the frontier In the Benue Lowlands. Of 

particular Interest are the sol Is and drainage patterns on the fron

tier, since later chapters attempt to Isolate the role these features 

played In the determination of settlement location. The origins of the 

migration where, when and why the Kofyar moved -- are discussed. 

Chapter 5 presents the methodology for the study. Aspects of the 

evolutlon·of the settlement pattern have been reconstructed with multl

temporal aerial Imagery, ground survey, and Interviews with elderly 

Kofyar. A census··provlded Information on agricultural production and 

settlement histories for over 1100 households. Records of agricultural 

labor mobil Izatlon reveal the nature and frequency of Interaction among 

settlements. The relational database management software written 

expressly for this database Is described. 

Chapter 6 begins to answer the question of what the early frontier 

settlement pattern looked I Ike and how It has changed as population 

density has Increased. Many of the determinants of settlement location 

are related to the agricultural system, I Inked through the labor 

demands of production. The nature of Interaction among settlements and 

Its affect on the spacing of residential compounds Is analyzed. 

Chapter 7 examines the effect of water on site location, and how 

the attraction value of water has changed as land pressure has 

Increased. The changing role of water In determining settlement 
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location Is explained within the framework presented In Chapter 3. 

Chapter 8 explores the relationship between sol I types and settle

ment decision-making. When agricultural yields decline. patterns of 

farm abandonment as opposed to agricultural Intensification vary with 

sol I type. 

The final chapter addresses the sorts of "rules" that govern 

settlement systems. and how they are best formulated for archaeological 

research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

GENERAL THEORIES OF AGRARIAN SETTLEMENT 

The field of "settlement archaeology" Is too broad to lend Itself 

to cogent generalizations or meaningful overviews In a work of this 

scope. Reviews based on the chronology of Ideas or focusing on some 

aspect of settlement archaeology may be found In Trigger (1968), 

Parsons (1972), Hodder and Orton (1976), G. Johnson (1977), Roper 

(1979), Crumley (1979), Evans and Gould (1982), and Vogt (1983). 

Instead, In this chapter I take up the causal arguments that have been 

Invoked to explain variability In agrarian settlement, Including 

arguments developed by archaeologists, borrowed unchanged by archaeolo

gists, borrowed and amended by archaeologists, and others that I see as 

relevant to archaeological settlement. 

The Importance of Isolating causal varIables Is twofold. As the 

fol lowing discussion Indicates, some of the most widely used models In 

settlement archaeology are based on Inappropriate premises. Particu

larly lacking has been an understanding of those principles of agrarian 

ecology that have been elucidated by anthropologists, agricultural 

economists, and geographers In recent years. 

The need to Isolate causal underpinnings Is also Important because 

the present study Is ethnoarchaeologlcal. A fundamental problem In 

ethnoarchaeology Is the epistemology of applying ethnographic findings 

to prehistoric phenomena. Principles derived from ethnographic 

Investigation only become contributions to general anthropological 
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theory -- and hence generalizable to the past -- when we can explain 

why they work. An empirical relationship In one setting tel Is us 

little about that relationship under other conditions unless we can 

explain why It worked that way In the observed case (Binford 1978:357-

360) . return to this Issue In Chapter 9. 

The factors affecting the size, location, and duration of agrarian 

settlement are obviously many, and have been enumerated by archaeolo

gists (see Chapter 1). Moreover, the complexity of the problem 

Increases when we look beyond Individual settlements to the factors 

affectIng systems of settlement. What Is needed Is a body of theory 

dealing not only with the effects of various factors, but with which of 

those factors are decisive under which conditions. 

Isard (1960:3) notes that settlement patterns are rife with 

problems of mutual causation, but we must "cut the circumference 

somewhere." The fol lowing dls~usslon Is Intended not to be comprehen

sive but rather to review studies which best represent the various ways 

the circumference has been cut. This approach Is Inspired by what 

geographers have cal led partlal.equl I Ibrlum analysis, In which most 

factors are held constant In order to Isolate the effects of what might 

be cal led a "prime mover" (W.B. Morgan 1973; Chisholm 1979:14). My 

Intention Is not so much to explore the fit between the theoretical 

models of settlement and empirical cases, but to examine the underlying 

assumptions and logic of the models themselves. This necessarily 

requires delving Into the literature of settlement geography, where 

many of the fundamental principles of agrarian settlement were first 
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articulated. For a more general review of geographical literature on' 

rural settlement, especially work by continental geographers not 

available In Engl Ish, see K. Stone (1965) and Eldt (1976,1984). 

Residence and Production: von ThUnen and Chisholm 

Von ThUnen's (1966 [original 1826]) classic model of rural land 

use does not deal with determinants of settlement pattern; In fact, It 

establishes an artificially simple pattern of settlement as one of Its 

assumptions. But It Is fundamental to this discussion because In 

modeling how land use patterns are determined by spatial relationships 

to settlements, It bul Ids theory Important to the determination of 

settlement location (as elaborated In Chapter 3). The extension of 

this bodY of theory to settlement location Is one of the major thrusts 

of Chisholm's Rural Settlement and Land Use (1962,1979). 

The von ThUnen model Is Important because it was the or!glnal 

attempt to Isolate the effects of one variable on settlement. Von 

ThUnen's main contribution was not the notion that proximity to town 

affected rural land use; this relationship had been discussed at least 

as early as 1776 In Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations. Rather, as W.B. 

Morgan (1973:301) states, "his originality lay In his method of partial 

equl I Ibrlum analysis, or putting most factors at rest." This point Is 

also emphasized by Chisholm: 

von ThUnen himself was at pains to point out his particular 
findings had no claim to universality. But, as he rightly noted, 
the analytical method he employed could be appl led general Iy ... lt 
Is from this Initial position, that It Is the method and not the 
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particular finding that counts, that the character of this chapter 
derives: an essay In a priori reasoning (Chisholm 1979:14). 

The model establishes the land use pattern that should result from a 

few fundamental and ubiquitous factors, and then considers how varla-

bl I Ity In other factors should affect the baseline pattern. 

The model In The Isolated state Is too well known to warrant 

extensive treatment here. It Is based on the concept of economic rent, 

which may be defined as 

the surplus produced by the application of labour and other Inputs 
at a given site compared with the return obtainable from the 
cultivated land the most remote from the central city (Chisholm 
1979:17). 

Economic rent Is comparable to marginal productivity In two 

senses; It refers to the relative returns of cultivating different 

crops In different locations, and, In the von ThUnen model, Is appl led 

to expanding the margin of cultivation. 

The heart of the model Is that maximization of economic rent In a 

theoretical "Isolated state" (a homogeneous agricultural region with 

one market town) produces concentric land use zones, because transport 

costs Increase and profit margins decrease with distance from the town. 

The prime mover In the model Is profit maximization, which In von 

ThUnen's scenario affects land use through the expense of transporting 

agricultural goods. The elegance of the comes from Its unifying 

several factors within the single framework of monetary profit. 

Commercial farmers then and now, whl Ie not purely economic beings, 

maximize profits enough to Justify this assumption. However, models of 
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farmers producing little or nothing for the market must not only 

abandon monetary profit as a parameter to be maximized, but must also 

rethink the role of the maximization concept In general. 

In translating the von ThUnen model into terms relevant to 

subsistence economies, Chisholm (1962) sought cross-cultural compara

bl I Ity by turning to the common currency of ~; considerations of 

maximum cash return welre translated Into principles of traveling 

distances and labor Inputs. The application of the concentric zone 

model to Individual farms had In fact originated with von ThUnen, who 

pointed out that time management on Individual farms should replicate 

patterns produced by profit management~ In the region, leading to 

decreasing labor expenditure as distance from the residence Increased. 

At some point cultivation ceases to be profitable; therefore there Is 

an optimum size of farm for any system of production, and a limiting 

distance beyond which cultivation Is disadvantageous. However, this 

argument was not developed and had little Influence untl I the fol lowing 

century wh~n It was taken up by Chisholm. 

Chisholm had access to a wealth of studies from agrarian geogra

phers raveal Ing how the von ThUnen concentric zone model was manifested 

In subsistence economies, and In particular how the principle affected 

the operation of Individual farms. He provides a survey of cases, 

especl.ally from Africa, demonstrating the drop-off In cultivation 

Intensity with distance from residence, arguing that beyond distances 

around 1 kilometer there Is a marked decrease In cultivated land, with 

the limiting distance predicted by von ThUnen occurring at between 3-11 
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km. Studies worldwide have confirmed the prevalence of concentric land 

use patterns (e.g., Prothero 1957; Henshal I 1967; Horvath 1969; Haggett 

1972) or other patterns that may be derived from von ThUnen's argument 

(e.g., Sal lade and Braun 1982). 

The principle of Intensity drop-off with distance applies to 

scales of very different sizes and to different kinds of economies. 

Regarding scale, the analysis can be extended from the farm. and 

regional levels to the suprareglonal level. Van Valkenburg and Held 

(1952) discuss the ramifIcations of the model for the western European 

economy, and Paynter's (1982) study In historical archaeology applies 

It to 19th century Connecticut. Peet (1970-71) applies It to the grain 

trade among American cities. Katzman's (1976:269) discussion of the 

expansion of the American frontier Is clearly based on the same 

principle: 

Whl Ie some geographers may mystlclze and chauvinists romanticize 
the Westward Movement of pioneers, to economists whether or not 
new land Is Incorporated Into the agricultural economy Is a matter 
of comparative costs. The money return of spending additional 
dol lars on bringing more land Into cultivation Is compared to that 
of.spendlng on other farm Inputs ... and the return on dol lars spent 
In Increasing agricultural output Is compared to that of spending 
on other sectors of the economy. 

Whl Ie the von ThUnen model and Chisholm's reworking of It are each 

Important In their own right, they are particularly Interesting taken 

together In that they suggest a principle of land use that cross-cuts 

commercial and subsistence economies. To scholars Interested In 

causality In settlement, von ThUnen's main contribution Is the model In9 
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of the effects of management of transport costs. whereas Chisholm's 

main contribution Is the demonstration that simi lar patterns are 

produced by the management of time. 

Fol lowing Chisholm's work. Carlsteln (1982:30-31) argues that time 

Is the principal scarce resource In pre-lndu2trlal economies. and shows 

how anthropological models dealing with distance and convenience may be 

fruitfully restated In terms of time management. 

The von ThUnen model has had an Important If Indirect Impact on 

archaeological studies of settlement. The principle elucidated by von 

ThUnen. when taken up by Chisholm. led to a set of expectations 

concerning vi I I ages and their agricultural radl I. Chisholm's observa-

tlons were pivotal In the development of site catchment analysis In 

archaeology. The logic by which the "doctrine of the rings" (W.B. 

Morgan 1973) was thereby Imported Into archaeology was criticized by 

Sallade and Braun (1982:23): 

Rather than model each prehistoric economy's use of the landscape 
as a system responding to Its own needs and constraints according 
to the principles suggested by von ThUnen. such studies have 
treated each economy as If It had the same needs and constraints 
as those peasant economies reviewed by Chisholm. 

Through catchment analysis. the von ThUnen/Chlsholm model has 

Influenced the Investigation of hunting and gathering settlement (Vlta-

Flnzl and Higgs 1970) as wei I as agrarian settlement (EI I Ison and 

Harriss 1972; Flannery 1976a. 1976b; Zarky 1976; Rossman 1976). The 

relationship between the von ThUnen model and site catchment analysis 

Is explored In the fol lowing section. 
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Some recent archaeological uses of the von ThUnen model have been 

more In the spirit advocated by Sal lade and Braun. Paynter (1982:181-

182) adjusts the model to fit entrepots, and Lewis (1985:253) describes 

the effect of the model In the development of Insular frontier areas. 

A linear version of the concentriC model has been suggested for the 

Classic Period Hohokam, with a gradient of agricultural Intensification 

decreasing with distance from the Gila River where habitation sites are 

located (Crown 1987:153). 

Resource Exploitation 

Chisholm argues that his analysis can be "Inverted" to treat 

settlement pattern as the dependent variable, based on Weber's (1929) 

theory of Industrial location. Whl Ie von ThUnen and Weber models 

appear on the surface to be radically different, Chisholm asserts 

(1979:28) that 

In the Initial von ThUnen model, the problem Is to determine the 
optimum production for a farm the location of which Is given. In 
the Weber Ian case the problem Is reversed; given the type of 
production, what Is the optimum location? There Is no difference 
In principle between those two approaches; It Is merely that a 
different factor Is al loweg to vary. 

However, from the point of view of causality In settlement patterns 

there Is a definite difference between the two approaches. The von 

ThUnen model does not deal with the determinants of settlement pattern, 

and In fact assumes an unrealistically simple pattern of settlement' In 

order to Isolate the effects of transport cost on land use. Proposing 
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that settlements wi I I locate themselves so as to minimize transport 

costs -- or travel time -- raises another set of problems. which 

becomes clear as Chisholm develops his argument: 

If natural conditions and therefore land uses are taken as given. 
then the location of the settlements may be regarded as variable 
(1979:94. emphasis added). 

This suggests that land use Is predictable on the basis of land 

characteristics. which overturns von ThUnen's assumption of landscape 

homogeneity without providing a theory of how land use is determined. 

This Is Important to the present discussion. since I wi I I discuss In 

some detal I below variation In the use of land as a function of 

population pressure. 

The problem manifests Itself In Chisholm's hypothetIcal I I lustra-

tlon. He assigns attraction values to landscape features affecting 

settlement loci of a theoretical group of pioneer farmers. The values 

are water-10. arable land-5. grazing land-3. fuel-3. building materl-

als-1. based on how frequently the resource must be accessed. The high 

value of water reflects the fact that "It has to be used at frequent 

Intervals In the day and Is difficult to carry and store In large 

quantities when only elementary Implements are available. such as 

pitchers and gourds" (1979:95). 

Chisholm regards as "atypical" (1979:102) cases where the 

attraction value of water Is relatively low. such as the settlement 

patterns of the Ngwa (W.B. Morgan 1955a) and others In Eastern Nigeria 

(Karmon 1966). where residences are located up to 13 km from water. 
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However, In Chapter 7 I demonstrate how the attraction value of water 

can be expected to vary with land pressure, decreasing as farmland 

becomes scarce -- a pattern exemplified quite neatly In Morgan's data. 

The general problem of the attraction value of landscape features 

on settlement Is one for which archaeology has tailored the methodology 

of site catchment analysis. Catchment analysis attempts to Identify 

the effects of landscape features on settlement location by examination 

Of the landscape features contained within a specified radius from the 

site. The method was developed by Vlta-Flnzl and Higgs, and demonstra-

ted In studies of Paleolithic settlements In Greece (Higgs et al. 1967) 

and Natuflan settlement In Palestine (Vlta-Flnzl and Higgs 1970). 

Although the method was developed for analysis of hunter-gatherer 

settlement, It Is applicable to agricultural systems. Roper's 

(1979:120) statement of the underlying theory underscores Its close 

relation to the von ThUnen and Chisholm models: 

It Is assumed that, In general, the farther one moves from an 
Inhabited locus, the greater the amount of energy that must be 
expended for procurement of resources. Therefore, as one moves 
from that locus, It Is assumed that the Intensity of exploitation 
of the surrounding territory decreases, eventually reaching a 
point beyond which exploitation Is unprofitable. 

The problem In site catchment analysis Is the determination of 

catchment radius. The question of how far the "reach" of various 

environmental features extends will have different answers for hunter-

gatherers and farmers, and there are Important distinctions to be made 

between different types of hunter-gatherer strategies. 

However, my concern Is with farmers, and there Is a considerable 
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amount of material relating to catchments, from both theoretical and 

empirical viewpoints. Chisholm's eclectic survey of spatial/agricultu

ral studies leads him to posit a threshold of around 1 kilometer, 

beyond which resldence-to-plot distance plays a major role In determi

ning Intensity of labor Input. Limiting distance (the distance beyond 

which farmers are unwl I ling to travel on a frequent basis) Is suggested 

to range from 3-11 km. depending on size of settlement and climate 

(Chosholm 1979:61). 

Chisholm's review therefore does not support a fixed economic 

radius but a gradient with the landscape at Increasing distance from 

the vi I lage or residence exerting a decreasing Influence on settlement 

location. Accordingly, the classic exposition of the catchment 

analysis method by Vlta-Flnzl and Higgs (1970) weighted the landscape 

at Increasing distances from the site, as have later catchment 

analyses (e.g., Rossman 1976). The charge that these analyses have 

used mechanical or unexplained radl I (Roper 1979:133; Sal lade and Braun 

1982:23-25) Is only partly correct. 

Archaeologists have also considered the effects of exclusivity on 

site catchments (I.e., whether or not resources are exploited exclu

sively by one settlement). Assuming exclusive resource use al lowed 

Flndlow and DeAtley (1974) and Browman (1976) to estimate catchment 

sizes from site spacings. Approaching the problem from the other 

direction, Flannery (1976b) attempted empirically to determine site 

catchments for Oaxacan and Tehuacan Valley sites by looking at 

distances from sites to the resources used at those sites. Flannery 
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(1976c) has also estimated the acreage needed to sustain agricultural 

vi Ilages In the Etla Val ley of Oaxaca, concluding that sites were 

spaced farther apart than was required by exclusive, contiguous 

1 catchment areas. 

In sum, catchment analysis Is not a theory of site location but a 

method of Investigating tha relationship between site location and 

landscape features. As It has usually been practiced, It Is based less 

on the von ThUnen/Chishoim theory of iana use tnan on the corollary 

that the farther a feature was from a site, the less It affected the 

locating of that site. It Is perhaps due to the banality of this 

premise that catchment analysis has not taken us farther. Indeed, the 

most I nterest I ng work now be I"ng done with catchment ana I ys I sis 

concerned not with settlement patterns but with social catchments 
. 

(e.g., Earle 1985). 

One of the goals of the research undertaken for this dissertation 

Is to move beyond the simple formulation that the landscape's effect on 

settlement decays with distance. Below I begin to look at the relative 

effects of different landscape features on settlement location, and, 

more Importantly, how the relative effects change with agricultural 

Intensification. 

Marketing Behavior: Central Place Theory 

The thrust of the models discussed In the preceding section was on 

how settlements should be expected to use Its land or locate Itself on 
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the landscape. wi I I now turn towards models of settlement pattern, 

and a concern for relationships Influencing the arrangement of settle-

ments on a farming landscape. 

As developed by Walter Christal ler (1966 [original 1933]), central 

place theory Is a partial equilibrium analysis of the effects of the 

marketing of goods and services on the spatial arrangement of towns. 

It begins with the concept. of central functions (goods and services), 

which "are produced and offered at a few necessarily central points In 

order to be consumed· at many scattered points" (Chrlstaller 1966:19). 

Central functions with Increasingly high thresholds (the minimum market 

required to bring Into being and support that function) and Increaslng-

Iy long ranges (the distance consumers wll I travel to buy the good or 

service) can only be offered In Increasingly widely spaced towns 

(Chrlstaller 1966:22; Abler et al. 1977:364-371). The theory states 

that If we hold constant terrain, transport facl I Itles, and the dlstrl-

but Ion of population a~d purchasing power, towns offering central 

functions should be spaced equidistantly. forming a hexagonal lattice 

pattern (Christal ler 1966:63). The spacing of towns offering functions 

with Increasingly high thresholds -- higher order functions -- Is 

Increasingly distant. leading to a pattern of nested hierarchical 

lattices (Christal ler 1966:66). Chrlstaller refers to the prime mover 

In the theory as the market principle, which Is based on 

the range of the central goods. from the point of view that al I 
parts of the region are suppl led with al i conceivable goods from 
the minimum possible number of functioning central places 
(1966:72). 
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He also recognizes the traffic principle, which seeks to maximize 

the movement of goods while minimizing the transport costs, and the 

sociopolitical separation principle, which allows for central places to 

develop for defensive, administrative, or other reasons beyond the 

marketing of goods (1966:74-80). 

Since Christal ler's theory Is at core a partial equl I Ibrium 

analysis of the marketing principle, he does not develop the argument 

of the effects of administrative functions on settlement. His causal 

argument Is specific to market towns, and Christal ler was clear In 

stating that agricultural settlement patterns were determined 

separately (1966:1). 

The refinements on the Chrlstaller model published a few years 

later by August Losch (1954 [original 1940]) delved much further Into 

the economic aspects of location. As an analysis of spatial equl I Ibrl

um In a single Industry (a brewery), the model Is more ,Intertwined with 

theories of consumer and firm behavior than was the Christal ler formu

lation. Losch's analysis has had Its major Impact on the field of 

regional science, with Its emphasis on theoretical economics, and In 

economic geography (e.g., Mul ligan 1981), whl Ie the fields of human 

geography and anthropology have found Christal ler's work considerably 

more useful (King 1984:47; for exceptions, see Flannery 1976d:170-171). 

Central place theory has undergone modifications since Its 

appearance (e.g., Olsson 1966; Marshall 1969), but It remains essen

tial Iy a theory of the location of towns and cities, and therefore 

beyond the scope of this paper. However, some discussion of archaeolo-
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glcal uses of central place theory Is warranted here because It Is 

Instructive as to causality In settlement systems. and because archaeo

logists have been concerned with the relative Importance of the effects 

of central functions and site c"tchments on settlement. For reviews of 

anthropological. and especially archaeological. applications of Central 

Place theory. see Blanton (1976). G. Johnson (1977). Crumley (1979). 

Evans and Gould (1982). and King (1984); see also M. Smith (1979). 

Whl Ie geographers. true to the original basiS of the theory. have 

actively studied central place patterns from an economic point of view 

(e.g .• King 1962; Berry and Barnum 1962). archaeologists rarely have 

sufficient data on the goods and services offered by prehistoric 

settlements (Crumley 1979:153; see also Adams 1974). One approach has 

therefore been to compare observed settlement patterns with the 

Idealized lattice model In order to make Inferences about the economic 

functioning of sites (Hodder and Hassal I 1971). Another use of the 

model has been to compare observed settlement patterns with the lattice 

model In order to demonstrate the existence of the theory's boundary 

conditions. M. Smith's (1979) analysis of Aztec settlement marketing 

system concludes that commercial factors were paramount In shaping the 

pattern. albeit moderated by agricultural considerations (M. Smith 

1979:121). although this study has been criticized for Its wi I I Ingness 

to assume free market conditions (Evans 1980; see also M. Smith 1980). 

An Interesting modification of central place theory by archaeolo

gists has been the Investigation of administrative central functions, 

which may affect settlement pattern analogously to central goods. G. 
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Johnson's (1975:299) analysis of the Uruk countryside uses the presence 

of structures decorated by sma I I cones characteristic of public 

buildings to Indicate administrative centers mediating local exchange. 

The paral leis he demonstrates between the central place medel and the 

Uruk settlement patterns are epistemologically valid, since the 

administrative functions he posits could be expected to affect 

settlement patterns In the same ways as central goods. 

Christal ler's theory was not, as some have claimed, an entirely 

static model (see Preston 1985), but It Is archaeologists that have 

been responsible for I Inking It with theories of cultural evolution. 

The causal argument here Is an Interesting one; the crux of It Is that 

as societies come to be Integrated at higher levels of complexity, 

towns take on administrative central functions that come to dominate 

ecological factors In settlement (Flannery 1976d:170; G. Johnson 1972). 

Earle (1976) develops this Idea within a neo-evolutlonary framework, 

relating a single-tier settlement hierarchy In the Basin of Mexico to a 

tribal level of organization, and a two-tiered settlement hierarchy 

~Ith a chiefdom level (Earle 1976:219). Steponaltls (1981) presents a 

model In which the growth of settlements beyond a size consistent with 

their catchment productivity Is linked with flow of tribute, and thus 

with political evolution (for further discussion and criticism of 

Steponaltls's model see Ackerly and Young 1985). 
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Spacing and Flsslonlng 

Siddle (1970) posits that by Injecting "the dynamics of normal 

population growth" Into the von ThUnan/Chlsholm model of the farming 

vi I lage, It Is possible to I Ink the theories of von ThUnen and Chrls-

taller Into a dynamic model of the growth of Central Place population 

clusters as a function of land use and settlement flsslonlng. The 

model applies to the hypothetical settlement described by Chisholm: 

a sma I I subsistence vi I lage; a kinship community at the center of 
a plain of uniform fertl I Ity and water aval labl I Ity, having no 
contact with any other group or any other economic system. The 
settlement ... rei les on the communal efforts of the group in 
collectlng .•. natural products ... and tl I ling the sol I (quoted In 
Siddle 1970:79). 

Population grows untl I It cannot be supported within the vi I lage's 

economic radius, forcing a change In the equilibrium. VI I lagers reject 

reduction of fal low because of "the subsistence cultivator's Inherent 

awareness of his environment," and reject Improved farming methods 

because of "Innate conservatism." Rather, the economic radius Is 

extended by establishing temporary farm settlements, a process which 

leads to vi Ilage flsslonlng. 

Siddle proposes that flsslonlng Is turned to reluctantly because 

"It would Involve the separation of closely associated kinsmen," and so 

the kinship I Ink which bound together the members of the original 
group In the first place would be closely maintained with the 
offshoot communlty ... fol lowing the principle of 'least effort' 
... the new settlement would be located as close to the old as the 
economiC radl I of both settlements would al low. In the Idealized 
economic landscape this would be at a distance of twice the normal 
'economic' radius of the founder (1970:80). 
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The original vi I lage continues to fission whl Ie the clones remain 

curiously static, untl I a hexagonal lattice develops. The process 

leads on to second and third-order hierarchies, although the process Is 

not elaborated. 

The causal argument at the core of the model Is poorly thought-

out. Although Siddle states boundary conditions, those conditions are 

not Integrated Into the model. Are we to suppose that In "kinship 

communities" an overriding principle of settlement Is the desire to 

remain as close to kinsmen as the principle of "economic radius" 

(Chisholm) al lows? 

Bylund (1960) presents a model of settlement colonization In which 

the location of each new settlement node Is a function of the locations 

of 1)other settiements and 2) landscape features (road, church, and 

market). Ignoring exogenous population, each new settlement Is a 

"clone" of Its mother. The primary force governing settlement pattern 

development Is Intersettlement distance: 

It has been considered an Important endeavor of the colonists to 
find and choose new land as near the mother settlement as possi
ble. but, on the other hand to have the new settlement In a posi
tion as free as possible from land competition from other pioneers 
coming from other mother settlements. This Is an assumption which 
Is based upon facts from the colonization development In Plte 
Lappmark. In a choice between two or more equivalent land areas a 
random decision Is made (Bylund 1960:45). 

The secondary force Is the array of attraction values: 
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The attraction of the settlers' lands Is Inversely proportional to 
the perpendicular distance from the road •.. The church and market
place are assumed to exercise a certain attraction on the 
settlement (Bylund 1960:45). 

Bylund assigns attraction values based on these forces to a grl~ In an 

attempt to model the colonization of a test area In Sweden, with 

admittedly unconvincing results. He finally Introduces the notion that 

land selection criteria, especially regarding farm size, may change as 

a settlement pattern unfolds. This development Is I Inked to technolo-

glcal change reducing the minimum amount of land required. 

Morrl II's (1962) simulation Is simi lar, although his concern Is 

with the evolution of settlement patterns predicted by central place 

theory, and he uses no empirical data. The model Is probabl Ilstlc, 

and Is based purely on settlement size and Inter-settlement distance. 

Settlement populations grow In mechanical Increments of two, one of 

which Is sent off to found a daughter settlement. The probabl I Ity of 

the daughter settling on a given square Is proportional to that 

square's proximity to the mother settlement. 

Morrl I I (1963b) has also provided a discussion of the statistical 

distributions of migration distances generated by gravity models: I.e. 

models In which the location of daughter settlements derireases propor-

tlonately with distance. Morrl I I's studies are In fact a sort of 

partial equilibrium analysis. trying "to understand fundamentally the 

role of distance and area In behavior" (1963:76), but the factor whose 

effects are being evaluated Is essentially a statistical formula. The 

premise of the gravity model Is widely accepted (Neyman and Scott 1957; 
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Hudson 1969:370; Bylund 1960). but clearly requires greater empirical 

examination. However. from the vantage point of causality. the 

question Is why daughter settlements should be expected to locate close 

to the parent In various situations. 

Archaeologists have used and modified these geographical fission 

models. In some cases providing their own causal arguments for the 

spacing of daughter settlements. The Bylund model appears In Hamond's 

(1981) argument that In the In!tlal agricultural colonization of 

Europe. Linear Pottery Culture farmsteads produced by flsslonlng were 

located as close to parent settlement as possible to 1) minimize the 

movement cost. and 2) al low for maximum social Interaction and exchange 

(1981:215.228). Like Siddle. he models the eventual site spacing as 

belns generated by settlements located to minimize Inter-settlement 

distance whl Ie stl I I being surrounded by sufficient agricultural land. 

In contrast. Flannery's (1976c) study of site spacing In the Etla 

Val ley of Oaxaca proposes that agricultural vii I ages may strive to keep 

Inter-settlement distances greater than the economic radius. He 

proposes that each new vi Ilage locates Itself midway between previously 

founded settlements (1976c:180). Flsslonlng ceases when a socially 

determined spacing Is reached. leaving each vi I lage with a larger 

agricultural catchment than Is demanded by food needs. 

Flannery advocates analysis of settlement pattern to uncover the 

settlement system. which Is "a set of 'rules' that generated the 

pattern In the first place" (1976d:162; see also Chapter 9. below). 

However his set of San Jose settlement rules pay almost no heed to 



agricultural production; In fact. yield per hectare Is taken to.be a 

constant (1976c:177). The agricultural options that would actually 

been available (see Chapter 3). and their role In determining site 

location. are not considered. 
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Models treating settlement location as a function of earlier 

settlements locations have an elegance which may account for their 

appearances In various lines of settlement research. However. as this 

discussion has suggested. they often require overly limited views of 

the Interactions between nodes In the settlement system. turn now to 

one of the most Influential analyses of the effects of Interactions 

between nodes on the overal I settlement system. 

Econlche and Competition Hudson and Related Issues 

John Hudson's (1969) three-stage model has been the single most 

Influential model In archaeological studies of the evolution of 

agrarian settlement. The first stage of the model states the general 

process of people moving Into a new area In formal terms of niche and 

biotope. This Is merely a formal statement of the process that Is 

demonstrated by his example of technological change opening up new area 

for a certain kind of production (the railway reaching the Great Plains 

Increased niche volume. promoting grain cultivation; 1969:367). Hudson 

stresses that the spreading of the niche occurs as a density gradient. 

not a sharp boundary. Colonization Is summarized as a function of 

Increase In size of fundamental niche. 

The second stage Is a formal statement of population Increase. 
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The substantive components here are that 1) settlement clones tend to 

locate close to their source settlement, producing clusters, and/or 2) 

exogenous entrants avoid pre-existing settlements, producing dispersal: 

The morphology of settlement affected by colonization alone 
possibly produces a regular spacing whereas the pattern arising 
from reproduction alone tends t2 clustering, especially after 
several generations (1969:370). 

The third stage concerns the effects of density-dependent 

processes on spread. The density-dependent process Is specifically 

"the lower limit on the size of farm that can be operated economically" 

(1969:371). Larger settlements absorb smaller ones In a process 

likened to large trees out-competing smaller ones In the process of 

succession. This process, coupled with farmers' desire for compact 

holdings to minimize travel costs, causes the system to move In the 

direction of regularly spaced farms. 

Hudson does not state boundary conditions for the theor~, 

although, as shown below, the model does rest on a series of Important 

assumptions. It Is Important to note that Hudson Is not so much 

concerned with causal mechanisms In settlement evolution as In a formal 

statement of the processes Involved; that Is, translation of concepts 

such as migration and site selection Into terms of biotope and niche 

space. In working out testable Implications of the model, Hudson 

focuses on Integrating his concept of Inter-farm competition with 

statistical probabl I Ity to generate hypotheses regarding relationships 

between settlement density and clustering. The Implications he tests 
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may be paraphrased as as fol lows: 

1. since settlement density Is lowered by competition among fixed 
points, where reasonably high densities decline, the distribution 
wi I I tend to Increase In regularity; 

2. since settlement density Increases In stage I I tend to be 
produced by formation of daughter settlements close to the parent, 
Increases In clustering should be seen mainly In cases where 
density has Increased; 

3. competition should be most In evidence where there Is farm 
abandonment and Increase In farm size (1969:377). 

The theory contains specific Implications regarding settlement 

pattern only for the final stage, where the mechanism driving settle-

ment evolution Is competition forcing out Inefficient farms. A 

considerable amount of substantive content has been read Into the 

theory regarding Its Implications for settlement pattern, with settle-

ment In the three stages being variously Interpreted to be random -> 

clustered -> even (e.g., Warren and O'Brien 1984:39-42) or clustered -> 

random -> uniform (Halnlng 1982:212). Even the cornerstone concept of 

eventual even dispersion has been subjected to reinterpretation by 

geographers; Austin (1985:205) argues that "Intensified stabl I Ity In 

Hudson's third, competitive stage would seem to lead to vi Ilages" In 

Central Sweden. 

The theory has had enormous Influence In archaeology. Both Wood 

(1971) and Hodder (1977) discussed application of the model to prehls-

torlc settlement data; Stark and Young (1981:295) used It In their 

discussion of settlement spacing. It was appl led to historic period 

settlements In Connecticut by Swedlund (1975), In northeast Missouri by 
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O'Brien (1984), and In South Carol Ina by Lewis (1984) (see also Lewis 

1985). Paynter (1982:115) uses It In modeling spatial relations among 

producers for agrarian markets, Blouet (1972) based his discussion of 

settlement evolution on It, and G. Johnson (1977:493) discusses Its 

Implications for the characteristics of low-density settlement 

patterns. 

The model has been appl led to Southwestern settlement data despite 

Its fal lure to fit actual changes In settlement systems. Layhe's 

(1981) use of the model on data from Black Mesa Involves transforming a 

scheme that he characterizes as random -> aggregation -> evenly 

dispersed Into a scheme of random -> evenly spaced -> aggregation -> 

abandonment (1981:143). Preucel (1987), despite major discrepancies 

between Hudson's predictions and settlement patterns on the PaJarlto 

Plateau (such as high levels of agglomeration In the "competition" 

phase), concluded that Hudson's framework provided a general explana

tion of the processes of settlement change. Further applications may 

be found In Hantman (1978) and Effl~ng (1979); 

Since the pattern of evenly dispersed, low density settlement 

predicted by Hudson Is sntlrely at odds with rural settlement In many 

areas of the world, an examination of the assumptions and causal 

arguments of the model are In order. 

PROPINQUITY AND SOCIAL RELATIONS 

Hudson's discussion of the colonization stage Is an application of 

Hutchinson's exposition of the niche concept to settlement, and has 
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little substantive content. But the argument In the second stage --

that clustered settlement Is produced by flsslonlng. and dispersed 

settlement by new Immigrants -- warrants some discussion. Hudson 

writes that 

The assumption of Bylund's and Neyman's model [models of settle
ment colonization In Sweden and migration of larvae. respectively] 
Is that successive generations show a limited spread away from 
birthplace. This Is such a widely used postulate In migration 
models In al I sciences that It probably does not warrant further 
elaboration here (1969:370). 

This principle Is Indeed taken as axiomatic In many geographical 

studies (a.g .• Morrl I I 1963b). and Is a common. although not ublqul-

tous. feature of the settlement process (e.g .• Hunter 1963). In 

building general theoretical models of settlement. It Is Important to 

address why the phenomenon occurs. 

Bylund (1960) assumes daughter settlements stay near the "mother." 

the reasons being unstated. The Siddle (1970) model attributes the 

attraction of new settlements to older ones to the bonds of kinship. 

Sllberfeln (1972) offers a simi lar rationale. Fol lowing from the 

assertion that "Intensification Involves a greater agricultural effort 

at Increasing distances from the homestead." she proposes that 

A typical Intermediate adjustment Is for several members of an 
extended family to relocate temporarily during the growing season 
so that they are near the outlying fields. In this way the entire 
family can remain together. close to shrines and ancestral graves 
(1972: 13) • 

Simi larly. Bohland (1970:20) attributes kin settlement clusters In 

northern Georgia to "a strong sense of fam! I Ism," noting that 



As a strong kinship tie both results from and fosters a high 
frequency of Interaction among family members, the logical 
extension of this linkage from a settlement standpoint Is the 
creation of family clusters of dwel lings, where an Individual's 
selection of a dwel ling site Is primarily Influenced by the 
location of the residence of another member of the family 
(1970:19). 
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Arguments such as these and Siddle's model which Involves kinsmen 

wanting to live close together may seem straightforward In assuming 

that new settlements wi I I remain as close as possible to the mother 

settlement, but In fact the I Inks between settlement patterns and 

social relationships are more complex. Social relationships such as 

household size and composition can promptly change In response to new 

settlement and labor situations' (Netting 1965; Stone et al. 1984), and 

under conditions of land scarcity, social relations may adjust to the 

economics of location rather than vice versa. 

Such problems have led D. Grossman (1971:23) to argue, based on 

studies In West Africa, that "general 'laws' [of settlement] are 

meaningless outside the specific cultural and technological context". 

I disagree with this stand, and argue below for looking at cooperation 

and competition among settlements rather than to relying on the notions 

of the undifferentiated bonds of kinship that under I Ie many of the 

theories of why new settlements are pul led towards existing ones. 

Also, In contrast to most archaeological arguments that look to compe-

tit Ion and cooperation as determinants of agrarian settlement patterns 

(e.g .• Whittle 1987:20). I focus on these social relations within the 

context of agricultural production. 
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COMPETITION AND SPACING 

It Is the third (competition) stage of the model that contains 

Hudson's major substantive contribution to settlement theory. and It Is 

the Implications of this stage that he tests against data from Iowa. 

However. Hudson's argument on the effects of land competition on 

settlement contains several assumptions that affect the appl Icabl Iity 

of the model. 

The assumption posing the greatest problem Is that the nature of 

agricultural production does not change as populat.lon density rises. 

The relationship between agricultural Intensity and settlement pattern 

Is explored In some detail In the fol lowing chapter. and so wi I I not be 

pursued here. 

The second problem Is that In the Hudson model. mature frontiers 

are characterized by populations stabl I Ized at a low density. a 

condition quite unl Ike rural landscapes In much of the Third World. In 

his critique of the Hudson model. David Grossman writes that 

Bylund observed that technological Improvements lead to greater 
efficiency of land use and. therefore. to greater density of 
settlement. while Hudson. drawing on the American experience of 
rapid urbanization In the past century. reached the conclusion 
that the final stages In settlement history lead to a decrease In 
the density of population (1971:123. original emphasis). 

The Hudson model can also be contrasted to Singh and Singh's 

adaptation of Hagerstrand's Innovation model to settlement In India. 

with the stages of 1) Initial agglomeration -> 2)dlffuslon -> 

3)condensatlon [population Increase In al I directions] -> 4)saturatlon 
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[asymptotic rise towards maximum occupance] (Singh and Singh 1972). 

Hudson's third stage also Incorporates the assumption that smal I 

farmers rei Inqulsh their farms to larger ones. This basically applies 

to market economies, where scale of operation Is critical, and where 

most farm Inputs are capital-based. This also assumes that farmers 

have somewhere to go, which may not be the case In many crowded 

situations. It Ignores the posslbl I Ity of changing the household 

economy In response to economic/land pressure. Such change may be 

purely agricultural (Intensification) or may Involve partial abandon

ment of the agricultural sector (taking Jobs In town). Other alterna

tives Include craft specialization and part-time farming with seasonal 

labor migration. 

When we consider that the source of most farm Inputs In 

subsistence economies Is household labor, It also brings Into question 

the assumption that large farms wll I try to absorb their sma I ler 

neighbors. Jackson (1972:258) notes that In tropical Africa, the usual 

case Is that the "optimum size of holding Is determined primarily by 

the size of the household"; Mortimore (1967) notes that In most of 

Nigeria, "the size of farm holdings Is function of size of labor force 

available at peak periods" (see also Norman 1969). 

A further assumption of the Hudson model Is that compact (non

·fragmented) holdings wi II be maintained In the presence of rising 

population density, an expectation that Is often Invalid outside of the 

large-scale agricultural systems such as that used to test the theory 

(King and Burton 1982). Studies more sensitive to agricultural reality 
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have repeatedly documented the tendency towards farm fragmentation 

under rising population, In such diverse areas as Thai land (Hanks 

1972), Bangladesh (Heston and Kumar 1983), Canada (Delisle 1982), and 

West Africa (Udo 1961; P. HI II 1977:75; Hunter 1967). In fact, studies 

In the American Midwest, Canada, and England document Increasing 

fragmentation even where farm size Is on the Inciease (Edwards 1978; E. 

Smith 1975; Carlyle 1983; also see King and Burton 1982, Bentley 1987). 

In sum. we should not be surprised when we have to over Interpret 

and stretch Hudson's model In order to make It fit archaeological 

cases; Its boundary conditions are not stated, but Its assumptions 

bring Into Question many of the situations where It has been appl led. 

Even when Its predicted patterns occur archaeological Iy, the Inappllca

bl I Ity of Its causal argument keeps It from explaining why those pat

terns developed as they did (cf. Green 1980a:328). I have critiqued 

the model at length here (and In Stone [1986a]) not because It Is so 

corrupt In Itself, but because It occupies a position at the forefront 

of archaeological thinking on the evolution of agrarian settlement, and 

archaeologists have been Insufficiently critical In their use of It. 

Moreover, the fact that so Influential a theory of rural settlement 

wholly Ignores agricultural change underscores the need for the 

Investigation of the relationship between agricultural Intensity and 

settlement location that Is reported In succeeding chapters. 
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Summary 

The models I have discussed seek to explain fundamental principles 

affecting rural settlement patterns, not to reach a detal led understan

ding of any particular case. This Is the point of theoretical modeling 

as opposed to empirical studies. However, each of these models Is 

predIcated on assumptions about decision-making that must be evaluated 

empirically. 

The models of agricultural settlement discussed here deal with 

questions that have been left behind by mainstream geography (P. HI I I 

1977:62), where causal relationships In rural settlement In low

technology societies have come to be neglected (W.B. Morgan, personal 

communication 1983). Contemporary geographical approaches to settle

ment place a premium on sophistication of mathematical models of profit 

maximization (e.g., Mul ligan 1984) and point pattern analysis (e.g., 

Haynes and Enders 1975; Thomas and Huggett 1980), often at the expense 

of consideration of causal mechanisms (King 1969:594). Even with the 

Hudson model, the main focus Is on the mathematical propert!es of point 

patterns, although what archaeologists have seized on are the causes 

behind evolving settlement patterns. 

Haggett (1965:24) attributes the geographical emphasis on mathe

matical modeling at the expense of theoretical understanding to geogra

phers having been burned by their earlier proclivity towards cause

effect relationships In the days of environmental determinism. Thus 

Olsson's statement Is as true today as It was In 1968: 
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[Bylund and Hudson] have focused more on the spatial derivatives 
of the process [of rural settlement diffusion] than on the analy
sis of underlying economic and sociological factors ... the existing 
theory of settlement diffusion Is Inconclusive and •.. the specific 
models which can be derived from It are essentially descriptive 
... expl Iclt cause and effect relationships have not yet been 
established (1975[orlglnal 1968]:85). 

It Is precisely these cause and effect relationships that are required 

to build a theory of agrarian settlement. At present we simply do not 

have this level of understanding, as our attention has been more 

concentrated on marketing and consumptive factors than productive 

factors (Schultz 1976:67). There Is an Important gap In our knowledge 

of how the productive activities of rural agricultural settlements 

affect the location, arrangement, size and duration of those settle-

ments. As as a result, archaeologists have come to rely on models that 

hold agricultural production constant even as population den~lty rises, 

a peculiar position given the state of agrarian ecology (see Chapter 

3). Without a better understanding of the factors that actually drive 

agrarian settlements, It Is Impossible to adduce general models of 

agricultural settlement behavior. This, I would argue, Is the cause of 

the fal lure of the Bylund, Siddle and Hudson models to accurately 

predict and explain agrarian settlement. 

The research reported here examines, In an unusually wei 1-

documented case of agricultural change, the relationships between 

agricultural production and settlement pattern. It contrasts most of 

the studies above In that It Inductively seeks the factors that govern 

locatlonal decisions as population density rises, rather than stating 

factors as a premise and deducing expectations for resultant pattern. 
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It Is therefore on one hand a case study, an ethnoarchaeologlcal view 

of the settlement process that I advocate for research on ancient 

settlement. On the other hand, It Is Intended to Isolate factors that 

actually drive agrarian settlement, as a step towards a general theory 

of agrarian settlement. 

1. For a more extensive review of the site catchment analysis lItera
ture, see Roper (1979). 

2. Hudson's (1969:370) statement that 

there Is no reason to expect this new Immigration to cluster 
around the settlements of the pioneers. In fact, It seems likely 
that new settlements would be somewhat repel led by the earlier 
settlement 

has been misunderstood In the archaeological literature. as In 
Preucel's (1987:6) summary of Hudson's model: 

additional Immigration may contlnue ... These new Immigrants wi I I 
also be attracted to the original colonies and wi I I tend to 
establ Ish nearby settlements ... 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TOWARD A GENERAL MODEL OF AGRARIAN SETTLEMENT 

The review In Chapter 2 reveals considerable disparities In the 

causal rigor of settlement theories. The spatial predictions of the 

Chrlstaller and von ThUnen/Chlsholm theories have been borne out In 

widespread empirical studies, the models have been refined, and their 

boundary conditions explored. We should expect them to be corrobora

ted, because of the strength of, the premises from which they are 

deduced. Particularly tel ling Is that these theories have provided a 

foundation for further theoretical constructions, not only In geogra

phy, but In archaeology (e.g., Steponaltls 1981; Paynter 1982:176-184). 

But In turning to other theories of rural settlement, we find a 

sharp dropoff In causal rigor and breadth of appllcabl I Ity. Von ThUnen 

tel Is us a great deal about the spatial organization of agrarian 

systems, but when we Investigate how such systems evolve and respond to 

population Increase, we find ourselves turning to theories based on 

assumptions we know to be dubious (e.g., agricultural production does 

not change with population density). These models do not fit our data; 

we should not expect them to fit our data; and we wi I I not be able to 

build on them. 

This chapter presents a different framework for dealing with the 

evolution of agrarian settlement. Rather than assuming continuity In 

food production techniques, my approach Is based on varlabl I ity In 

agricultural strategies, drawing especially on Boserup's (1965) theory 
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of population and agricultural change. In looking at archaeological 

settlement patterns. rather than starting from scratch and Imagining 

what "rules" may have created the pattern (Flannery 1976c). we should 

be able to begin with our knowledge of (or expectations for) the food 

production system. and to I Ink these agricultural considerations with 

settlement decisions. In the study of Kofyar settlement patterns 

presented below. It wll I be shown that rules on where to settle are 

Inextricable from rules on how to farm. 

Even If archaeological studies of agrarian settlement have tended 

to neglect the role of agricultural production. the value of such an 

approach has been i6cognlzed. P. Smith (1972:410-4;2) sees agriculture 

as the primary determinant of settlement among traditional subsistence. 

cultivators; Sanders (1967:53) assumes the "primary determinant of 

rural settlement patterns In a peasant society Is the tYRe of agricul

ture practiced." If we know the type of agriculture to expect In a 

given situation. and have theory to link that agriculture to a pattern 

of settiement. then deviations from expectations should Inform on other 

processes operative In past societies. This chapter discusses the 

extent to which type of agriculture Is predictable from population 

density andecology. and then works towards a general theory of the 

relationship between agriculture and settlement. 

The Stay / Move / Fission Equation 

Agrarian settlements -- residential loci Inhabited by a few to a 

few hundred persons. mostly or exclusively farmers -- can be conceived 
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as decision-making entities. We can think of these entities as dally 

choosing to remain where they are, moving In toto to a new location, or 

flsslonlng so that a subset of the population moves to a new location. 

We can think of this stay / Move / Fission alternative as an equation 

constantly being evaluated. This evaluation Is a comparison between 

the present situation and Its alternatives. Knowledge of the variables 

making up the equation -- the criteria used In making settlement 

decisions -- would constitute a backbone of a general theory of 

agrarian settlement. 

I am beginning my Investigation of these variables with agrarian 

ecology, for three reasons. First, farming Is an ecological act, the 

construction of an artificial ecosystem. Whether or not the produce 

wll I be eaten, paid as tribute, marketed, or offered to the gods, the 

act of farming Is a manipulation of ecological variables such as seeds, 

soi I, and water. This means that there are constraints on farming that 

are Invariant through t!me and across cultures. 

Secondly, It Is now clear that there are distinct patterns In 

cultural responses to these ecological constraints; agricultural 

varlabl I Ity through time and space has regularities, and we can predict 

certain aspects of changes In agricultural systems that attend change 

In the effective (Including demographic) environment. The process of 

conducting agriculture necessarily Involves cultural variables such as 

labor mobil Izatlon and access to land. In other words, the ubiquitous 
. 1 

ecological aspects of food production are not epiphenomenal; 

And finally, the ecological variables Investigated here are 
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amenable to archaeological study. The growing Interest In agrarian 

ecology among archaeologists has produced a wealth of Ideas regarding 

the material correlates of agricultural strategies (e.g .• Sanders and 

Murdy 1982; Madsen 1982:225-226; Lightfoot and Plog 1984; McAnany 1986; 

KI I I Ion 1987; Stone 1987). Movement cost. a variable that must playa 

prominent role In the Stay / Move / Fission equation. also tends to be 

reflected archaeological Iy (In Investment In structures and curated 

versus abandoned artifact assemblages. for Instance). 

With a few exceptions. the fol lowing discussion holds constant the 

effects of such factors as war (Rowlands 1972) and craft specialization 

(C. Smith 1975; White 1976; Schiffer and McGuire 1982; Dow 1985). which 

may be alternative responses to reduced access to productive resources. 

Agrarian ECOlogy and the Boserup Model 

Agrarian ecology has been an area of Impressive progress since the 

publication of Ester Boserup's The Conditions of Agricultural Growth 

(1965). In which the theory that agricultural IntenSification Is a 

response to rural population density was crystal I Ized. 

Boserup frames her model In contrast to Malthus' writings on the 

relationship between agrarian production and population. Where Malthus 

had explored the determining effect of the capacity for agricultural 

production on population. Boserup treats population Increase as the 

Independent variable determining agricultural change (1965:11). Her 

"dynamic analysis embracing al I types of primitive agriculture" (1965: 
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13) Is based on a continuum of frequency of land-use. She sees 

traditional models of agricultural change as biased towards conditions 

preval ling when classical economists were writing, 

when the almost empty lands of the western Hemisphere were grad
ually taken under cultivation by European settlers, and It was 
therefore natural that they should stress the Importance of the 
reserves of virgin land and make a sharp distinction between two 
different ways to raise agricultural output: the expansion of 
production at the so-called extensive margin, by the creation of 
new fields, and the expansion of production by more Intensive 
cultivation of existing fields (Boserup 1965:12). 

Models focusing on whether to establish new fields for permanent 

cultivation on virgin land were Inappropriate for "many types of 

primitive agriculture [which] make no use of permanent fields, but 

shift cultivation from plot to plot" (1965:12). 

Her model centers on the continuum of forest fal low to bush fal low 

to short fal low to continuous cultivation to multlcropplng; movement of 

agricultural systems along this scale constitutes agricultural Intensl-

flcatlon. Because labor efficiency (agricultural output: labor Input) 

decreases with Intensification, It fol lows that intensIfication Is not 

permitted by agricultural technology, but Is forced by rural population 

density. 

Although Boserup does not develop the point, It Is not a high 

population density per se that causes Intensification, but Increases In 

the ratio of population to productive land. Intensification Is 

predicted If population rises and/or the agricultural potential of 

farmland declines. In this study I refer to Increase In this ratio as 

land pressure. Land pressure Is a continuous variable, not a condition 
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that does or does not exist. 

The manifestations of land pressure that promote Intensification 

vary with several (most not~~ly climatic) factors; farmers are most 

commonly confronted with reduced soil fertl Iity. Insufficient water for 

the area to be cultivated. or weeds. In any event. the result Is the 

need for greater Investment of labor (or other Inputs) Into the land. 

without a proportionate Increase In agricultural output. 

Disputing the common view that type of agriculture responded 

directly to the agricultural potential of farmland. Boserup argues that 

the causal arrow between population density and agricultural Intensity 

crosscut environments. 

While I wi I I respect the conventional attribution of this theory 

to Ester Boserup. It should be pointed out that whl Ie the described 

relationship between rural population density and agricultural Intensi

ty Is widely attributed to her. Ester Boserup Is responsible not so 

much for the Insight as for having marshaled It Into a wei I-argued 

programmatic statement. As Grigg (1979:65) points out. the prIncIple 

fol lows logically from von ThUnen's model of decreasing land-use 

Intensity with distance from market towns. and German and Russian 

fol lowers of von ThUnen posited an evolutionary sequence of pastoral Ism 

to modern farming that was driven by population pressure. An argument 

simi lar to Boserup's was also published In the same year by Dumond 

(1965). and was being explored around the same time by agrarian geogra

phers, especially Afrlcanlsts such as Gleave and White (1969).2 As 

early as 1961. the ever-Insightful A.T. Grove (1961:115) had argued 
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that In tropical Africa, "nearly everywhere there Is a broad correla

tion between population density and Intensity of agriculture," and W.B. 

Morgan (1955b) even demonstrated the pattern statistically using 

Nigerian data. 

It I~ also worth noting that Boserup does not oppose Malthus as 

diametrically as she suggests. Recognizing that agriculture responds 

to population, and not vIce versa, !s !ndeed cr!tlcal to an understand-

Ing of agrarian ecosystems, and I have embraced this perspective here. 

But whl Ie archaeologists seized on the Boserup model for Interpreting 

prehistory (e.g., Smith and Young 1972; Cohen 1977; Sanders !l-!l. 

1979), they also recognized Its essential simi larltles with Malthus 

(Binford and Chasko 1976). Malthus would not deny that land pressure 

forces farmers to adopt any means at their disposal to Increase or at 

least maintain production levels, and Boserup would agree that If an 

absolute cel ling on production was ever reached, It would restrain 

population growth (In fact, Binford [1983:203] characterizes Cohen's 

position, which Is generally taken to be Inspired by Boserup, as "a 

nearly pure form of Malthu$lan theory"). Malthus's pessimism has of 

course proven to be misplaced; world population has expanded enormously 

since the late 18th Century and, although there Is considerable starva

tion, It results from Imbalances In global food production and distri

bution, not to overall food scarcity. Several scholars have brought 

together complementary aspects of the Boserup and Malthus models (Pryor 

and Maurer 1982; Robinson and SchutJer 1984; Lee 1986), and a synthesis 

Is provided by Netting (1987a). 
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The Relevance of Boserup to Archaeology 

The Boserup model has been used widely In archae910gy since It 

first appeared, and even where she Is not cited, "Intensification" Is 

often a topic of discussion. Grigg points out that ,the model has 

nowhere generated as much Interest as among "anthropologists, archaeo-

loglsts and geographers dealing with simple societies," and chides 

archaeologists: 

If attempts to demonstrate a spatial correlation between population 
density and the frequency of cropping have been unsuccessful, the 
somewhat casual correlation of population growth over time and the 
subsequent adoption of more Intensive practices has proved a popular 
pursuit, particularly among archaeologists (1979:73). 

In fact, archaeological use of the Boserup model has run deeper 

than the casual correlation of population Increase with Intenslflca-

tlon, and the process of expanding and adapting the model In light of 

the archaeological record Is underway. 

One of the most visible proponents of the Boserup model, or Ideas 

derived from It, has been Cohen. Cohen embraced Boserup's use of 

population as a prime mover, but stressed Its causal role In much 

larger scale evolutionary changes In economy than length of fal low. 

Flannery's (1968) model of the origins of agriculture In highland 

Mesoamerica, which did not explain why the process occurred when It did 

(Binford 1968a:339), could be strengthened by postulating population 

pressure during the Archaic (Cohen 1977:137). Where Boserup had argued 

that Intensification promoted Individual land tenure, Cohen argued 

(1975:474) that Investment of labor toward the future productivity of 
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resources promoted sedentlsm as agriculture evolved. Archaeologlcally 

this translated Into greater visibility of sites reflecting responses 

to population pressure. 

Mesoamerlcanlsts have been responsible for much of the progress 

towards an archaeological perspective on agricultural Intensification. 

At Teotlhuacan, Intensification appears before being necessitated by 

population, leading Sanders and Webster (1978) to argue that agricul

tural Intensification may arise to reduce risk In the face of environ

mental unpredlctabl I Ity. The argument Is also made by Bronson (1972), 

and elaborated by Nichols (1987)~ and reappears In slightly different 

form In Braun and Plog's (1982) theory of trlballzatlon. 

Mesoamerlcanlsts have also been responsible for much of the 

dialogue on how Intensification Is best conceived In archaeological 

Investigation, especially regarding the relationship between ethnogra

phic and archaeological approaches (Sanders 1981; Wllk 1985; Turner 

1985). 

Archaeological Implications of the Boserup model have also been 

explored by P. Smith (1976). Smith and Young's (1972) application of 

the Boserup model to agricultural evolution In Mesopotamia, where there 

were simply no forests to support forest fallow,3 highlights the need 

to separate Boserup's general point concerning the determinants of food 

production strategies from her specific analysis of cropping frequency. 

The model of Intensification as the progression from forest fal low to 

multlcropplng (or Irrigation) Is not only Inappropriate for numerous 

vegetative communities, but fal Is to conform to areas where Intenslfl-
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cation Is Impeded by standing water (Denevan and Turner 1974; Turner 

and Harrison 1983), aridity (Schiffer and McGuire 1982:268-269), slope 

(AI Ian 1965; Netting 1968; Brush 1977) or length of the frost-free 

season (Adams 1979; RI ley and Freimuth 1979). This Is discussed below, 

where the General Model Is distinguished from the Specific Model. 

In summary, Boserup has directed our attention to the correlation 

between population Increase and Intensification, and offered an 

explanation of the causal relationship. However, population Increase 

Is not the only cause of agricultural Intensification, and agricultural 

Intensification Is not the only response to population Increase. 

Boserup has held several variables constant In order to Isolate this 

fundamental ecological relationship. Unfortunately she has not made 

the effort to stipulate what variables have been held constant. 4 This 

Is Important for a theory appl led across disciplinary boundaries, 

because In addressing different aspects of varlabl I Ity In the world, 

different disciplines Invariably are led to diverging perspectives on 

what may be assumed and what must be explained. 

Its Impact notwlthstand.lng, the Boserup model has only been 

subjected to a partial critique from an archaeological perspective (see 

Bronson 1972; Blanton 1975; Cowgl I I 1975), and Its ramifications for 

principles of agrarian settlement have scarcely been explored. The 

process of building on the theory can take many directions. This 

thesis focuses on the Issue of residential mobil Ity because, from an 

archaeo'loglcal perspective, holding constant this factor Is the model's 

most fundamental I Imitation. 
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Mobil Ity and the Boserup Model 

The Boserup model. has not been without critics. The most thorough 

critique of the model to date has been offered by Grigg (1979). who 

challenges her assumptions that only population pressure prompts 

Intensification. and that Intensification necessarily takes the form of 

fal low length reduction. Grigg further takes Boserup to task for 

neglecting 1) mobil Ity -- migration to less crowded areas -- as an 

alternative to Intensification, and 2) the effect of environmental 

variables on agricultural Intensity. 

Boserup viewed movement Into less crowded areas as an unusual 

response to land pressure. a position at odds with many areas where 

agricultural history Is known (Grigg 1979:73). Boserup criticized the 

classical economists' distinction between the extensive and the 

Intensive margin of cultivation as a function of the time when they 

wrote, when vacant land was abundant. Her model addresses how 

frequently fields are cropped, not whether or not farmers are there to 

crop them In the first place. She therefore 

appears to exclude the possibility of farmers under population 
pressure expanding Into uncultivated areas ... Thus In the model, 
the supply of land which can be cultivated Is fixed (Grigg 
1979:69-70). 

Boserup was not obi Ivlous to mobility, but as I show below, there 

are different types of mobil Ity. The type of mob I I Ity Boserup 

recognizes Is somewhat ambiguous. but It Is associated with long-fal low 

shifting cultivation and certain social evolutionary characteristics: 
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The need to move cultivation from one plot to another every year 
and to find plots which have rested for a generation or more, 
makes It necessary to remove or rebuild the huts at frequent 
Interva!s. This precludes a settled community life, and an 
elaborate social organization Is unlikely to develop under such 
conditions. In other words, the exigencies of the system of 
forest fal low can go a long way to explain the chief 
characteristics of the tribal way of life: a primitive existence 
In smal I unsettled groups ..• (Boserup 1965:70-71). 

Despite this acknowledgment of settlement shifting, she sees Increased 

population density as producing a progressive shortening of fal lows 

through multi-cropping, without allowing for movement of part of the 

population to less crowded areas as a means of avoiding the labor 

penalties of Intensification (1965:15-16,29-31).5 

From the perspective of archaeology, where evidence abounds of 

settlements shifting among and within regions over long periods of 

time, It Is unacceptable for a theory which purports "broadly to 

describe the main stages of the actual evolution of primitive agrlcul-

ture, during prehistoric times and In the more recent past" (Boserup 

1965:18) to assume that farmers wi I I stay put however crowded the land-

scape. Some archaeologists have challenged the neglect of mobility as 

a fundamental assumption at odds with archaeological settlement data 

(e.g., McGuire 1984:332; Schiffer and McGuire 1982:269-272). It Is 

likewise problematic from the standpoints of ethnography and agrarian 

geography, whose literatures contain numerous descriptions of systems 

with shifting farm settlements, strongly associated with low population 

densities (e.g., Freeman 1955; Carneiro 1960). 

In fact, Boserup had no Intention of contending that farmers do 
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not shift their location under population pressure. and she notes In a 

later work that 

the first spontaneous reaction of tribal or peasant faml lies to 
population growth within their community Is to look for additional 
land to cultivate by the traditional methods. If no such land Is 
available they have to use the land at their disposal more Inten
sively (Boserup 1970:101). 

What Boserup does do Is to hold constant al I aspects of the dlstrlbu-

tlon of human population across the landscape except for population 

density. This al lows her to Isolate a causal relationship between 

population density and agricultural production. But It renders the 

model useless for understanding the relationship between Intenslflca-

tlon and the spatial arrangement and mobil Ity of human population. 

This Is a particularly Important problem In archaeology. In which 

a dominant concern Is settlement patterns. In the fol lowing section I 

argue that this problem may be solved. and a more comprehensive model 

achieved. by putting the Boserup theory Into a different context. From 

an archaeological perspective. It Is necessary to reject Boserup's 

claim that her model of fallow-shortening "embrac[es] al I types of 

primitive agriculture" (Boserup 1965:13). But If we define land-use 

Intensity broadly. Boserup's argument I Inking It to population density 

can be appl led to a larger evolutionary continuum than she actually 

considers. We can expand the principle that population density 

determines land-use Intensity. leaving her model of fal low length 

reduction as a description of only a portion of the evolutionary 

spectrum -- that part In which settlement mobil Ity Is not a common 
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response to Increased land pressure. 

The fol lowing section explores Implications of the Boserup model 

for settlement. While maintaining most of the B~serup argument, It 

puts It Into a different context, so that the neglect of mobility Is 

not a flaw In the model but one of Its boundary conditions. 

Settlement and Land-Use Evolution 

The Ideas I wish to stress In this section are the fol lowing: 

1. The theory that Increases In the populatlon:productlve land 
ratio (land pressure) force adoption of less efficient methods of 
food-provisioning Is applicable (with exceptions) to the entire 
spectrum of agricultural systems, from mixed hunting/gathering and 
Incipient agriculture to Industrial agriculture. This concept 
(the general model) Is therefore broader than Boserup's presenta
tion suggests. 

2. Boserup's assertion that Increases In land pressure lead to 
shortening of fal lows applies basically to situations In which 
shifting settlement has become Impossible or disadvantageous 
relative to Intensification. This model of Intensification Qua 
fal low-shortening (the specific model) Is therefore more limited 
In appl Icabl I Ity than Boserup claims. 

3. Even as agroecosystems reach the point where shifting settle
ment Is a decreasingly attractive option, local Increases In land 
pressure result In Intensification or relocation. Decisions to 
move al I, some, or none of the Population to another location are 
based on comparisons of the present location with alternative 
locatlon(s). The key to understanding evolution of agrarian 
settlement systems Is the criteria used In making these compari
sons. It Is suggested that these criteria are simi lar across 
envIronments, but that environmental differences lead to different 
evaluations of the Stay / Move / Fission equation. 

It Is more fruitful to address Boserup's neglect of mobility as a 

boundary condition she set up In order to Isolate a fundamental 

property of agrarian ecosystems than to fault the model for this 
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assumption. In other words, the Boserup model does not demand 

acceptance of the assumption that farmers are Immobile any more than 

the Christal ler model demands acceptance of the assumptions of an 

Isotropic landscape and a homogeneous distribution of population. ~ 

simply does not deal with the relative merits of Intensification and 

movement, either pioneering new land or redistributing population 

within the farmed area. 

The changes In agrarian systems that Boserup considers evolution

ary are part of a more Inclusive evolutionary trajectory encompassing 

(In Its most general form) hunting/gathering, mixed farming and 

hunting/gathering, and then successive stages of agriculture marked by 

Increasing sedentlsm and Intensification. Her assumption of a fixed 

amount of arable land, without possibility of expanding the cu!tlvated 

margin or redistributing population, restricts the application of the 

general Intensification model to a particular part of the land pressure 

continuum. In other words, the specific model of Intensification 

describes agricultural change that occurs only after land pressure has 

reached a level high enough to prohibit or select against continued 

marginal expansion or settlement shifting. In the General Model, then, 

land pressure results not necessarily In shorter fal lows, but In 

Increased application of labor, capital, technology, or ski I Is to 

production (see Turner and Doollttle 1978; Wllk 1985:53-54). Framed In 

this· way, the principle Is applicable to non-cultivators (Dyson-Hudson 

and Dyson-Hudson 1980:31). 

A related perspective on the Boserup model Is adopted by Lee 
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(1986), who Incorporates Boserup's treatment of this segment of the 

evolutionary trajectory Into a more Inclusive theory In which the 

spiral of population growth and. Intensification (which he cal Is 

"Boserup spac6~) Is piayed out in discrete strata representing h~ntlng/ 

gathering, farming, and Industry. This Is an Important example of how 

the general ·Soserup model applies to a broader evolutionary spectrum 

than the specific model, but It does not square wei I with archaeologi

cal data (see below). In what fol lows, I present a somewhat different 

exposition of the model of population driving evolutionary change by 

demanding Increasing Investment Into the land, beginning with the 

hunting/gathering - farming transition, to provide a general framework 

for understanding the ecology of agrarian settlement. 

Shifting Cultivation and Wild Resources 

In Lee's model, movement between stages Is precipitated by 

exogenous shocks such as sea level change (Binford 1968b) or genetic 

mutation In economic species (Flannery 1968). A closer examination of 

how economies Initially move from harvesting to producing foodstuffs 

brings Into question the discreteness of the economic stages. 

Whl Ie population pressure finds Its way Into almost al I models of 

the rlse(s) of agriculture, It Is clear that this cannot be rei led upon 

as the only prime mover. Population Increase Is not a process that 

operates In a vacuum, and the ways In which It prompts economic changes 

vary throughout the continuum of hunting/gathering to states. In the 
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movement from hunting/gathering to reliance on agricultural staples, 

the most Important Interaction now seems to be that between population 

and the evolution of the agricultural species (Rlndos 1984; O'Srlen 

1987).6 

Regardless of the speed with which cultlgens rose to Importance In 

subsistence patterns, there Is a stage between hunting and gathering 

and essential rei lance on agriculture which probably spanned the 

transition on a worldwide scale, which Is known archaeologically to 

have been in some places highly stable and long-lasting, and which 

makes perfect sense as·an ecological niche. 

If, ceteris paribus, hunting and gathering yielded to farming 

because it came to lose Its abl I ity to support the population, it Is 

unlikely that this ever occurred so quickly as to preclude a stage In 

which subsistence was derived from both naturally occurring and 

culturally produced resources. And, Inasmuch as harvesting of natural 

resources Is In general a more extensive means of food-provisioning 

than cultivation, we should expect It to be the strategy of first 

choice. The two means of livelihood can function together with great 

complementarity, with the resource mix often reducing uncertainty In 

subsistence. 

Agriculture Is often thought of as a means of simplifying an 

ecosystem (Igbozurlke 1971), but the shifting cultivation that would be 

e~pected In a low population density situation Increases ecosystem 

diversity by producing scattered fields at varying stages of succes

sion. The Increased variety In habitat created by shifting agriculture 
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often enhances the avallabl I Ity of game, as well as useful weedy plants 

on abandoned plots (Chi Ide 1951; Linares 1976). Jessup (1981:21), for 

example, documents this symbiosis between hunting and farming among 

shifting cultivators In Kalimantan. Where land Is sufficiently 

abundant, Apo Kayan farmers shift cultivation among fields partly to 

retain the diversity of game habItats their fal lows provide (see also 

Sutllve 1978:21). 

The archaeological record of mixed hunting/gathering and agrlcul-

tural economies seems to point to several reasons for the overlap. An 

Important factor Is the potential unrel labl I Ity of very low-Investment 

agriculture: 

Given the erratic nature of ralnfal I In south-west Asia, the era 
of early dry-farming was stl I lone of unpredictable surpluses and 
lean years, with considerable rei lance on local wi Id products 
(Flannery 1969:74). 

Another Is the lack of livestock for protein. In the Eastern Wood-

lands, where there Is no evidence for domestication of food animals, 

hunting (and exploitation of other wi Id resources) played a major role 

In subsistence from the Incipient horticulture of Middle and Early Late 

Woodland (Struever 1968; Styles 1981) through late Mississippian 

(Peebles 1978). In fact, hunting contributed significantly to the diet 

of Anglo settlers wei I Into the 19th century (Selby et al. 1984).7 

The pattern Is supported cross-culturally as wei ,; over 90% of the 

cultures In the Ethnographic Atlas that are classified as extensive 

farmers derive at least a quarter of their food from hunting and 

gatherlng. 8 



The pattern therefore Is consistent with the general model of 

gradually Increasing land-use Intensity with population Increase, 

cross-cutting the "stages" of food collecting and food producing. 
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The movement from hunting-gathering to farming brings about 

structural changes In the human-land relationship. Hunting and 

gathering strategies often respond directly to characteristiCS of 

available resources (Flannery 1972; Binford 1980). In farming, 

however, cultures must respond to the demands of a derived ecosystem 

with different spatial and temporal constraints. Cultural responses to 

agroecosystems set up distinctive patterns with regard to settlement, 

as discussed In the fol lowing sections. 

Shifting Cultivation and Shifting Settlement 

The most rudimentary principle relating mobility to the Boserup 

model Is that systems of shifting settlement can operate only so long 

as there Is sufficient productive land to support them. Farmers 

cultivate extensively In situations characterized by overal I low 

population pressure (Harris 1972). When yields on one plot decline, 

cultivation Is shifted to other plots, Increasing the total cropland. 

If population growth Is sufficiently high (and/or land regeneration 

sufficiently slow) to raise land pressure within the total cropland, 

there Is a limited number of strategies that can be employed to keep 

production from fal ling below necessary levels. In general, farmers 

must choose between Intensification and (complete or partial) reloca-
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tlon. In low-technology, non-market economies, relocation tends to be 

a considerably more labor-efficient option, and shifting settlement 

systems are those In which farmers can, and therefore do, regularly 

relocate settlements to avoid agricultural Intensification (the effect 

of environment on the development of this pattern Is discussed below). 

Cases of shifting settlement do not lend themselves to ethno-

graphic documentation, and account for only 1.2% the agrarian societies 

In the Ethnographic Atlas (Murdock 1967).9 There are several reasons 

for this. They are, In the first place, disappearing with penetration 

of the market economy Into traditional subsistence agriculture; 

Introduction of cash-cropping can provide a strong Impetus to Intensify 

agriculture even In the absence of land pressure, and evacuation of 

agricultural surpluses, whether for market or other reasons, encourages 

fixity of settlement. Secondly, cash from market participation common-

Iy goes towards structural Improvement of residences and creation of 

more permanent storage facl I Itles, thus Increasing the cost of abandon-

Ing the settlement. Finally, the normal time frame of ethnography Is 

poorly suited to cultural dynamics that may have a period of wei lover 

a decade. 

But In the past, tropical areas with low land pressure were 

dominated by systems such as that described by Ruthenberg (1980:31): 

In most systems with shifting cultivation, the continual movement 
of cropping results In a slow migration of the population. The 
cultivated plots move slowly away from the previous clearing and 
the vicinity of the hut. At the same time the cost of transpor
ting the harvest Increases ... Beyond a certain distance, It becomes 
advantageous to build a new hut near the field Instead of carrying 
the harvest such a long way. 
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AI lan's (1965:4) summary of the process Is that "a vi I lage or other 

group ... wl II use up the accessible land In Its neighborhood before the 

area first cultivated has had time to regenerate and a move must then 

be made to regenerated land." 

The archaeology of shifting settlement Is confounded by 1) the 

relatively low vlslbl I Ity of short-term occupations, 2) the low degree 

of land alteration characteristic of extensive cultivation, and 3) the 

potential difficulty In distinguishing shifting settlements from sate!

lites of more permanent vi Ilages (discussed below). Examples with 

evidence suggesting short-term sites supported by shifting cultivation 

are the Neolithic settlements In Denmark (Madsen 1982:222-226) and 

Zambia (Vogel 1986). 

The Demise of Shifting Settlement 

The type of agrarian system described In the preceding section 

finds little place In Boserup's discussion. It Is described not to 

challenge the model but to demonstrate how the general model can be 

broadened and to Isolate the portion of the evolutionary trajectory to 

which the specific model applies. In arguing that population Increase 

produces agricultural Intensification and not mobil Ity and migration, 

Boserup In effect assumes that the shifting settlement system has been 

superseded; her concern Is with cases where populations cannot be 

redistributed, or where Imbalances In populatlon:productlve land ratios 

have already been adjusted. 

This assumption Is considerably more acceptable In ethnology or In 
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her own field of agricultural economics than In archaeology, as 

adjustments In regional population tend to occur within relatively long 

time frames (stone 1988a>.10 

By definition, extensive cultivation requires a low degree of land 

pressure, and therefore cannot be maintained under conditions of rising 

population density and/or declining agricultural potential. When local 

populatlon:productlve resources ratios rise, and regional ratios are 

high enough that local ratios cannot be corrected by relocation, then 

farmers must decide between agricultural Intensification and movement 

to where agricultural production can be malnta·lned at the expense of 

non-agricultural factors. A theory of. the evolution of agrarian 

settlement systems requires an understanding of the factors that 

determine how and when these strategies are employed. 

In real life, farmers generally employ these strategies In 

combinations that may be difficult to recognize archaeological Iy. 

However, three basic patterns may be Identified that reflect these 

responses, and which are archaeological Iy visible: settlement fixation, 

satel lite settlement, and locatlonal Intensification. 

Settlement Fixation 

I have argued that settlements relocate principally because of 

local land pressure In relation to regional land pressure. This 

section Is mainly concerned with how regional land pressure -- the lack 

of loci where one could move to reduce land pressure -- can produce 
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settlement fixation. However, It Is first Important to recognize that 

a settlement may be relatively stable without passing through the 

shifting stage If land pressure never develops to the point where 

movement Is selected. Alternatively, land pressure may be felt only 

after the Investment In the physical settlement placed a premium on 

remaining (or flsslonlng) as opposed to abandonment. These traJecto

ries may vary with local ecology,and are discussed In some detal I 

below (see "Environment and Mobility"). 

In order to Isolate a fundamental relationship between land 

pressure and mobil Ity, In this section I am holding constant potential

ly Intervening factors such as defense and land fragmentation. 

Settlement fixation -- the strategy of retaining the settlement 

locus and altering agricultural production -- Is the response Implicit 

In the Boserup specific mode!. Although the specific model does not 

deal with the change from shifting settlement, this change can be 

modeled without changing the v~rlables In the eQuation. If sufficient 

land Is available regionally, the costs (especially In energy and time) 

of partial or total relocation are often less than Intensification. 

Thus, with low regional population pressure, Increased local population 

pressure leads to greater mobility. As regional population pressure 

Increases, and movement to locales with greater productivity Is 

prohibited, farmers must turn to Intensification, with .concomltant 

stabilization of sma I ler settlements. Thus, with h!ah regional popula

tion pressure, Increased local population pressure leads to reduced 

mobil Ity (see Binford 1968b). 
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Sawn's (1968) case study from Kllombero Valley In Tanzania 

exemplifies the effect of land pressure on mobil Ity strategies. Where 

land Is most abundant, these rice cultivators fol Iowa 45-year rotation 

cycle among three areas. At each settlement there Is a secondary 

cycle, as fields are regularly alternated before the settlement Is 

shifted. Where land Is less abundant, a 30-year rotation cycle Is 

fol lowed among two settlement locations. Under further pressure, the 

family resides In a statIonary settlement around which cultivation 

rotates. The final stage Is the Intensive cultivation of the plots 

Immediately adjacent to the settlement. The process Is Illustrated In 

Figure 3.1. 

Where the ratio Is artificially raised, the process Is conflated: 

In the Cross River area the establishment of forest and game 
reserves so restricted the amount of land available that shifting 
agriculture, with migrating settlements, was no longer possible, 
and It became more common to rotate cultivation among fields 
farmed from a permanent homestead (W.T.W. Morgan 1983:73). 

A difficulty In measuring the relationship between agricultural 

change and land pressure Is how to Implement the concept of arable area 

to al low quantification. The area affecting agricultural declslon-

making In shifting systems Is more Inclusive than total area to be 

cropped; It Includes the land outside the present area to where the 

group (or a subset of It) can move after depleting the present area 

(Margol Is 1977). Determination of the "potential move" area requires 

knowledge of how far a group wll I move. Studies have been done on 

statistical distributions of migration distances (Morrl I I 1963b), 
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Figure 3.1 

Settlement Fixation In the KI lombero Val ley 
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but without control I Ing for ecological variables. The question of 

potential move areas under varying conditions Is explored with the 

Kofyar settlement data In a later chapter. 

Fixation of settlement should be attended by expression of the von 

ThUnen/Chlsholm principles of land-use zonation. In other words. as 

shifting settlement gives way to fixed settlement. agricultural 

activities should become spatially segregated according to the Intensl-

tyof labor Input. The assumption that "settlement location as wei I as 

sedentarlzatlon and settlement formation appear to be related to 

movement-minimizing behavior" (G. Johnson 1977:489) Is not generally 

true of extensive farming. where the number of home-to-plot trips Is 

low. but Is Increasingly true as agricultural Intensity Increases. 

As land pressure Increases, so must the radius of Intensive cultl-

vatlon, until the von ThUnen principle becomes reversed: where before. 

land-use patterns had adjusted themselves to the distribution of 

population. the expanding margin of Intensive cultivation and the time 

costs In accessing Intensive plots force population to adjust to the 

location of those Plots. 11 In other words. farmers are pul led towards 

their farms (see, for example. Chapman et al. 1987:137). 

This pul I also conforms to the tendency for land tenure to become 

established as Intensity of cultivation rises: 

Residence In close proximity to the cultivated land may not only 
be desirable because Intensively cultivated plots require more 
care, but also because residential occupation Is a way of 
asserting Individual control over the land (P. Smith 1972:415).12 

In other words. Increasing population density leads to each farmer 
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operating on less land and making a greater overal I labor Investment, 

often meaning more frequent visits to the plot(s). Increasing popula

tion in vi Ilages leads to expansion of the radius of cultivation at the 

same time that It demands Intensification. Farmers are forced to 

Invest Increasing amounts of time on plots which often tend to be 

farther away. This should encourage social units of production to be 

pul led away from the vi Ilage, placing a premium on settlement disper

sion. 

This has been wei I documented by studies In West Africa showing 

vi I lages surrounded by concentric land use patterns In less densely 

populated landscapes and dispersed settlement In denser areas. Grove 

(1961:125) states that the former settlement pattern Is common where 

population densities range from. 50 to 150 to the square ml Ie; W.B. 

Morgan (1969:316) concludes that the optimal development of land-use 

rings occurs In vi I I ages of 2000-3000 population, cultivating an area 

2-5 miles In diameter. 

Prothero's classic study of land use In Soba, Northern Nigeria 

(1957), described a vi I lage with zones of concentric land use. Land 

within the vi I lage and within a belt roughly 1 km wide was manured and 

Intensively cultivated. It was surrounded by a roughly 2-kl lometer 

wide belt of land cultivated by rotational bush fal low, surrounded In 

turn by several kilometers of lightly cultivated fal low land. 

Schultz's (1976) later work In the same area concluded that Increasing 

population density led to expansion of the Intensively cultivated 

Infield at the expense of extensive cultivation of the outfield. 
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Grove (1961) argues that continued population Increase In such 

vi I I ages leads to farmers seeking land outside of the Initial zoned 

area, prompting a restructuring of the settlement pattern. Numerous 

cases from West Africa show the result of such restructuring to be a 

dispersed pattern. Among the lbo, this process has been recorded by 

Udo (1965) and Jones (1945) and discussed by Netting (1969); extenslve

farming vi I lages "disintegrated" Into a pattern of dispersed, 

Intensively-farmed homesteads. 

This pattern was demonstrated more thoroughly by Lagemann (1977: 

28-29), who compared Ibo areas of low (100-200/sq. km.), medium (350-

500) and high (750-1000) population density. The low population 

density vii lag6 Is a compact settlement with farm plots extending 

radially from the town. Most of the area's 011 palms (which reflect 

permanency of a household's control over the land on which they are 

planted) are within the town, and a smal I patch of forest remains at 

the town's edge. The moderate density vi Ilage Is much less compact, 

with some of the area within apparently being used for crops. The farm 

plots around the town are sma I ler, and usually have some 01 I palms. 

There Is no remaining forest. The area of high population density has 

no vi Ilage, but dispersed compounds. Plots are sma I ler yet and Invar

Iably contain 011 palms. 

W.B. Morgan (1957) describes the marked tendency In Iboland and 

Iblbloland (Nigeria) for areas with high population density to exhibit 

settlement dispersal, whl Ie sparser areas have sma I I nucleated vi 1-

lages, which he I Inks to the labor demands of production. Gleave and 
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White (1969) provide other examples of settlement dispersal In response 

to high population density. 

In Guyana, the Akawalo farm the area surrounding vi Ilages of 20-60 

people untl I yields decline, after which the group fissions Into exten-

ded famll I~s living In separate "garden places" (Butt 1977). A simi lar 

process has been described for the New Guinea Chlmbu (Brookfield 1973). 

I wi II not present here a new method of categorizing or measuring 

dispersion In settlement systems, but I should specify that the 

"dispersal" of farm settlements that I have described as the logical 

product of the Boser·up and von ThUnen models does not entail great 

distances between residences as the Hudson (1969) model predicts. In 

fact, as I show In a· later analysis of Kofyar settlement, there are 

Important reasons for maintaining low Inter-settlement distances. It 

does Imply that residences are located close to the Intensively-farmed 

Infield plot. The archaeological record provides numerous examples 

where both the residence and Its agricultural plot are visible, 

especially where plots are Improved or demarcated (Downum 1986) or 

where there are unusual conditions of preservation (Sheets 1982). 

This Integration of the Boserup and von ThUnen models puts In a 

new light the conventional archaeological wisdom on agriculture and 

settlement, as stated by Madsen (1982:229): 

we see very much larger and richer settlement sltes ... ln the Late 
Phase [of the Danish Neolithic], relative to earlier periods, with 
people now living a sedentary life In large units. It fol lows 
that the land use system ... must have been a much more Intensive 
one or else such large settlements would not have been able to be 
sustained. 
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It normally l! the case that the support of large. population aggrega

tions requires Intensive agriculture. However. If my argument Is 

correct. we should expect the primary producers to be Increasingly 

pul led toward their land as that Intensification Increases. Where this 

pul I Is matched or overridden by a pul I towards the town. we should 

expect the development Of satellite settlement. 

Satel lite Settlement Systems 

The foregoing discussion has centered on the Interplay between the 

variables of population. agricultural IntenSity. and residential 

mobility. have argued that a corollary to von ThUnen's theory of 

land use Is that an effect of agricultural IntenSification Is the pul I 

of Individual settlements towards their farmland. This Is not to say 

that al I Intensive farming systems have dispersed settlement; they 

obviously do not. It Is to say. however. that agricultural IntenSifi

cation places the premium on field/residence propinquity. because more 

trips need be made to the field and because It becomes desirable to 

establ Ish Individualized tenure. 

This pull towards dispersion may be overridden by several factors. 

MI I Itary threat can force settlement to agglomerate (e.g .• Udo 1965; 

Rowlands 1972); rei lance on fields In diverse edaphlc settings can 

eliminate the advan~ages 01 living on or close to anyone plot (Galt 

1979; Bentley 1987; see also King and Burton 1982:482). Dispersion may 

also be overridden by attraction to central places. Note that the crux 
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of central place theory Is that the distance between population and the 

places offering central functions adjusts to the rate at which the 

population accesses those functions. Equl Ilbrlum Is approached not 

only by developing central functions in areas closer to the cl lent 

population, but by attracting the client population to where the 

functions are offered. 

The factors favoring satel lite settlement systems are neatly 

Isolated In cases where nucleation Is forced onto a dispersed, Inten-

slvely farming population. In 16th Century Peru, dispersed farmers 

were forcibly removed to reducclones, from where they commuted to farm 

Intensive plots. 

Gradually the peasants bul It houses near their plots In order to 
guard the crops ... The satel lite settlement differed In appearance 
from the original vii lage. The 186 dwel lings were ... spaced 
between 20 and 100 meters apart and were located next to the 
parcels that were Individually owned and farmed. The degree of 
dispersion was largely determined by the maximum farm size and the 
need to protect Investments (Gade and Escobar 1982:441). 

Whatever the factors favoring agglomeration of Intensive farmers 

(see Glassow 1977), the result Is a spatial incongruity -- a pul I 

towards the farm for agroecologlcal reasons, and toward the nucleated 

settlement for social, economic, ml Iitary, or other reasons (see Bunge 

1962 and Richards 1978 for further discussion of this conflict). The 

problem -- spatlo-temporal Incongruity -- Is analogous to the problem 

that leads to "logistical organization" (Binford 1980) among hunter-

gatherers, and the solution -- satellite settlements on the farm plot 

-- Is analogous as wei I. There are, however, differences In the use of 
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the two kinds of satel lites that have Implications for site formation. 

There Is wide variation In how frequently and for how long 

agricultural satel lites are used; they may serve only as a temporary 

refuge from rain (stone 1987) or as the entire household's primary 

residence (Butt 1977). I have suggested (Stone 1987) some of the 

factors that affect satel lite settlement use. Paramount factors are 

that. other factors being equal. both Intensity of cultivation and 

distance from nucleated settlement encourage Increased residence at the 

satelllte. 13 

Categorization of sites as satel lite vs. residence must also take 

Into account that satel lites may evolve Into primary residences. This 

may result from the variables of dlstance-to-plot and agricultural 

Intensity as descrlb~d above: as more labor Is Invested In the 

satel lite farm. there Is an increasing premium on the workers spending 

more time close to the plot. With this also come greater demands for 

nonagricultural labor: 

men would set up champas. or temporary shelters. at distant mllpas 
where they remained the entire week and returned only for the 
obi Igatory Sunday mass. At some point. possibly because they got 
tired of cooking their own food ... and washing their own clothes. 
they would move the family and household out to the ml Ipa (Farrlss 
1978:212; see also Sanders 1967). 

The Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria provide a classic case of 

satel lite settlement. Despite high population densities and generally 

Intensive agriculture. the Yoruba lived mostly In nucleated towns with 

large· populations (MabogunJe 1962; OJo 1966). While defensive 

considerations provided the original Impetus for nucleation. attraction 
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to central functions now plays a larger role. Yoruba maintain city 

residences only at a considerable premium, as shown by studies of time 

spent In travel to their farms (Ojo 1973). However, although 

conventionally considered to have a nucleated settlement form (Murdock 

1967), they are Increasingly residing on their farms for most of the 

agricultural season (Ojo 1973). 

Locatlonal Intensification 

Whl Ie It may seem a truism that farmers can be expected to occupy 

the most productive lands first and poorer lands later, archaeologists 

have recognized that colonization of less desirable areas can be a 

considerably more complicated problem. Settlement may spread Into 

secondary areas or may Intensify production In primary areas; 

colonization of secondary areas can have Important Implications for 

economic change. Studies of hunter-gatherers have attempted to deal 

with the theory behind this In terms of carrying capacity, population 

regulation (Binford 1968b) and Romer's Rule (Farnswcrt~ 1973~; In t~ls 

section I wi I I treat the spread of agrarian settlement Into marginal 

areas within the framework of population density and agricuiturai 

Intensity estapl Ished above. 

I have argued that systems of extensive cultivation can be 

maintained by employing shifting cultivation around a settlement untl I 

yields begin to decline, and then moving to a new locus where the 

process can begin again. Such systems of shifting settlement can only 
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avoid Intensification so long as there remain fertl Ie areas Into which 

settlement can move; after this, we should expect cultivation to be 

Intensified. As this point Is reached, the von ThUnen / Chisholm 

principle of the spatial organization of agriculture puts pressure on 

farmers to decrease the distance between the residence and the agricul

tural plot, either permanently (dispersal) or Intermittently (satel lite 

settlement). 

However. the unfolding of these processes by no means signals the 

end of the mobil Ity characterizing shifting settlement systems. 

Farmers facing declining yields and other aspects of land pressure must 

generally choose between remaining where they are and Intensifying 

production or moving to a new location, even If that movement does not 

reinstate the prior level of extensive cultivation. Boserup's analysis 

of Intensification as an agricultural change that occurs In place has 

helped to obscure a relationship between mobil Ity and Intensification 

that Is central to archaeological studies of settlement. Land pressure 

can force movement Into areas which demand a higher degree of 

agricultural Intensity than was present under lower population levels. 

Such movement Is neglected In the specific Boserup model, but Is 

entirely consistent with the general model. 

Smith and Young (1972:38) observe that In the past, groups were 

only able to maintain long-fal low cultivation by being forced Into 

agriculturally marginal areas. Since more marginal areas require 

greater Inputs, an Implication of such movement Is that to escape 

Intensification, farmers moved Into areas where they stl I I had to 
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Intensify or accept lower yields. 

Confusion between the general and specific models on this point Is 

evident In critiques of Boserup. Grigg argues (1979:77): 

Nor Is Irrigation or the length of fal lowing solely a response to 
population density. In many parts of the world crop production Is 
Impossible without some form of Irrigation, and historically would 
have occurred at the beginnings of agriculture rather than as a 
result of a long process of Increasing population pressure, 
reduced fallow and111nal Iy, the adoption of Irrigation to al low 
multiple cropping. 

The concept of locatlonal Intensification may clarify how prehls-

torlc colonizations of areas farmable only by Increasingly labor-

Intensive methods fits Into the Boserup general theory. Upham's (1985) 

Identification of agricultural Intensification at Chavez Pass has been 

challenged by Reid (1985), who sees It as a predictable response to 

geologic and hydrologic conditions of the site. It Is likely that Reid 

Is correct In his assessment, but that the establishment of new settle-

ments where subsistence could only be derived from Intensive means Is 

an example of locatlonal Intensification. 

Therefore, Boserup's In situ Intensification can occur along with 

colonization of new areas requiring Increasing Intensification, which 

Is entirely consistent with the general theory of Intensification. 

Rising land pressure creates Intensification, which occurs In place 

and/or by establishment of settlements In loci that demand Intenslflca-

tlon. The return on labor, a prime determinant of plot locations In 

agricultural systems undergoing Intensification (e.g., Conk I In 1957; 

Padoch 1986), Is also a major criterion In settlement location. 
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In Boserup (1965). and In the preceding discussion. Intensifica

tion specifically refers to a change In agricultural work and the 

efficiency of the work. have out I Ined ways In which residential 

mobil Ity can circumvent or reduce Intensification. Agricultural 

production may also be protected at the expense of nonagricultural 

labor demands. Archaeologlcally. the most Important example of this Is 

the relationship between water 6U~~: l66 and agrarian settlements. 

Locating a settlement so as to optimize access to productive land at 

the expense of proximity to water Is functionally equivalent to 

locatlonal Intensification. although the Increased labor Is felt 

outside of the agricultural time bUdget. 

Environment and Mobility 

Boserup disputed the notion that agricultural Intensity was 

determined by sol I quality. arguing that the causal relationship 

between land pressure and Intensification cross-cuts environments. 

This In effect holds constant the effect of environment. much as she 

had held constant mobil Ity. There Is. however. an Interesting rela

tionship between these two variables that has Important Implications 

for the development of settlement patterns. 

Geographers such as Brookfield (1968) were quick to fault 

Boserup's neglect of environmental varlabl I Ity. and the point has been 

pursued In various forms since (Rubin 1973). However. whl Ie we must 

al low for exceptions In areas where agriculture Is severely constrained 

(Harner 1970). a close relationship between population density and 
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agricultural Intensity has been documented In such diverse areas as the 

New Guinea Highlands (Brown and Podolefsky 1976), southwestern Tanzania 

(Basehart 1973). highland Chlapas (Col I ler 1975), Southeast Asia (Hanks 

1972; Drucker 1977). Nigeria (W.B. Morgan 1955a; Netting 1965) across 

tropical Africa (Gleave and White 1969). and elsewhere In the humid 

tropics (Vasey 1979); there Is archaeological support for It In Mesopo

tamia (Smith and Young 1972). Pryor (1986) demonstrates that popula

tion density accounts for 35% of the variation In dependence on agri

culture In the standard cross-cultural sample and 30% of the variation 

In agricultural Intenslty.15 

Boserup's decision to hold constant environmental variability 

therefore appears to be effective In Isolating an empirical relation

ship between population and agricultural production. However, environ

ment Is a difficult variable to hold constant In a dlsclpl In6 that 

places a premium on explaining the causes of divergent evolutions In 

different environments (e.g., Flannery 19j2). and several archaeologi

cal studies have begun to relax the assumption. In the remainder of 

this section I wi I I propose how certain aspects of environmental varla

bl I Ity can be Incorporated Into my approach to agrarian settlement. 

Among hunter-gatherers there Is no question of food production, 

and the organizational properties of settlement systems respond direct

ly to the structure of exploitable resources; since these resources are 

an Immediate product of the environment, there are direct I Inks between 

certain characteristics of the environment and organizational proper

ties of settlement systems (Binford 1980). Arguing that natural food 
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(1960) Effective Temperature Index to chart this relationship. 
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However, there Is a critical difference In the relationships 

between hunter-gatherers and their environment and farmers and their 

environment. Rather than living on products that are naturally 

produced by the ecosystem, farmers subsist on products of a derived 

ecosystem which may develop properties quite different from the natural 

ecosystem. Whereas with natural products, It Is true that "Other 

things being equal, the higher the ET value, the greater the production 

of new cel Is within the plant or producer component of the habitat" 

(Binford 1980:13-14), In agricultural systems there Is global variation 

In the translation of ecosystem properties Into foodstuffs. This 

variation Is responsible for differences In the trajectories fol lowed 

by agrarian settlement systems globally. I wi I I use a simple temperate 

versus tropical distinction to explore this varlatlon. 16 

Temperate climates receive 80-120 kcal. solar energy per cm2 per 

year, whl Ie the figure for the subtroplcs Is 140-190 kcal. Solar 

energy Is highly variable In the tropics, ranging from 130-220 kcal, 

depending on cloud cover and altitude (Trewartha 1968). But del Ivery 

of solar energy must coincide with sufficient water and nutrients If It 

Is to translate Into agricultural productivity. This Is rarely the 

case In the tropics, where much of the solar energy Is delivered In the 

dry season, and Is diminished by clouds In the rainy season (MacArthur 

1980:20). This Is especially true In the humid equatorial tropics. 

Reception of summer solar energy In many temperate areas equals that of 
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the humid tropics (Hoi 1.lday 1976). and one study actually recorded a 

higher summer photosynthesis rate In the Netherlands than In Uganda (De 

Wit 1965. cited In MacArthur 1980:20). 

Therefore. evsn though the tropics offer an extended (often 

yearlong) thermal growing season. the high levels of energy can be 

tapped only by extending the agricultural season. Since many agricul

tural tasks (such as weeding and. for most crops. planting) have little 

temporal leeway. extending the agricultural season Is more a matter of 

Increasing labor Inputs. not redistributing them (Stone et al. n.d.). 

This means that the high levels of tropical solar energy are available 

to farmers only If they Intensify their production. 

But whether tropical farming Is Intensified or not. "the discrep

ancy between potential and realized output seems to be much greater In 

traditional tropical farming than In traditional temperate agriculture" 

(MacArthur 1980:25). There are climatic. edaphlc and biotic factors 

that ml I Itate against realization of the potential agricultural output 

In the tropiCS. For a fuller discussion of traditional agriculture In 

.the tropics. see Speddlng (1975). Duckham and Masefleld (1970). and 

WI I Iiams and Joseph (1973). The following summary Is based on 

MacArthur (1980). 

Climate: Although the tropics generally enjoy greater precipita

tion than temperate areas. a lower proportion Is available to crops 

because of greater run-off and evapo-transplratlon and lower rates of 

moisture absorption. Rains often come In torrential storms. with 

aSSOCiated danger of erosion. The pronounced dry season. on the other 
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hand, leaves the sol I profl Ie without water reserves to sustain young 

crops during dry spel Is early In the growing season. This contrasts 

temperate areas, where ralnfal I often exceeds evaporation In the 

winter, recharging the sol I profile (Anthony et al. 1979:119). 

Tropical precipitation patterns In many areas are highly variable In 

space and time, confronting the farmer with greater risk than Is common 

In temperate areas. The coefficient of variation for ralnfal I In the 

tropics Is twice what It Is In temperate areas (Duckham 1976:68, cited 

by MacArthur 1980). The wei I-known diurnal swings In radiation can 

place stress on many crops. 

Edaphlc: Despite the variability In tropical sol Is and growing 

conditions, some Important generalizations may be drawn. The heavy 

tropical storms actively leach nutrients, with particularly deleterious 

effects on levels of phosphorus' and nitrogen. Tropical sol Is tend to 

have low contents of organic material; both natural organics and 

agricultural debris decompose quickly, producing a short-lived release 

of nutrients subject to rapid leaching. An Important property of 

tropical ecosystems Is that a large proportion of the nutrients Is 

contained In biomass, and not In humus (WI I I lams and Joseph 1973; Kowal 

and Kassam 1978). 

Mechanical Impediments to cultivation are common as wei I. 

Tropical sol Is tend to have poor structure, a trait often I Inked to the 

Impermeabl I Ity that causes problems with run-off. The downward 

movement of sol I minerals tends to create hard pans, which Impede 

drainage and root penetration. 



Biotic Impediments Include the weeds, fungi, Insect pests, and 

parasites that flourish In the tropiCs. 
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In the framework developed In this chapter, rising land pressure 

forces an evaluation of the relative costs of Intensification or 

mobil Ity; land pressure may result from any combination of more people, 

less land. or less productive land. Holding constant population. 

quantity of land, and other factors that may enter Into the evaluation, 

It should be clear that productivity of tropical land under agriculture 

wi I I In general decline much more rapidly than on temperate farmscapes. 

In fact, In the "ethnographic present," systems of shifting settlement 

with shifting cultivation are exclusively an adaptation to tropical 

ecology.17 

However, when regional land pressure Impedes relocation. the 

enhanced levels of solar energy and precipitation In the tropics offer 

enormous potential for Intensification. Most of the agroecologlcal 

constraints listed above can be r£~:'~;~;. but only by Intensive 

practices which may absorb dramatically higher levels of Input (stone 

at al. n.d.). 

Although the comparison I wish to develop here Is between 

temperate and tropical environments, It Is worth noting that within the 

tropics, It Is areas north and south of the humid equatorial zone that 

generally offer the greatest potential for Intensification. One reason 

Is the excessive rainfall and reduced summer photosynthesis rates 

mentioned above. Another reason Is the difficulty In Integrating 

livestock Into Intensive farming systems In the tropics. where animals 
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suffer from heat, humidity and disease and where 

problems arise In livestock management ... In the dry weather, the 
grazing deteriorates. Animals may lose condition, whilst their 
productivity declines, often to nil, as lactating animals dry off. 
Only under exceptional cl Imatle and economic conditions can this 
problem be overcome by fodder conservation (MacArthur 1980:27). 

Therefore It Is In the tropics where land pressure Is quickest to 

develop, favoring shifting settlement when regional population density 

Is low; It Is also the tropics that, In areas of high population 

density, support some of the most Intensive systems of traditional 

agriculture In the world. 

It has been pointed out that land pressure selects for fission or 

abandonment whl Ie Investment In local resources selects for residential 

stabl I Ity and Intensification. Here It Is relevant that many of the' 

same factors that contribute to the rapid development of land pressure 

In the tropics also contribute to tropical dwel lings being on the whole 

less permanent. Richards argues that In West Africa, the opportunity 

and material costs associated with establishing settlements may have 

been m~ch lower than In the case of the European nucleated vi I lages 

with open field agriculture, because of 

(a) a more congenial climate requiring less solid winter-proof 
structures, (b) the ready aval labl I Ity of relatively durable low
cost building materials, e.g., an abundance of woods ... and 
lateritic mud for bricks and wal Is and (c) the fact that house 
building fits Into the dry season, a slack period of the farm ... 
Thus we might expect towns and vi Ilages to grow, decline, locate 
and re-Iocate with greater readiness In Africa than In Europe 
(Richards 1978:499). 



This also contributed towards the Stay/Move/Fission decision being 

tipped towards abandonment. 
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Although I am concerned here with agricultural groups, the 

patterns I am describing should have some appl Icabl I Ity to those 

tropical groups that subsist on both extensive farming and huntlng

gathering. Vickers' (1988) longitudinal study of the Ecuadorian Siona

Secoya show that, despite a substantial rei lance on hunting, game 

depletion plays a smaller role In vi I lage abandonment than do horticul

tural transportation costs and deterioration of vi I lage structures (cf. 

Carneiro 1960). 

In the temperate zone, the ecological differences out I Ined above 

lead to the principles of agrarian settlement being expressed In a 

different pattern. The generally higher Initial fertl I Ity and slower 

decline of agricultural potential of temperate soils mean that, 

assuming no difference In population growth, land pressure should 

develop much more slowly than In the tropics. The more favorable 

conditions for animal husbandry can lower the costs of Intensification, 

providing further Impetus for residential mobil Ity or fission rather 

than abandonment. 

Archaeological examples of relatively stable agrarian settlements 

In low population density temperate areas are common. Early Neolithic 

vi I I ages In the Aegean (Renfrew 1972) and Japan (Watson 1977) are 

estimated to have had populations of a few hundred. Simi lar vi I lages 

appear In the Initial Neolithic In southern Scandinavia (Kristiansen 

1982). The best known example of agricultural colonization of the 
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temperate forest Is the Linear Pottery Culture of central and southern 

Europe, with their smal I farmstead vii lages of longhouses, supported by 

a mixed economy. There Is evidence for settlement continuity even 

under conditions of low population density (Hamond 1981). 

studies on the dispersal of agrarian settlement through Germany In 

early historic times, based In part on place name analysis, supports 

the model of settlement continuity on temperate farmscapes, with 

fission rather than abandonment occurring In response to land pressure. 

In Northern Germany, vi I lage growth limited access to farmland, and 

smal~8farmers •.. whO were excluded from property rights In the 
Esch , began at an early stage to leave the vi I lage group and 
recralin new fields In the marsh and heath ... and here they bul It 
their farms (Dickinson 1949:247). 

In Southern Germany, daughter settlements were established near the 

vi I lages built by the earl lest settlers (Dickinson 1949:250). 

Cone ius Ions 

I have argued that archaeological approaches to the evolution of 

agrarian settlement should be rooted In the theory of population 

density and agricultural change. In the preceding section I have 

explored the relationship between settlement pattern and Boserup's 

model of agricultural Intensification. Farmers regularly evaluate the 

relative merits of continuing to farm where they are or relocating, and 

social units of production within the settlement regularly evaluate the 

merits of continuing to farm where they are or fissloning. Residential 
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continuity Is chosen untl I land pressure Increases the ratio of labor 

Input to agricultural output. Differences In rates at which land 

pressure develops. and In sunk costs In structures. produce differences 

In settlement traJectories. 

Because of Its generality. this fOimulatlon Is more of a framework 

for the Investigation of settlement than a "model." I have treated 

movement decisions as mainly a function of land pressure, and have not 

dealt with the criteria for selecting new locations or evaluating 

whether to stay In an old location. From the standpoint of archaeolo-

gy. where abundant data are available on settlements locations but 

where measurement of lan~·pressure Is usually possible only with 

circumstantial .evldence, we need a much better understanding of the 

criteria' and priorities Involved In farmers' evaluation of the Stay I 

Move I Fission equation. 

The fol lowing chapters present an ethnoarchaeologlcal case study 

of settlement evolution In which these movement criteria can be 

examined In some detal I. In particular, the physical geographic 

factors of water and sol I and their effects on the settlement process 

are examined. 

1. This Is not Intended as a "statement of posture of paradigmatic 
bias" (Binford 1982:125). asserting that agriculture Is shaped by 
ecology as opposed to, say. relations of production; It Is the conten
tion that our best strategy Is to understand ecological constraints 
first (Steward 1955). 

2. Gleave and White's paper was written before Boserup's, but published 
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several years later. 

3. There Is now evidence for early Neolithic communities being situated 
at the forest edge (M~ore 1988). 

4. Although some discussion of her assumptions Is provided In later 
publications (Boserup 1975, 1981). 

5. Boserup was aware that clearing virgin bush Is sometimes more 
arduous than clearing secondary forest (1965:31), which may have 
contributed to her neglect of migration. However, fal low shortening 
need not proceed very far before It Is usually much more economical of 
labor to clear virgin bush. 

6. Thus wheat Is almost already domesticated and Levantlne hunter
gatherers may have settled down and assumed many of the activities of 
farmers before doing any domestication; highland Mesoamerican farmers 
could only arrive at a maize-dominated diet after 3000 years of 
probably unintentional and later Intentional nurturing (stone 1981) of 
a species of grass that started out with scant economic value but with 
enormous potential as a cultlgen; and Eastern Woodland hunter/gatherers 
could experiment for millennia with a horticulture based on seedy 
ruderals that never attained the status of staple, whl Ie not becoming 
farmers untl I maize entered the area from Its hearth to the south (Ford 
1985). 

7. Even today In rural areas of Appalachia, both hunting and gathering 
of wi Id plant resources playa major role In local economies (Rhoda 
Halperin, personal communication, 1987). 

8. The breakdown for al I categories, using the entire Ethnographic 
Atlas (n-1267), 'Is as follows (the figures are column totals): 

% OF AGRICULTURAL INTENSITY 
DIET 
FROM Casual Horticulture Irrigated 
AG. None Extensive Intensive ALL 
----------------------------------------------------------------
0- 5 100 27.9 0.8 19.7 
6- 15 69.8 1.1 2.0 1.0 4.7 3.9 

16- 25 2.3 3.9 4 .. 0 1.0 3.9 2.7 
26- 35 3.9 3.0 2.6 7.1 2.9 
36- 45 10.6 16.2 6.8 4.7 7.4 
46- 55 22.6 37.4 19.3 8.7 16.3 
56- 65 31.0 28.3 32.8 32.3 23.3 
66-.75 17.2 8.1 27.1 30.7 16.1 
76- 85 7.8 8.3 6.3 6.5 
86-100 1.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.2 
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Data are from Murdock (1967), published In electronic form In World 
Cultures Volume 2, 84. Cases with missing data on agricultural 
Intensity are omitted from the table. Special thanks for Doug White for 
making these data available. 

9. There are 1034 cultures In the Ethnographic Atlas that practice some 
form of agriculture; of these, 15 have shifting settlements. 

10. Population movements seen ethnographically are often responses to 
historic events such as opening up of markets; those occurring sponta
neously often take much longer. Archaeology, on the other hand, Is 
wei I suited to chart regional population shifts, and this has been a 
central Issue In classic archaeological studies of settlement patterns 
(e.g., Parsons 1972) and archaeological explanations of the past (e.g., 
Binford 1968b). 

11. The pul I towards the plot varle3 not only with cultivation Inten
sity, but with the crop Itself. Root crops, for Instance, because of 
their weight, have a higher transport cost than grains. 

12. For further discussion of the relationship between land tenure and 
agricultural Intensity see Boserup (1965:77-87), Schultz (1976), and 
Nett Ing (1982). 

13. Varlabl I Ity In fleldhouse use can be critical In archaeological 
settlement studies. At one end of the'spectrum of "use Intensity" are 
the Iban, who have been used as an analog for the early Maya (Voorhies 
1982:67). When the Iban are residing In dampa satellite settlements, 
It Is their ful I-time residence, whl Ie their lo~ghouse Is essentially 
abandoned for many years at a time (Freeman 1955). The Akawalo of 
Guyana, who live mostly In "garden place" satellites, visit their more 
enduring vi I lages occasionally. Most field house satel lites In the 
prehistoriC American Southwest were probably occupied on a seasonal 
basis (Crown 1987; PI lies 1978). The Kofyar "guard house" on outfield 
plots, which serves as little more than refuge from rain, lies at the 
least Intensively-used end of the spectrum (Stone 1987). 

14. Grigg cites Bronson's (1972) challenge of Boserup to support this 
point, although the gist of Bronson's argument Is actually that Irriga
tion can be accomplished with relatively little effort. 

15. Much higher correlations could probably be obtained by using a more 
control led measurement of population density. 

16. Binford's analysis suffers from the way he attempts to predict a 
dichotomous variable (collecting vs. foraging) with a continuous 
variable (Effective Temperature), and he ultimately claims that 
collecting and foraging are strategies that may be combined In various 
ways. 
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17. AI I 15 cases of shifting settlement In the Ethnographic Atlas are 
located In the tropics. I.e .• located at latitudes between 23 degrees 
North and 23 degrees South (Ruthenberg 1980:1). Of this group. 13 
(86.7%) practice shifting cultivation (Murdock 1967). 

18. The Esch was an Intensively farmed. annually fertl I Ized Infield 
area. Characteristic of northwestern Germany. It was divided Into 
strips for use by Individual farmsteads that were usually located 
around It In what was called a Drubbel settlement (Mayhew 1973:18.219; 
Dickinson 1949:244; see Eldt 1984:12-21 for a concise review of German 
settlement research). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY OF KOFYAR FRONTIER SETTLEMENT 

Geology 

located Just northeast of the geographical center of Nigeria, the 

Jos Plateau Is probably the most striking geological feature In Nigeria 

(Figure 4.1). It Is an Isolated upland covering around 50,000 square 

kilometers, with elevations mostly between 1200-1400 meters. Most of 

the Plateau Is composed of Pre-Cambrian to Cambrian crystal line rocks 

known as the Basement Complex, a remnant surface of the Gondwanaland 

supercontinent. 

The Jos Plateau where the Kofyar traditionally made their home, 

and the Benue Val ley Into which they are now migrating, are both 

features resulting from the breakup of Gondwanaland. While the South 

American landmass sheared off the African Shield below present-day West 

Africa, It Is believed that a zone of tension continued from the 

western margin north Into the remaining landmass, producing a crustal 

arch along which magmatic activity was concentrated. During the 

Jurassic, granite Intrusives formed along this arch In central Nigeria 

and the Matsena area of Bornu, and In Niger around Zinder and the Air 

Plateau (Macleod et al. 1971:48; W.T.W. Morgan 1983:6). The Jos 

Plateau remains as an erosional remnant due because of these "Younger 

Granites," which today form Isolated hi I I masses rising above the more 

ancient platform. 
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The origin of Benue Val ley also traces to the Gondwanaland 

breakup, although geologists have disagreed on the mechanism by which 

the trench was formed, and the majority of the research on the problem 

predated the theory of plate tectonics (King 1950; Lees 1952; Cratchley 

and Jones 1965; Wright 1968; Grant 1971; see Offodl Ie 197610r a 

review). Marine transgressions In the Benue Val ley beginning In the 

middle Aiblan (Cretaceous) and lasting Into the Paleocene laid down 

sedimentary strata dominated by limestones, sandstones, and shales 

COffodl Ie 1976). 

What may be cal led the Kofyar homeland Is around the eastern 

corner of the southern edge of the Jos Plateau (Figure 4.2). The Cap 

River Val ley has cut deeply Into the center of the southern margin of 

the Plateau, leaving two large and Irregular mesas; the Kofyar homeland 

Is In the easternmost portion of the eastern mesa. The Plateau 

landscape here Is extremely rugged, with steep hi lis, rivers deeply 

Incised along Joints In the Basement Complex, and an Irregular 

escarpment dropping several thousand feet. Settlements occurred In the 

hi I Is, on the plains Immediately surrounding the escarpment foot, and 

In places on the escarpment Itself. 
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From the base of the Plateau down to a line running from Just 

north of Lafla to Just south of Shendam Is the Benue Piedmont physio

graphic unit. Most of this. area Is dissected terrain on Basement 

Complex rocks, sloping downwards towards the Benue Val ley. Sol Is are 

thin and Irregular, and large areas are lateritic. Inselbergs are 

common In this zone, with bornhardts (large above-ground rock masses) 

predominating In the north and ruwares (surface rock outcrops) towards 

the south. Surface sediments are mainly derived from weathered 

Basement Complex rocks, but may Include the remains of alluvial fans 

from the erosion of the plateau (Tarlk Lablb, personal communication, 

1984). 

South of the band of Kofyar settlement surrounding the escarpment, 

the Benue Piedmont Is sparsely settled. The smal I nucleated vi I I ages 

of Shlndal and NJak are In this area, and Kofyar refugees from the 1930 

British colonial ouster of nine vi I lages In the southern hi I Is farmed 

In this area untl I their return In 1939 (Netting 1987b). 

To the south of the Benue Piedmont lies the Benue Valley. The 

vast erosional plain In the middle section of the trough, sometimes 

cal led the Great Plains of Murl (Udo 1970:141), Is dominated lItholo

g�ca� Iy by sandstones and shales (Offodl Ie 1976:20-30). 

Soils 

For the settlement pattern analysis It was deemed necessary to 

obtain relatively fine-grained !nformatlon on sol I types within the 

Kofyar settlement area, especially with regard to agricultural 
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potential; unfortunately, the sol I scientists from the University of 

Jos Department of Geography who had agreed to collaborate In this phase 

of the study left the university before he was able to begin the 

fieldwork. A study of the land resources of central Nigeria conducted 

by the Land Resources Development Centre of the British Ministry of 

Overseas"Development may be substituted for the canceled sol I survey 

(I. HI I I 1979). The LRDC study contains coarser-grained data than what 

was wanted, but has the advantage of covering a larger area than would 

have been possible In an Independent sol I survey. 

The LRDC survey divides the study area Into five Land System zones 

(Figure 4.3), the principal characterlstlcs of which are summarized In 

Table 4.1. The Benue Piedmont Is made up of the Rocky and Non-Rocky 

Pledmont,1 both of which are undulating plains formed on Basement 

Complex granite/gneiss. Sol Is In these areas tend to be thin and 

relatively Infertl Ie (Thomas 1971). The two zones differ In that 

bedrock outcrops and lionpan (laterite) are more common In the Rocky 

Piedmont, where there are likewise greater I Imitations to crop produc

tion. The 91d Doemak-Namu road, which runs along the watershed separa

ting the drainages of the LI and the Kande, also separates the zones of 

Rocky and non-Rocky Piedmont (see "A Note on Place Names" at the end of 

this chapter). 
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Tab Ie 4.1 

Characteristics of Land Systems In the Study Area 

Rocky Non-Rocky Sand Trans. Shale 
Piedmont Piedmont Plains Plains Plains 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
LRDC No. 587 588 567 582 572 
Geology Basement Basement Sandstone SS/Shale Shale 
Dom. slope 5.2% 5.2% 3.5% 4.4% 1.7% 
Drain. txt Med-Flne Flne-VFlne Med-Cor Med-Flne Med-Cor 

SOILS 
Drainage Well Well Well Well Imp-Well 
Surf. txt Coarse 

SOIL LIMITATIONS 
Yam t 
Millet c 
Sorghum tc 
Rice DT 
Groundnut c 

Cor - Coarse 
Txt - Texture 
Imp - Imperfect 

Coarse Coarse 

t t 
c 
tc 
DT QTC 
c 

KEY 

TEXTURE 

Severe T 
Moderate T 
M! nor t 

Coarse Fine 

t Ct 
OCt 
dct 

DT QC 
ct 

So I I Lim I tat Ions 

DRAINAGE COARSE 
MATERIAL 

o C 
o C-
d c 
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The portion of the Benue Val ley being colonized by Kofyar may be 

2 divided Into the Sand Plains. Clay Plains. and Transition Plains. 

The Sand Plains are formed on cretaceous sandstones. and are 

dominated by wei I-drained reddish sands with no significant I Imitations 

to crop production (Table 4.1). The Shale Plains are formed on Creta

ceous Shales. and are dominated by Imperfectly drained pale clays. Over 

large areas of the Shale Plains. crop production Is limited by 

drainage. sol I texture and presence of coarse material. Although the 

LRDC does not list drainage as an obstacle to yam production In this 

zone (Table 4.1). Kofyar farmers In Shale Plains areas such as Dangka 

and Kanglwa agreed that after a few years of cultivation, drainage on 

the clayey sol Is would be Impeded. In some areas. the greater surface 

run-off meant that In dry years. yams may receive Insufficient moisture 

and rot. In the heap. It Is possible that the reduced Infiltration 

after cultivation results from Increases In sol I bulk density (Hecht 

1981:94). 

The Transition Plains. located between the Sand Plains and the 

Clay Plains. are formed on both Cretaceous sandstones and shales. 

Edaphlcally the zone Is closer to the Sand Plains (Table 4.1). Whl Ie 

the boundary between Transition Plains and Shale Plains Is readily 

visible through stereoscopic Inspection on aerial photographs. the 

Sand/Transition boundary Is not. SInce there Is an obvious Imprecision 

In the Sand/Transition boundary on the LRDC's sol I zone maps, these two 

zones are lumped In some of the analysis of sol I and settlement below. 

The LRDC analysis of sol I units In central Nigeria has Identified 
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the soils In the Benue Piedmont as Ferric Acrlsols with Dystrlc 

Nltosols, and the sol Is In the northern portion of the Benue Val ley as 

Dystrlc Nltosols with Ferric Luvlsols (LRDC 1981 Map 6). 

Sol I varlabl I Ity has affected the evolution of Kofyar settlement 

of the Benue Lowlands In several key ways. Later In this chapter I 

discuss some of the effects of sol I differences on early agricultural 

colonization, and In Chapter 8 analyze how the effect of soil 

characteristics on site location has changed as farmland has become 

Increasingly scarce. 

Prec I p I tat Ion 

The Kofyar frontier Is In the zone of 1143-1270 mm. (44-45") mean 

annual ralnfal I. The rainy season In Namu averages 195 days, and this 

length Increases slightly towards the south. Rains typically commence 

In mid-Apr I I and cease In late October (HI I I 1979:10, Text maps 4.10a, 

4.10b). As one moves from northern to southern Nigeria, annual precip

Itation Increases and also develops a bimodal pattern. The Namu area, 

close to the geographical center of the country, displays the bimodal 

pattern with ralnfal I peaks In June and August, separated by a moderate 

decrease In July. 

The climate In this portion of the middle belt supports cultiva

tion of northern Nigerian crops (ml I let, sorghum, groundnuts) as wei I 

as the southern root crops (yam, cassava, cocoyam) and rice. There Is, 

however, varlabl Iity In annual ralnfal I and In the commencement of the 

rains that may endanger crops. Severe droughts occurred In 1976 and 
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1983. In 1986 two "false starts" In the rains forced many farmers to 

plant their millet crops three times. 

The relationship between precipitation regime and agricultural 

strategy Is detal led In stone et al. (n.d.). 

Vegetation 

This portion of the Benue Piedmont and Benue Plains are part of 

the Southern Guinea Savanna zone. Natural climax vegetation Is 

dominated by large trees such as Khaya senegalensls and Erthrophleum 

suaveolens, with an understory and cl Imber tangle of fire-tender 

species. Some areas were covered with perennial tussock grasses, 

especially Andropogon and Hyparrhenla, often over 3 meters In height. 

Topography and Drainage 

The town of Namu, at an elevation of 190 m. (625'), Is on a water

shed separating the Kunamu and Malburugu drainages (Figure 4.4). The 

watershed forms a WSE/ENE-orlented crest at the northern edge of the 

sedimentary strata. The Lafla road fol lows the watershed west of Namu, 

although the crest becomes diffuse as one travels the road west towards 

Shendam. To the southeast of Namu, where Kofyar settlement Is concen

trated, the crest gives way to several kilometers of gently undulating 

plains before beginning to slope more steeply and regularly downward 

towards the Malburugu and finally the Dep. The undulating plains 

around Nam~, the upper edge of the slope, and the remainder of the 
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Figure 4.4 

Drainages 

Dashed I Ines ar~ roads. The road south of Namu Is Included so this map 
can be compared with Figure 5.1. The Piedmont area (north of the main 
road) has many minor streams which are too sma I I to be mapped here. 



Malburugu drainage generally correspond to the areas of Sand Plains, 

Transition Plains and Shale Plains described above. 
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The drainage pattern In al I three zones Is dendritic. The texture 

of the drainage network Is medlum-to-coarse In the Sand Plains and Clay 

Plains but medlum-to-flne In the Transition Plains. Stream density Is 

Indeed higher on the Transition Plains south of Namu because the strip 

of Transition Plains occurs 310ng the upper margin of the Malburugu 

drainage where there Is a high density of low order streams. 

Hydrography and Its effect on settlement Is discussed In Chapter 6. 

Pre-Kofyar Settlement 

Little Information Is available on the history of Namu District 

and this area of the Benue Plains In general. Scattered colonial 

period documents now housed In the National Archives at Kaduna (NAK) 

contain Information on economy and settlement In the area prior to the 

Kofyar entrance, such as C.W. Rowl lng's fascinating 1946 report on land 

tenure In Plateau Province. The historical research conducted by 

Dorwood (n.d.) concerns an area west of the Kofyar frontier, and the 

publications that have dealt with Namu have been collections of oral 

legends (Dagum n.d.) and fanciful conjectures based on oral legends. 

Agi (1982), for Instance, offers a bizarre exposition of the history of 

the "Dlmmuk," "Mlrrlam," and "Kwal la," based on early surveys of the 

province by Fremantle (1922) and Ames (1934), apparently without 

realizing these are sub-groups of the same Kofyar studied by Netting. 
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Islchel (1982:9) also displays confusion over the Kofyar and their 

legends. Adamu (1978) offers a history of Kofyar settlement gleaned 

from a single group Interview In Kwa, dealing with such events as the 

"breakup of the city-state of KUfflyar.,,3 

Reports and studies produced by the British early In the Colonial 

period make It clear that the Murl Plains have long contained vast 

expanses of uninhabited territory. The generally accepted explanation 

Is that 

The northern portions of the Middle Belt were the home of a large 
number of smal I pagan tribes that lacked the political sophistica
tion, and therefore; the military strength of their northern 
neighbors. Consequently they suffered during the slave raids of 
the Zaria Hausa state and theF~lanl Jihad, or holy wars. As a 
result the remnants of the pagans withdreW Into large uplands such 
as the Jos Plateau, where th-ey sought refuge both In the broken 
country of the Plateau edge and on the High Plateau ... (Gleave 
1965:127; see also Hogben 1930, Meek 1931, Buchanan and Pugh 
1955 :80J • 

On the Murl Plains, ml I Itary threat would have come first from the 

Jukun empire to the south and later from Moslem emirates to the east 

and west. The Jukun empire, headquartered near Wukarl (Figure 4.1), 

dominated the area In the 16th and 17th centuries, during which time 

they attacked as far north as Kano (Fremantle 1922:32-33,43; Ames 

1934:27-28). They extracted tribute from the Goemal (discussed below), 

who In turn raided the Kofyar for slaves. Oral histories agree that 

Jukun Influence north of the Benue declined In the late 18th Century, 

but the Fulanl Jihad of the early 19th Century left the Plateau tribes 

ringed by 
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Fulanl dynasties, al I militant with the enthusiasm of their youth, 
of which Bauch I was the most powerful In the attempts which were 
made to subdue ... [Plateau groups] who were not living In Inacces
sible hi I Is (Ames 1934:30). 

An emirate established at Wase (Figure 4.1) as an outpost of the 

Bauch I dynasty (Hogben and Kirk-Greene 1966:557-558) began to threaten 

the plains In the early 19th century (Fremantle 1922:6). Later In the 

19th Century, the Goemal area was said to be the best source of slaves 

for the Lafla emirate (Hogben and Kirk-Greene 1966:548). Considering 

the long history of ml I Itary danger on the plains, It Is a realistic 

conjecture that the Kofyar have resided In the southern hi I Is of the 

Jos Plateau for several centuries. 

Remaining on the plains, however, were the Goemal (Ankwe) towns of 

Shendam, Kurgwl, and Kwande, which are believed to be quite old. as 

we II as the sma II er sett lements of Njak, Sh I nda I and ;·"amu (F Igure 

4 4.2). These were walled settlements that practiced shifting cultlva-

tlon on lands outside of th~lr wal Is. They ~ere stl II vulnerable to 

outside attacks, as In 1820 when Yakubu of Bauch I reportedly "over-ran 

the country of the Ankwe and reduced all their walled and stockaded 

towns" (Fremantle 1922:44). Denizens of the Njak area sometimes fled 

to the hi I Is for refuge from slave-raiding (JOHLT 1981:641). 

It appears that threats also came from local groups. An early 

British patrol In Ankwe District was chased off by "marauding Montols" 

(Fremantle 1922:10), a group living In the hi I Is east of the Kofyar and 

probably also on the adjacent plains. The Montols even claimed to have 

repulsed Fulanl attacks In the preceding decade (Fremantle 1922:46), 



and were among those raiding trade routes such as the Ibl-Wase road 

during the early 1900s. 5 

The Murl Plains were described In 1934 as fol lows: 
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To the South of Shendam the country slopes very gently down 
towards the River Benue. with an Increasing quantity of trees and 
bush until It becomes a vast forest. thick and sunless. except for 
the open space of Its many swamps. uninhabited by man but the home 
of the bush cow. antelope of many kinds. an occasional I Ion, and 
the tsetse fly. and visited annually by elephant (Ames 1934:11). 

Causes of population Movement 

It Is Impossible to separate the evolution of Kofyar settlement 

patterns from the problem of why they came to the frontier In the first 

place. Archaeological approaches to population movement Into new areas 

have tended to be ecological; Rouse (1986:12). fOI instance. dlstlr.-

gulshes preadaptatlon (movements designed to keep a population In the 

type of environment to which Is accustomed) from adaptive radiation 

(expansion Into a different environment). The Hudson model used widely 

In archaeology (Chapter 2) treats movement Into new areas as expansion 

of the population's fundamental niche (1969:369); he offers the example 

of technological change altering the permissible conditions under which 

settlement may take place (1969;367). Hudson's process of colonlza-

1!2n. which lowers overal I settlement density by Increasing the area of 

the biotope. Is fol lowed by the process of spread. which raises density 

In the area Into which the niche has expanded (1969:369). 

Green (1979) views the process In simi larly ecological terms. 

Incorporating elements of both schemes. He defines the fundamental 
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niche as the area bounded by those variables relevant to human settle

ment, and the realized habitat as the actual distribution of settle

ment. Colonization can result from the expansion of either the funda

mental niche or the realized habitat (Green 1979:70-71; see also Green, 

1980a:337-345, Green and Perlman 1985). 

As even Hudson admits, such terminology seems "unnecessarily 

formal" (1969:367), and conveys little about the causes behind the 

spread of agriculturalists (Green 1980a:328). In order to understand 

the factors shaping Kofyar settlement change It Is necessary to examine 

the background of the original migration In much more substantive 

terms. 6 

To sketch the background of the Kofyar migration In more concrete 

terms It Is first useful to place It In the context of a series of 

movements of populations out of hi I Iy areas of Nigeria In the mid-20th 

Century. These "downhll I movements" have been documented In several 

areas of the Jos Plateau (Conant 1962; Gleave 1965, 1966; Udo 1966; cf. 

Gleave 1963). For many of these populations movements, certainly 

Including the Kofyar case, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition 

was th~ Pa~ Britannica, which reduced or eliminated the threat of 

raiding and slaving on lowland areas. Writing about the causes of hi I I 

abandonment, Gleave cites (1966) a series of "push" and "pul I" factors 

promoting movement: 
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Pressure on cultivable land 
Lack of building land 
Disease and malnutrition 
Government action 
Inaccessibility 

Aval labl I Ity of abundant land 
Need for cash 
Outside contact 
Government action 

As factors ml I Itatlng against movement. Gleave cites tradition, tribal 

custom and disease. 

It is significant that In the Kofyar case, several of these push 

and pul I factors were n2! present. The Kofyar case Is valuable for 

modeling settlement processes Independently of modern governmental 

policies because. unl Ike a number of other cases (see Udo 1966, Gleave 

1965). the colonial government played virtually no role In the movement 

eAcept through Its suppression of military threat. 

The government did forcibly remove nine hi I I vi I lages to the 

plains In 1930 after an Assistant District Officer was kl I led In a 

dispute In Latok (Netting 1987b). VII lagers from the hi I Is above 

Doemak were resettled near the river east of Kwal la and In the rocky 

piedmont area between Doemak and NJak. The refugees repeatedly 

attempted to return to their homes untl I they were permitted to In 

1939. 

If the forced removal to the plains had any effect on the later 

migration It was probably to hinder It. The Latok area was the last to 

Join In the later movement south. probably because of the grim exper-

lence of the 1930's as wei I as by the relatively low degree of land 

pressure In that area (M.P. Johnson and Stone 1983; Stone ~. 1984). 
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There Is no reason to believe that disease played a role In the 

frontier migration. Although trypanosomiasis was endemic In the hi I Is 

In the decades preceding the movement (Glassan 1927). and may have been 

exacerbated by the development of uninhabited buffer zones separating 

warfare al I lances In the hi I Is (Netting 1973). the problem was reduced 

by the time the migration began. Moreover. large tracts of the 

frontier were also Infested with tsetse until bush clearing gradually 

reclaimed the land from the disease vector. 

Food shortages In the homeland did Influence the migration. 

Inter-vii lage food raiding occurred sporadically during the earlier 

part of the century. apparently triggered by agricultural shortfal Is 

(Netting 1974). Raiding was not restricted to attacks by crowded 

plains vi I lages on hi I I producers; In 1918 the British reported a food 

raid by Koeper (In the Jepal area on the northern Kofyar hi i Is) on the 

plains vi I lage of Leet (PRO 1918. FI Ie 44654). Whl Ie these alterca

tions probably resulted from acute. severe food shortages. there were 

also milder chronic food shortages In the areas with highest population 

density. Population density correlates strongly with migration rates 

as measured by Netting In the 1960's (Johnson and Stone 1983; Stone et 

!l. 1984). Migrants Interviewed In 1966 almost unanimously cited the 

need for more food as a factor In their movement to the plains. But. 

as argued below. an Important corollary of the aval labl I Ity to produce 

more food on the frontier was the superior labor efficiency of agricul

tural labor there. 

The question of the "need for cash" Is slightly more complicated 
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monetarlzed since the early decades of this century. Residents of 
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Kwal la, where a market had operated since before the arrival of the 

British, were reported In 1912 (three years after their first contact 

with w~ltes) to have "taken readily to trade," and a 1927 report 

(Glassan 1927:4) mentions Kofyar marketing palm 01 I, woven mats and 

agricultural Implements. A market was established In Doemak In 1937, 

and, according to Findlay (1945:140), quickly eclipsed the older Kwalla 

market. 

However, the 01 I palms that gave Doemak farmers access to some 

cash were fewer In the Mernlang area;7 Mernlang wanting cash would 

headload yams, salt, palm 01 I and other goods from local markets up to 

the plateau mlnefleld.8 The Mernlang's limited participation In 

overland trade capitalized on the absence of a direct road from the 

plains to the minefield; what was to the Kofyar a 30-40 mile trek was a 

130 ml Ie drive (Findlay 1945:140). An al I-season road finally 

connected Panyam and the high plateau with Shendam In the late 1950's 

(Netting 1968:51), reducing the Incentive to transport local goods at 

the same time that It bettered the agricultural market on the frontier. 

However, It Is probably easy to overestimate the role of overland 

trading In the Kofyar economy. Virtually al I Kofyar were ful I-time 

subsistence farmers ~urlng the agricultural season, and the percentage 

of men that made yearly trips to the minefield was probably fairly 

smal I. There are stories of men who made a single trip In their lives, 

using the proceeds to purchase a loincloth. Before the colonization of 
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the Namu area, wealth took the form of domestic animals (Glassan 1927: 

4; Netting 1968). 

Taxation by the colonial government was an Inducement to obtain 

cash, although taxes were Initially payable In kind (JOHLT 1981:642). 

The head tax In Doemak and Mernlang was 3/- per adult male as of 1927 

(Glassan 1927:5), rising to £2 In 1961 (Netting 1968:165). Neverthe

less It Is doubtful that taxation was a significant "pul I" factor In 

the Kofyar migration. The Shlndal area, which was taxed at the higher 

rate of 5/- (JOHLT 1981:630), contributed little to the migratory 

stream. 

In the Kofyar case, then, the "need for cash" was a factor In the 

migration from the hi I Is, although not a factor of paramount Impor

-tance. The fact that the Kofyar dlaspora was wei I underway before 

there was a Panyam-Shendam road to develop the market for agricultural 

surpluses also argues against the desire for cash being the prime 

reason for the migration. 

There Is no doubt that after several decades of marketing crops, 

and since the emergence of an Incipient non-agricultural sector In the 

Kofyar economy, the desire for cash has become considerably more Impor

tant In Kofyar agricultural decision-making. But the best explanation 

of the original Kofyar expansion Into the unoccupied plains to the 

south Is the much higher ratio of productive land to population offered 

there. The movement Is therefore consistent with the Boserup model of 

population density and agricultural Intensity (Netting 1969), and 

furthermore conforms to the expectation that where local land pressure 
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Is high but regional land pressure Is low enough to al low relocation, 

movement Is promoted (Chapter 3). 

History of Migration 

Like the hi I I farmers, many traditional plains farmers cultivated 

plots outside of villages, often In marginal areas; when land pressure 

Increased, residences were sometimes established In these outfield 

areas (stone 1987). A major factor In the spread of more enduring 

settlement was the distribution of sol I types. The plains Mernlang, 

bounded to the west by the plateau escarpment, looked to the east for 

expansion. But land to the east was patchy; flows of vesicular basalt 

from mid-Tertiary volcanism were widespread, and the basaltic areas 

tended to be highly iabor-expansive to cultivate (stone 1957). The 

sandy sol Is within the basalt flows were already occupied by the 

sprawling settlements of Kwang. 

The plains Doemak, with their backs to the escarpment, faced over 

25 km. of rocky piedmont to the south before the beginning of the Sand 

Plains. Large tracts of the piedmont were dominated by surface 

outcrops of basement rocks or were heavily laterized, rendering them 

nearly useless for cultivation. Other areas were suitable for shifting 

cultivation, as was practiced around the vi I lages of Njak and Shlndal. 

Other areas scattered through the piedmont were more favorable. I have 

only circumstantial evidence on the priority of settlement location 

criteria for these early pioneers, but 1963 aerial photographs show 

that agricultural plots favor areas of low rei lef near streams or 
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rivers, which tended to be free of outcrops and laterlzatlon. 

The Kwal la. on the other hand, had opportunity to spread In al I 

directions, and to the east and south were broad areas of non-rocky 

piedmont and alluvial sol Is. Kwalla farmers thus had a large arable 

area bordering them on two sides, and led the agricultural colonization 

to the south. 

Although he was only vaguely aware of these variations In agrlcul-

tural potential, Findlay describes the beginnings of the agricultural 

dlaspora: 

Unfortunately, now that the pax Britannica al lows free movement, 
there Is an Increasing tendency to neglect these home farms and to 
adopt shifting cultivation In the bush to the south. The movement 
has been adopted In varying degrees by all the tribes In this 
thickly populated region. Dlmmuk's [Doemak] eastern nelghbois, 
the Kwol la [Kwal laJ, were the first to start, and, being on the 
perimeter of the thickly populated area, they had a free field 
before them. In their scramble for new and easily cultivated land 
they too, are gradually abandoning the Intensive cultivation of 
home farms ... Already farms spread to distances of twelve miles or 
more, and some 100 square miles of bush have been affected. The 
people have established farm settlements which were at first 
occupied In the farming season only, but In which some members of 
the family now live throughout the year ... The process has not been 
quite so easy for the Dlmmuk. To north, east and west expansion 
Is barred by populated country or rugged hi lis, and there Is a 
good deal of rocky country Immediately below them; consequently, 
they have farther to go In their search for new land (Findlay 
1945:139-40; punctuation as In original). 

The fol lowing year, Rowllng reported (1946:29) that 

Kwol la and a few Dlmmuk farms run practically from FanJlng to 
Shendam -- most of It virgin ten years ago -- and down east of 
Kurgwl towards Damshln: Dlmmuk are approaching Kwande and are back 
round Dungban: and there are several recent Tlv settlements 
between Lamkaku [Langkaku] and Kwande. 
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Mernlang farmers had apparently skipped over the basalt flows, and were 

"farming east of the Shemankar" (Rowllng 1946:14). 

Rowl Ing compared the Kofyar migrant farms to those of groups 

originating from more distant areas on the plateau, whose longer 

migrations had led them to establ Ish more permanent settlements, and to 

the Tlv, who had long been In the practice of shifting settlement 

Increasingly north of their homeland to the south: 

Mlrrlam Kwol la and Dlmmuk have not reached the Eggon Montol Yergam 
Tlv Jarawa or BI Rom [Blrom] stage of permanent settlement with, 
In at least some of these cases. burial of their dead at their new 
homes. The former groups establ Ish a second compound on their new 
farms. but their roots are stili In the parent vi I lage where they 
spend most of the dry season and maintain their farms during part 
of the rains. The bulk of their crop from their new farms Is 
carried home, though the Dlmmuk at least, with unfortunate results 
to their old field, are tending to leave most of their livestock 
In charge of a wife [sic] or wives at their new establishments. 
HI I I-foot tenure was In the main a Joint one and It is stl I I 
common to find collective farming In their old fields. Sons 
however often clear each his own land In the NJak, Dungban. or 
Kurgwl/Kwande bush, or take up a piece of Kwol la fallow which the 
Kwolla farmer has left In his push southeast. Only a few Dlmmuk 
have asked to be registered In the Namu tax lists, with the 
Implication that they have settled permanently; but the time wi I I 
soon come when they wi I I get tired of carrying their crops 12 to 
15 miles (1946:14; punctuation as In original). 

Settlement histories col lacted from Doemak and Mernlang farmers 

from a sample of ungwas (neighborhoods) between Shendam and Ashlge 

support Row I lng's observations on early Kofyar migrant farming. In the 

settlement history database (described more fully In the fol lowing 

chapter), each entry Is a settlement shift by the household the respon-

dent was In, whether or not he was the household head at the time. 

From 1,642 recorded settlement shifts south of the homeland, there are 
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32 pre-1952 entries (In other words, of 1,642 reported movements, 32 

occurred before 1952). The locations of these 32 farms are reported In 

Table 4.2, separated by area of origin (Doemak vs. Mernlang). 

Other detal Is of the early colonization have been fleshed out 

through Interviews and examination of aerial photographs. By the mid 

1940's, Doemak farmers had settled In the bush south of Shlndal and 

probably by the late 1940's 'had moved Into the area northeast of Pandam 

where the Rocky Piedmont gives way to the Sand Plains. One of the 

first groups was headed by Daylm Doebang, and there Is stl I I an ungwa 

there named after hlm. 9 Mernlang farmers were present there also; In 

fact Doedel, the chief of Kwa, Is reported to have had a migrant farm 

there. 

The movement Into this area Is significant because It was appar

ently the first Kofyar colonization of the land on the superior 

Cretaceous sedimentary sol Is, which must have been In part responsible 

for the sharp Increase In migration that fol lowed soon thereafter. It 

Is also significant because It signaled the Kofyar settlement frontier 

having reached the cultivation perimeter Namu town; If colonization was 

to continue, It had to Jump to the south over the Namu bush fields. 

Settlement In the bush south of Namu was very sparse, but the 

evidence suggest that Tlv farmers had established a few outposts there 

by the mid 1940's. Throughout the colonial period, the Tlv had 

fol lowed a pattern of migratory expansion that led them out of their 

homeland near the Benue River. The basic unit of settlement was the 

!!L, a somewhat variable social entity comprising the descendants of a 



Table 4.2 

Pre-1952 migrations 

1940 1942 1944 1946 1948 1950 
-41 -43 -45 -47 -49 -52 

Southern Kwa II a bush 0-2 0-1 0-2 0-2 0-3,M-1 0-3 

Kurgwl area M-2 

Namu area I M-1 M-2 M-2 

Pandam area 0-1 

Njak area 0-1 0-1,M-1 0-3 

Western Shendam bush M-2 M-2 

o and M Indicate number of farms established In each area by farmers 
originating In Doemak and Mernlang, respectively. The Namu area 
Includes Pang Mat long on the north edge of Namu and Kopmal lam to the 
northwest of Namu. 

128 
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single ancestor (Bohannan 1954:8). In 1946. Rowllng mentioned (p. 28) 

"several recent Tlv settlements between Lamkaku [Langkaku] and Kwande." 

and the present Kofyar communities of Koprume. Kopdogo and Duwe are 

said to be named for earlier Tlv Inhabitants. A massive compound 

surrounded by a broad scatter of plots visible on the 1963 aerials. 

Just east of the present boundary of Duwe. Is probably the !!r headed 

by the Tlv Duwe. These Tlv settlers would have occupied a minute 

fraction of the fertile plains south of Namu. and would almost certaln-

Iy have planned to move to new bush locations even had the Kofyar not 

begun to colonize the area. 

Kofyar estab I I shed the I r first bush farms I n' the southern Namu 

bush In 1951 or 1952. 10 Kofyar moved. Into the southern Namu bush on 

two fronts. Doemak settlers moved from the northeast Pandam bUsh to 

the Koprume area WSW Of. Namu and below the Namu-Lafla road. At approx-

Imately the same time. Doedel of Kwa. along with the chief of Lardang 

and a smal I group of Mernlang elders. established the first outpost 

southeast of Namu. 

1. Land Systems 587 and 588 In the LRDC nomenclature. 

2. What I label the Sand Plains and Transition Plains correspond to the 
Namu Plains and Jangwa Plains (Bawden and Jones 1972; Bennett et al. 
1976; I. HI I I 1979) and LRDC Land Systems 572 and 567. The Transition 
Plains. which correspond to Land System 582. are geologically Interme
diate. 

3. The reference Is to the Kofyar's eponymous hi I I vi I lage. which Is 
described In some detal I and even mapped by Netting (1968). 
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4. The group now cal led the Goemal was cal led the Ankwe by the British, 
who established a Divisional Headquarters In the major Goemal town of 
Shendam. While Shendam, Kurgwl and Kwande belong to the modern Goemal 
"tribe" by any reckoning, the tribal model of ethnlclty breaks down 
further to the west. The small nucleated settlements of Shlndal, NJak 
and Namu share the Kofyar origin myth but resemble the Goemal In 
settlement pattern and agriculture. 

5. Early In the colonial period, Lord Lugard wrote that "my sympathies 
are largely with these Ignorant pagans, whose attacks on traders are 
often prompted by a natural retaliation for the enslavement of their 
relatives" (Protectorate of Northern Nigeria Annual Report for 1900: 
264). 

6. As Bouldlng writes, "Somewhere however between the specific that has 
no meanIng and the genera! that has no content there must ha, fOi each 
purpose and at each level of abstraction, an optimum degree of general
Ity (1956:197). 

7. Doemak, Mernlang and Kwal la (formerly Dlmmuk, Mlrrlam and Kwol la) 
refer to locations as wei I as social groupings. Doemak and Kwalla are 
now smal I towns with weekly markets, although before the 1960's they 
were much sma I ler. The names also refer to the settlement around the 
towns.· Mernlang refers to the settlement area around the market town 
of Kwa. The colonial government recognized the populations of the 
three area as separate "tribes," and lumped the hi I I populations In 
with them (Stone 1986b). Netting's (1968) description of the Kofyar 
comprises these three groups along with the hi I I settlements to the 
north (the "Jlpal Tribe" to the British) and the Doka area on the 
plains to the northeast (the "Jorto Tribe"). Many Kofyar today use the 
terms Doemak, Mernlang and Kwal la to Identify their ethnlclty and 
language. . 

8. The mining of tin deposits on the high Plateau, which had preceded 
the colonial period, was expanded rapidly by the British beginning In 
1902. In 1914 a railway was finished connecting the tin mining area to 
Zaria (W.T.W. Morgan 1983:115). 

9. The ungwa Is cal led Kopdaylm. Kofyar use the prefix kop to refer to 
the former residence of someone or the location where someone died. 

10. Rowllng's statement (1946:14) that "Hili-Foot Dlmmuk, Kwolla, Yergam, 
and recently Tlv are converging on each other In the southern Ankwe and 
Namu bush, with Montols not far In their rear" appears to be an over
statement. There Is no Indication that Yergum were settling In the 
vicinity of Namu at this time, and even Kofyar do not claim to have 
moved Into the southern Namu bush before the early 1950s. It Is clear 
from Rowl lng's report tha~ he spent little time In the Namu area, and 
he In fact admits as much (1946:13). 
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A Note on Place Names 

Place names can be complex under ordinary circumstances; on a 
multilingual. multlethnlc frontier they can be bewildering. Even old 
towns may have more than one name: the Kofyar names for Namu. Kwande 
and Kurgwl are JebJan. Moekwo and Nagan. Some names are used for more 
than one place as wei I. Where settlement Is new. many localities have 
no generally recognized name. but may have several Informal names. 
Alternative names for Bubuak. Ungwa Goewan. Ungwa Long and Dangka are 
Koedoegoer Bana. Ungwa Rafln Gogo. Koplong. and Ungwa Galadlma. The 
place names In this dissertation were chosen to reflect the most common 
usages but also to avoid ambiguity. For Instance. Naburuk's other name 
of Gerkawa Is avoided because there Is a town by that name east of 
Shendam. 

River names are further complicated by the Kofyar practice of 
naming stretches of a river separately. However. many Kofyar told me 
they did not know any names for rivers on the frontier. In this dis
sertation I have mostly used the river names that appear on the 1974 
1:50.000 topographic maps published by Nigerian Federal Surveys. 
whether or not they agree with names any Kofyar used. Some of the 
names on these maps have obviously been corrupted; Ungwa Long. for 
Instance. appears as "Palong." GogO (Hausa for baboon) Is a common 
name for rivers In this area (there Is a river by this name west of 
Ashlge). and the name Gbogbok may be a corruption of this (alterna
tively. It may be derived from the Kofyar word for mud). However. 
since there are no "right" names on the frontier yet. I have cal led one 
tributary of the Malburugu "Gbogbok" and the other "Gogo" (Figure 4.4). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

METHODOLOGY FOR STUDING SETTLEMENT EVOLUTION 

Chapter 3 explored. within an ecological framework, some of the 

fundamental linkages between population, agricultural production, and 

settlement patterns. I viewed settlement decision-making as a process 

of farmers regularly evaluating the Stay / Move / Fission equation: 

that Is, assessing the relative advantages of remaining, moving, or 

dividing the settlement populatIon. I described how rising land 

pressure, at both the local and the regIonal levels, affect the the 

Stay / Move / FIssion equation, and explored ecologIcal Influences on 

settlement decIsion-making. 

To Isolate fundamental relatIonships between agrIcultural produc

tIon and settlement, I dealt with a very restricted set of variables, 

such as agrIcultural Intensity, return on labor Inputs, and the spatial 

organization of the agricultural system. I did not address the 

specific criterIa that farmers use In weighIng settlement options, such 

as how the Stay / Move / FIssIon optIon Is affected by landscape 

features, and how attraction values of various ecological and social 

features change with land pressure. Although It Is Imperative for us 

to understand the criteria used by farmers to choose when and where to 

move, there Is In the anthropological and geographical literature a 

paucity of Information on thIs problem. In Chapter 2, I suggested why 

this may be true. 

From the outline In Chapter 4 of the geographical and historical 
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aspects of the Kofyar's colonization of the Benue frontier, It should 

be clear that this case offers an unusually good laboratory for the 

Investigation of the social and ecological criteria Involved In 

agrarian settlement decision-making, and the effects of rising land 

pressure on these criteria. For this thesis I have chosen for empiri

cal analysis the three Issues which I believe to have the greatest 

relevance to the archaeology of agrarian settlement. The first, 

reported In Chapter 6, Is the mutual effects of settlements: how 

settlement locations are affected by locations of other settlements. 

Chapters 7 and 8 discuss the effects of water and soil, respectively, 

on settlement location. The role played by each of these factors Is 

approached within the general framework established In Chapter 3. 

In the remainder of this chapter I describe the data collected to 

shed light on the role of these factors In the evolution of Kofyar 

settlement. 

Remote Sensing Data 

Aerial photographs can be an exceptional source of Information In 

the study of settlement patterns (Kruckman 1987); for a study of 

settlement evolution and change, they are a sine qua non. The first 

aerial Imagery taken of central Nigeria was the Trlmetrogon series shot 

by the U.S. Air Force during the second World War. These were rapid 

reconnaissance photographs taken through a now obsolete technology 

Involving three cameras simultaneously shooting below the aircraft and 

at obi I que angles. The Map Library of Directorate of Overseas Surveys 
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(D.O.S.) In Tolworth, Surrey, now houses only a smal I collection of the 

Nigerian Trlmetrogons, al I of which are wei I north of the Kofyar area. 

In 1950 the British Royal Air Force photographed part of central 

Nigeria, Including the Kofyar homeland and frontier, In an extensive 

series of radar-control led concentric flights from Bauchl. I examined 

some of these at the D.O.S. but not record any data from them. Their 

scale Is around 1:40,000 or slightly sma I ler. Control of the 1950 

Images has since passed to Federal Surveys In Lagos, and repeated 

efforts at obtaining copies there fal led. 

In the late 1950s the colonial government produced a series of 

maps from the Bauch I aerials. These show drainages, roads, and towns, 

but not topography; they have scant Information on land-use and rural 

settlement. 

In 1963, Nigeria was aerially surveyed by Hunting Surveys, 

producing a series of 1:40,000 photographs of uneven quality. Since 

the early 1970's, Nigerian Federal Surveys and the British D.O.S. have 

been compl ling topographic maps from these aerials. These maps are 

available for much of the study area, but the crucial Pankshln SE and 

Pankshln SW quadrants (showing the north and central parts of the 

Kofyar homeland) have not been published by Nigerian Federal Surveys 

(although the Instrument plots for the maps were produced In Britain In 

the early 1980's). 

The 1963 photographs of the Kofyar frontier area show land-use 

fairly clearly, but even with the use of a stereoscope with an ax 

eyepiece, permit only some Individual compounds to be resolved. 1 
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In the early 1970s the Kofyar area was again photographed, as part 

of the Land Resources of Central Nigeria study carried out by the Land 

Resources Division of D.O.S. The Mernlang portion of Kofyar homeland 

was shot In 1971, and the Doemak, Kwal la, Namu and Kwande areas In 

1972. These Images are at the scale of 1:40,000, and are of high 

quality. 

During the rest of the 1970s, Nigerian Federal Surveys began to 

photograph the entire country at the scale of 1 :25,000. The Kofyar 

homeland and the Namu-Kwande areas were shot between 1976-78, although 

It has not been possible to ascertain the precise dates the Images were 

taken. Several survey firms were Involved, and at least one ceased 

work during the contract due to non-payment. causing another firm to be 

hired. have reason to believe the Images of the Kofyar frontier area 

were shot In 1977, and I use this date In my analysis. The 1977 

Imagery, of large scale and for the most part very high quality, has 

been used as the basis for the spatial analysis of Kofyar settlements. 

Kofyar Settlement Survey 

The 1977 "aerial Images can be used unambiguously to locate 

Individual compounds and, with a magnifying stereoscope, even resolve 

Individual structures within compounds. These photographs were used In 

the field to construct a Cartesian database of Kofyar settlement. 

Transparent overlays were affixed to photographs within the study area, 

and features such as compounds (both Inhabited and abandoned) and other 
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features were Identified by gro~nd surveys. Surveys were conducted 

after an ungwa had been censused. Compounds were usually Identified 

either with the help of an ungwa resident who walked with my field 

assistant and me. When no local helpers were available, we would visit 

each compound In turn and get enough Information about the household to 

determine which census pertained to the compound. 

As each compound was Ident'lfled, It was circled on the overlay and 

a code was written next to It. The household census numbers for the 

compounds, along with Information on changes In settlement, land-use 

and tandscape features that postdated the photos, were spoken Into a 

tape recorder as we moved through the ungwa, and later transcribed. 

Compounds erected after 1977 were recorded In one of two ways. 

When the surrounding landscape contained distinctive landmarks. so that 

the location of the compound could be determined precisely on the 

photograph, the compound was recorded with a dot on the overlay. When 

this was not possible, I used a Brunton compass and distance wheel to 

traverse from a clearly visible point on the aerial photograph to the 

compound. The record of a traverse took the following form: 

Point 8 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Azimuth 
281 
278 
310 

43 

Distance 
67 
34 
20 
28 

Notes 
front path to 2561 

Jct path/road 
center compound, HH 2566 

·Coordlnates for compounds mapped by traverse were computed In the field 

with a Hewlett-Packard 41CV programmable calculator, using modified 

versions of programs In Hewlett-Packard's Surveying-I software module. 
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After returning to the University of Arizona. the settlement 

overlays were combined Into a master settlement map and Cartesian 

coordinates were assigned to each settlement (compound) with a 

digitizer. Each settlement's Identifying code was converted to a 3-

letter code. and a 742-case database was constructed with the fol lowing 

variables: 

- Unique 3-letter settlement code 

- Northing 

- Eastlng 

- Househo.1 d census number; 
or If a non-censused household. name of household head or 
vi I lage of origin; 
or If not a household. then other Identification (abandoned 
compound. bush church. etc.). 

This database forms a component In the Kofyar relational database. 

and can be used to derive other databases. For Instance. the analysis 

of the changing role of ethnlclty In the evolving settlement pattern 

(Stone 198Gb) used a derived database which Included. aside from the 

variables listed above. Information on each household head's vi I lage of 

orlgln~ 

A second spatial database was compl led for analyzing relationships 

between settlement loci and streams. An overlay was made from the 1977 

aerials. on which each stream was digitized as a series of points. 

Care was taken to ensure that a stream point was digitized wherever the 

stream came closest to a settlement. to allow accurate computation of 

distances to nearest water. 

Finally. to determine changes In settlement patterns recorded on 
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aerials from different pOints In time, I have directly compared Images 

shot In 1963 and In 1977 with the use of a Zoom Transfer scope. 2 This 

has al lowed me to Identity compound abandonments and to recheck house

hold settlement histories (see below). 

Household Census 

A household census form was used as the principal research Instru-

ment In the collaborative field efforts of R.McC. Netting, M.P. Stone 

and myself. Since the census form was designed to meet data needs of 

al i three researchers, It contains numerous variables not directly 

relevant to the present thesis. In this section I wi I I present a brief 

overview of the census, and In the fol lowing section wi I I describe In 

greater detal I that portion of the census dealing with the settlement 

system. The variables In the relational database that houses the 

census are described In Appendix A. 

The unit of data collection In the census was what we may loosely 

cal I the household. However, In contrast to the traditional settlement 

In the hi I Is, where the household was a discrete social, economic and 

coresldentlal unlt,3 frontier-farming households may occupy two 

compounds on the same farm. or two or more separate farms; there are 

also cases of two economically separate households residing In a Joint 

compound. The Kofyar define the household those Individuals, whether 

coresident or not, under the authority of a single wupln lu (master of 

the house). The emlc household may be spread over two or even three 
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farms; It may Include a home farm which the frontier members virtually 

never visit; It may even Include a frontier farm worked by an economi

cally Independent adult son and his family, who stl II defers to his 

father as wupln lu. 

There Is obviously concern In archaeology about the relationship 

between the coresldentlal group, which may be archaeologlcally visible, 

and the primary social and economic groups which tend to be of greater 

theoretical Interest (Kramer 1982; Horne 1982; WI Ik and Rathje 1982; 

Wllk and Ashmore 1987). Our solution was to use the emlc household as 

the data collection unit because of Its logistical advantages, but to 

collect Information so that spatially and economically discrete units 

within the household could be separated In analysis. For Instance, we 

recorded where each Individual spent what proportion of his or her 

time, so that the personnel for specific farms could be Isolated within 

the household (see Appendix A). 

The census form comprised two parts, the first concerned mainly 

with Individual members of the household, and the second mainly with 

agriculture and settlement. For each Individual we recorded basic 

demographic data as wei I as Information on their activities: any 

economic pursuits other than farming, and which farm(s) the Individual 

worked on. For women, marital histories were collected. The wupln lu 

was asked for a settlement history and an anecdotal account of key 

aspects of the developmental cycle of his household (described below). 

Agricultural production was recorded both for the household and for 

those members that farmed for their own accounts. A sketch map was 
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made of the compound at the farm where the census was conducted, and 

detal Is of architecture, use, and age were recorded for each structure 

(when possible, we later collected the same Information on the 

compounds on the household's other farm). Also recorded was domestic 

animal ownership, sponsorship of group labor, and hiring of wage 

workers during the previous year. The census generally took between 30 

and 90 minutes to conduct. 

During the early weeks of fieldwork, censuses were conducted by 

each of the Investigators, with the help of I Iterate, bl lingual Kofyar 

assistants. After the census form was refined and Interviewing conven

tions worked out, the assistants collected censuses on their own. Of 

the 1,115 censuses ultimately entered Into the census database, 71.6% 

were collected by our three principal ful I-time assistants, 15.3% by 

the three Investigators, and 13.1% by other assistants. 

Each census collected by an assistant was carefully checked by the 

assistant and one of the Investigators together. When census data were 

deemed Inadequate, we were usually able to revisit the household. 

Settlement Histories from Household Censuses 

The census contained Information allowing the reconstruction and 

analysis of settlement histories of a large sample of Kofyar· house

holds. It also al lows Interpretation of settlement histories In light 

of the developmental cycle of the social unit whose boundaries were In 

many ways Isomorphic with the Individual settlement: the household. 

Variables from the census which are relevant to my analysis of agrlcul-
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tural production and settlement Include the fol lowing: 

Became Head: Year that the respondent became a household head. 

Dates were assigned to this and other events In the household's history 

with the assistance of a calendar of widely remembered events of known 

date. Examples of such events are the kl I ling of an Asst. District 

Officer In Latok In 1930, the Second World War (1940 was used), Fel Ix 

Dakyap's becoming chief of Doemak In 1952, AI lahnaana Selelman becoming 

chief of Namu In 1957, and the beginning of the Blafran War In 1967. 

Previous Head: How the respondent was related to the head of the 

household he was In before aCQuiring his own household. 

Location of Previous Household: The vi I lage or ungwa the respon

dent where the respondent lived before aCQuiring his own household. 

Many households occupy both a home farm and a frontier farm, but both 

locations were rarely recorded because of the ambiguities In location 

and ownership of multiple farms (discussed below). 

How Respondent Became Household Head: Headship Is usually achieved 

through Inheritance or fission. Information was recorded anecdotally 

for this variable, ,and later coded according to the scheme used for the 

varIable MOVETYPE (described In detal I below). The present variable 

served as a valuable check on the household history contained In the 

settlement history. 

Settlement History: The respondent's settlement history from birth 

was recorded as a series of entries; an entry documents either a 

residential move or a change In headship of the respondent's household. 

Each entry contained the fol lowing variables: 
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DATES: Start date and end date at the specified location with the 
specified household head. This was often recorded as a number of 
years, which was later converted to start and end dates. 

LOCATION: VI I lage or ungwa. 

HOUSEHOLD HEAD: Who headed the household after the move. 

TYPE OF MOVE: Anecdotal description of the conditions surrounding 
the movement or change In headship. This Information was entered 
Into the computer according as the MOVETYPE codes (described 
below). If the movement Involved land purchase, rent or tribute, 
this was noted. 

WHO BUILT THE COMPOUND: This served as a check on the of TYPE OF 
MOVE data and often added Information to It. 

WATER SOURCE: The use of a wei I at each settlement was noted. 

From these field data, the fol lowing variables have been coded In the 

present Kofyar database: 

Settlement Entry Number 

Start Date 

End Date 

Household Head 

Presence/Absence of Wei I 

Cost of land 

Location of farm (vi I lage or ungwa name) 

First' Headship of Frontier Farm (yes/no) 

Provenience (a number I Inking the entry to the spatial database with XY 
coordinates derived from aerial photographs) 

MoveType: Much of the most Important Information on residential move
ment and household developmental cycle was encoded In the MoveType 
variable according to a 3 digit code. 
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The first digit In essence categorizes the settlement entry In terms of 

the household developmental cycle. The values are as fol lows: 

- INHERIT: respondent Inherited the household he was In upon death 
of the previous head 

- TRANSFER, BECAME HEAD: a household fission In which respondent 
leaves a household to establ Ish his own farm 

- TRANSFER, NOT HEAD: respondent accompanied a household head In a 
residential move 

- TRANSFER, ALREADY HEAD: residential move by a respondent who was 
already household head 

- TRANSFER, RELINQUISHING HEADSHIP: respondent moved from his own 
household to become member of another household (this usually 
occurs In a move from a home farm to a frontier farm) 

- NON-MOVE ACQUISITION: respondent acquired another farm without 
making It his principal residence (most commonly by Inheriting a 
home farm whl Ie living on the frontier) 

- HEAD CHANGE: headship of respondent's household changed without 
Involving him 

- BIRTH: unless Information Is missing, al I settlement histories 
begin with this code. 

The second digit encodes Information about the previous resident of the 

farm (In cases of residential moves) or about the previous household 

head (In cases of Inheritance). Possible values are as fol lows ("P" 

stands for Previous Resident/Household Head): 

- P died 

- P left a home farm for a frontier farm 

- P left a home farm for another home farm 

- P left a frontier farm for a home farm 

- P left a frontier farm for another frontier farm 
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- P remained on the farm (farm fragmentation) 

- Farm created on unoccupied land (no P) 

- P left, gave or sold farm 

The third digit encodes Information about the hous&hold head at the 

change of residential status, and about the nature of the farm. 

Possible values are as fol lows ("H" stands for Head of the household at 

the time of the move, I.e., the Individual listed In the HOUSEHOLD HEAD 

variable, except for non-farming settlement entries): 

- H obtained the entire farm 

- H obtained part of the (fragmented) farm, Including the compound 

- H obtained part of the (fragmented) farm, bu I I ding a new 
compound 

- H obtained part of the (fragmented) farm; not known If this 
Included the compound 

- H obtained part of the (fragmented) farm where he had previously 
been only a household member 

- H left a home farm for a' frontier farm 

- H left a home farm for another home farm 

- H left a frontier farm for a home farm 

- H left a frontier farm for another frontier farm 

- Respondent was outside of the agricultural sector for the 
settlement entry. 

Criteria for Selecting a Census Sample 

Selection of a census sample was complex because of 1)the varying 
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research Interests of the three Investigators, Including ethnographic 

and ethnoarchaeologlcal problems. 2)the multiple purposes to which the 

census was to be put In the Joint pursuit of a synthetic view of 

culture change. 3)the large size of the sample we wanted to collect. 

4)the need to revisit certain households and Individuals recorded by 

Netting In the 1960's. regardless of their present location. to create 

a true longitudinal database. 5)the need to revisit certain ungwas 

recorded by Netting In the 1960's. regardless of their present 

residents. also relating to longitudinal data needs. 6)the dlaspora of 

Kofyar farmers on the Benue Plains, 7)the need (partly due to the 

present study of settlement) for many areas to be exhaustively 

censused, and a)the Geed to sample areas varying In the nature of 

settlement. 

The logistics of working In many widely dispersed areas. In which 

there was rarely the chance to develop a network of acquaintances, 

placed logistic constraints on our censuslng. 

The eventual sample comprises households selected by many differ

ent criteria. 

Data on Settlement Evolution 

A study of the changing determinants of settlement patterning In 

response to land pressure obviously requires an historical case begin

ning with low land pressure. Early In our fieldwork. we Identified an 

area southwest of Namu consisting comprising the ungwas of Ungwa Long,4 

Wunze. Ungwa Kofyar. Bubuak. Koedoegoer Zang. and Kopdogo. which we 
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came to cal I the "Main Street" of the Kofyar frontier (Figures 4.3, 

5.1). As explained In Chapter 6, It was In this area that the Mernlang 

colon!zatlon of the Namu PlaIns bsgan, with settlement spraadlng in 

several directions from the original core group In Ungwa Long. The 

Main street ungwas have been continuously occupied since that time,' and 

the greatest population densities on the Kofyar frontier can now be 

found In this area. What I wi I I cal I the Core Area, comprising the 

Main Street ungwas and several adjoining areas, was Intensively 

censused and surveyed to al Iowa detal led reconstruction of the 

unfolding of settlement across an essentially empty plain. As 

explained below, censuslng In this Core Area was also mandated by other 

aspects of our sampling strategy. 

Figure 5.1 shows the ungwas within the Core Area. 

Return to Previously Documented Ungwas 

A reconstruction of Kofyar frontier settlement would be Impossible 

without data collected by Netting on frontier bush farms In the 1960s. 

An Important component of the sampling strategy was therefore to return 

to those areas censused or otherwise documented two decades before. 

In February of 1962 Netting recorded the household heads and their 

home vi Ilages for what was then considered five ungwas cal led Ungwa 

Long, Wunze ("Dakogal's neighborhood"), Bubuak-Koedoegoer Zang, Goewan, 

and Kwarl (now Hanyar Kwarl). It appears that this accounting covered 

the extent of Kofyar settlement south of Namu to Its east and south 

boundaries, but the 1963 aerial photographs and numerous settlement 
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histories agree that there was a growing colony of mainly Doemak 

farmers to the west of Koedoegoer Zang. 
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The area documented In 1962 now contains the ungwas of Ungwa Long, 

Wunze, Ungwa Pangkurum, Ungwa Goewan, Duwe North, Hanyar Kwarl, Bubuak, 

Koedoegoer Zang, the northern part of both Ungwa Kofyar and Koedoegoer 

Koegoen. 

Netting also collected censuses at 98 farms within this area In 

1961-62; this was around half of the households In his list. These 

censuses, which were tailored to the migrant bush farms, Included 

Important Information on how household workers were deployed, I.e., how 

much of their time was spent at the migrant farm and at home. 

The aval labl I Ity of these baseline data provided a second reason 

to survey the Core Area Intensively. As discussed below, Netting's 

account of ungwa co~posltlons In 1962 also provided the framework for a 

separate database relating to settlement evolution. 

Netting devoted a greater amount of time to frontier settlements 

during the 1966-67 fieldwork, collecting household censuses In frontier 

neighborhoods on Main Street (Ungwa Goewan, Koprume, Kopdogo, Wunze and 

Hanyar Kwarl), Just west of Namu town (Kopmal lam), north of Namu town 

In the early-settled NJak area (Kopdaylm), and south of Kwande 

(Mangkogom). An effort was made to recensus these areas Intensively. 

AI I of the Main Street ungwas were completely recensused. The 

1966 Koprume sample turned out to be a minority group of Mernlang In 

the predominantly Doemak Koprume, most of whom had moved out of the 

area by 1984. Since there was a separate aspect of the sampling scheme 
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that required tracking down previously censused households wherever 

they were, It was deemed a better use of time and resources to census 

the present population of Koprume, extending the Intensively recorded 

Core Area, rather than trace the 1966 Koprume households. 

Kopdaylm, the ungwa north of Namu, was not recensused. 

Kopmal lam was censused, although many residents recorded In 1967 

had since moved Into a new area called· Kanglwa. A sample of censuses 

were therefore collected In Kanglwa as wei I. 

The Kwande ungwa of Mangkogom was almost totally censused, 

although many of the households recorded In 1967 had moved further 

south Into the Sakln Clawa bush. Those who had left Mangkogom were not 

recensused. 

The bulk of the censuses collected In both periods of fieldwork In 

the 1960's were from the Kofyar homeland, and most of the vi I lages 

censused by Netting were recensused In 1984-85. These censuses al low 

us to monitor the effects of depop~latlon on homeland agriculture and 

settlement. Moreover, many of the homeland censuses were from former 

frontier farmers who had "retired" to their home vi I lages, and these 

censuses contain valuable Information about an Interesting type of 

residential mobility. 

A few frontier farmers who maintained home farms were censused at 

home. Since census data are stored In a relational database with 

essentially the same Information on each of a household's farms. It 

makes little difference which farm a household head Is actually 

censused at. 
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Three-VI I lage Tracer Sample 

Beyond our wish to recensus as many of the 1960-61 and 1966-67 

households as possible, three home vi I I ages had been selected to be 

exhaustively recensused. These vi Ilages were selected on the basis of 

a reanalysis of Netting's censuses and 1963 aerial photography of the 

homeland area. That study defined five "regions," or vi I lage groups, 

In the Kofyar homeland within which there were distinct patterns of 

covarlatlon In population density, mean household size and "Impaction" 

of developmental cycles due to constraints on fission lng, wealth 

Inequality, and participation In migratory farming (M.P. Johnson and 

Stone 1983; Stone et al. 1984). The five regions were: 1)Val ley 

(comprising the Latok group of HI I I Doemak vi Ilages), 2)Bong (compris

Ing the hi I I vi I lages of Bong, Koepal and KOOk),5 3)HI Iitop (Kofyar

paya6 and Its Immediate neighbors, Longsel and Pangkurum), 4)Rldge. 

(Lardang, Bogalong and Buumdagas) and 5)Plalns (a sample of neighbor

hoods In the Kwa area). 

The vi I lages of Gonkun, Kofyar and Lardang were selected from the 

Val ley. HI I Itop and Ridge regions respectively. Gonkun had one of the 

lowest population densities and lowest migration rates. Kofyar-Paya 

had a hIgh population density and high rate of migration, and Netting 

had collected an added wealth of Information on this hi I I vi Ilage 

(Netting 1968).7 Lardang was Intermediate In terms of population and 

migration, and as one of the largest vi Ilages In the homeland,. 

substantially Increased the number of individuals In the tracer sample. 
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An effort was made to census every Individual recorded In both the 

1960-62 and 1966-67 censuses In the three vi I lages, along with their 

present households. When the search for tracer households took us to 

ungwas we had not visited before, we normally collacted a sample of 

other censuses from those ungwas. For Individuals that we were unable 

to recensus, we at least sought Information about their present 

activities and whereabouts. We were totally or partially successful In 

tracing over 95% of the 3-vl I lage tracer sample. 

This three-vi I I age sampling design accomplished several goals. It 

enables analysis of the long-term effects of population pressure In the 

"donor" region on settlements In the "reCipient" area. More Important

ly, It assured that our final census sample would contain a preselected 

sub-sample, representing the demographic and ecological varlabl I Ity In 

the homeland, and of sufficient size to support statistical analysis. 

It was anticipated that variability In homeland "regions" would 

translate Into varlabl I Ity In frontier settlement, thereby Increasing 

the representativeness of the frontier census sample, and this turned 

out to be the case. 

Summary of Household Sample 

The sample of household censuses produced by this multi-faceted 

sampling strategy comprises 1,115 cases (excluding roughly 125 censuses 

from Dadln Kowa collected whl Ie procedures were stl I I being worked out, 

which have not been coded). It Is stl I I fairly common for Kofyar 
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households to operate more than one farm. and the total settlements 

(farms) represented In the sample Is 1.450. The distribution of 

censused farms In space Is shown In Table 5.1; al I significant local 1-

ties appear on either Figure 4.3 or Figure 5.1. 

Agricultural Labor Inputs 

In Chapter 3 I argued that. In counterpoint to the archaeological 

models that hold constant agricultural production under rising land 

pressure. our modeling of agrarian settlement should begin with 

consideration of varlabl I Ity In agricultural production. In order to 

measure labor Inputs Into farming (perhaps the most direct measure of 

agricultural Intensity In a low-technology system). and to elucidate 

the spatial organization of agriculture (see Chapters 2 and 3). we 

arranged to have records kept on the dally activities of each member of 

a sample of 15 households. Seven local enumerators recorded crop, 

task, estimated hours, and type of labor mobil Izatlon for 26 males and 

36 females over age 15 for a total of 50 weeks. The labor database, 

with Just under 50.000 recorded work bouts, Is described In Appendix B. 

An analysis of the labor schedule, Its ecological backdrop, and 

some of Its social ramifications, appears In Stone et al. (n.d.). The 

fol lowing quote from that paper clarifies our strategy In collecting 

these data: 

Since the enumerators had to be knowledgeable, resident observers, 
reporting on their own households and In most cases also on a 
neighboring household. It was Impossible to use a probabl Ilstlc 
sample of households. However, the sample households are repre-



Table 5.1 

Locations of Farms Recorded In Main Household Census8 

FRONTIER - CORE AREA 

Wunze 60 
U. Goewan 46 
U. Kofyar 42 
Koedoegoer Zang 41 
Rafln Gwaska 40 
Hanyar Kwarl 38 
Kopdogo 37 
U. Long 36 
Bubuak 34 
Duwe South 31 
U. Dunglong 30 
Duwe North 30 
Kwallala 28 
Koprume-Daylm 26 
Koedoegoer Koegoen 13 
Koprume··Dakup 12 
Dangmel 10 
Koprume Dagurum 9 
U. Pangkurum 8 
Other 4 

NAMU TOWN AND VICINITY 

Namu Garl 52 
Kopma I I am 31 

NAMU - NEAR SOUTHEAST 

Koedoegoer Raplong 6 
Gung 3 
Dungkung-D 1 

NAMU - SOUTH 

Dangka 32 
Kanglwa 21 
Kopswaas 2 
Tudun Duwe-Dayon 1 

NAMU - FAR SOUTH 

Langkaku 13 
Kwarl 5 
Janta 1 

NAMU - EAST AND NORTHEAST 

Dadln Kowa 
Naburuk 
Mandeshlk 
Kurgwl 

NAMU - WEST 

Assalklo H. Akunl 
Assalklo H. Obi 
Saban Glda-Dawam 
Kayarda 
Assalklo 
Hancln Kare 

KWANDE 

Mangkogom 
Kwande 

HOMELAND VILLAGES 

Lardang 
Kwa 
Bong 
Fogo I 
Kofyar 
Kwanoeng 
Doemak 
Latok 
Mangbar 
Mlket 
Longsel 
Pangkurum 
Gonkun 
Doka 
Kwalla Bush 
Kwang 
Kopfuboem 
Bogalong 
Gorom 
Kwa I I a Non-Bus 
Dung-Pang 
Dep 
Male 

55 
23 

9 
1 

15 
9 
9 
2 
1 
1 

24 
7 

157 
91 
48 
37 
27 
21 
21 
19 
19 
15 
13 
13 
12 
·8 
8 
7 
5 
5 
4 

h 4 
4 
3 
1 
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sentatlve In size, averaging 4.13 adult workers (ages 15-65) as 
compared to mean of 4.20 for the frontier households In our larger 
census (n-865). The sample householqs were located so as to 
sample the spectrum of population density and agricultural 
Intensity. 

Enumerators made dally entries for each adult, relying on 
Individual reports for tasks not personally observed. Time spent 
on each activity was rounded to the nearest hour and activities 
less than ca. 45 minutes In duration were omitted. This procedure 
produced an underreportlng of domestic tasks, but almost al I agri
cultural work Is at least 45 minutes In duration. Also omitted 
were the significant contributions of chi Idren. Despite the 
Imprecision In the enumerators' records, the data present a 
reasonable, systematic representation of the changing seasonal mix 
of agricultural tasks, their relative time expenditure, the 
general profl Ie of weekly labor Inputs, and the division of labor 
by sex. 

Notes 

1. Special thanks are owed to Michael B. Schiffer and the Laboratory of 
Traditional Technology at the University of Arizona for acquiring and 
al lowing me the use of a Lietz mirror stereoscope with 3x and 8x 
eyepieces and a tracking arm. 

2. I am grateful to the Remote Sensing offices at the University of 
Arizona Program on Arid Lands and at the National Park Service In Santa 
Fe for access to Zoom Transfer Scopes. 

3. There was an exception to this In the traditional system: sometimes 
a household head would Install a portion of his household, typically a 
wife and adolescent son, In an unoccupied compound to expand the house
hold's land base. Otherwise, households were coresldentlal. 

4. Long means chief; this ungwa was named for Doedel, the chief of Kwa, 
one of the early leaders In the plains migration. 

5. These settlements were classified by the Colonial government as HII I 
Doemak, but were never part of the Latok group. 

6. The two settlement areas named Kofyar wi I I be distinguished by 
referrlng'to the hi II vi I lage as Kofyar-Paya (the name often used by 
the Kofyar, alluding to the origin myth that Is set there), and the 
frontier neighborhood as Ungwa Kofyar. 

7. The Plains region had stl II higher levels of population density and 
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migration, but this region was too large and contained too much 
Internal variability to serve well as a unit of analy.sls In the tracer 
study. 

·8. Nine farms outside of the study area were also recorded, In Mangkwat 
(5), Mangun (1), Jos (1), Lafla (1), and Jln, Shendam (1). 
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CHAPTER 6 

SETTLEMENT PATTERN AND AGRARIAN PRODUCTION 

Although the early movement of Kofyar onto the Benue Piedmont was 

consistent with the discussion In Chapter 3, I have presented It In 

Chapter 4 as background rather than as part of my analysis because of 

the paucity of pre-1952 data. The year 1952 marks not only the 

movement of Kofyar settlement onto the highly productive sol Is of the 

Sand Plains south of the Namu perimeter of cultivation, but the begin

nings of my more detal led database. 

At the outset I wi II sketch an answer to my original question 

about Kofyar settlement on the plains (Chapter 1) by describing the 

pioneering settlements there, relating them to the framework In Chapter 

3, and then considering the way In which settlement form and arrange

ment were determined In this early stage. 

The Early Frontier Settlement System 

Settlement histories recorded In the household census and Inter

views with early settlers reveal the advent of a new settlement form as 

the Mernlang farmers colonized the southern Namu bush. Whereas settle

ment In the homeland had Invariably taken the form of contiguous farm

steads,1 each with a compound containing a single household (Netting 

1968), many of the first pioneers south of Namu resided In larger 

compounds containing several whole or partial households. I have 

labeled this new type of settlement a macro-compound (stone 1986a). 
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The original macro-compound In the Mernlang part of the frontier, 

headed by Doedel, the Chief of Kwa, was located 4 km south-southwest of 

Namu. The site Is marked now by the large borrow pit that suppl led the 

mud for construction; nearby stands the compound of the present Chief 

of Lardang, the nephew of the Chief In the 1950s who accompanied Doedel 

to the frontier. An educated guess would have It that the settlement 

accumulated portions of 5-10 households before the first fission 

occurred. 

The first fission occurred In 1958, six years after the original 

group arrived. Eleven men, al I from the Goewan neighborhood of Kwa, 

bul It a new macro-compound around 1 km to the east. Whl Ie the first 

group of pioneers had settled on the western side of the Gbogbok River, 

the new group settled on the eastern side, beginning a strip of plots 

that used the creek as their western border. The settlement Is today 

referred to bY,old Kofyar as Goewan Garl, a!rl being Hausa for a town 

or nucleated settlement. 

Surviving members of the Goewan macro-compound report that It 

broke up after a few years, and Indeed the 1963 aerial photographs show 

that It had disintegrated, leaving Individual compounds scattered to 

the south of the abandoned site, mostly near the river. The macro

compound bul It by the Kwa and Lardang chiefs was also undergoing 

attrition In the late 1950s and early 1960s, producing a loose string 

of dispersed compounds which bifurcated In what Is now Wunze (Figure 

6.1) . 
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Figure 6.1 

The Settlement Frontier In 1963 

The population density for the demarcatred area Is given In the text. 
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A new macro-compound had appeared some 2.5 km south of the 

original settlement by 1963, comprising approximately 5-10 households 

from the hi II vi I I age of Pangkurum. The 1963 aerials clearly show the 

hamlet/dispersed fields pattern In what Is now the Pangkurum section of 

Wunze. This macro-compound too disintegrated after a few years, 

leaving a semi-stable pattern of dispersed homestead compounds. 

Although the macro-compound settlement form was transitory, It Is 

of theoretical Interest because It provides a glimpse Into the adapta

tion to conditions of extremely low land pressure. Settlers on the 

early frontier found no need to use the techniques of agricultural 

Intensification with which they were so faml liar. The only problem 

relating to sol I fertility with which they had to contend was the 

hyperfertl I Ity of the never-farmed2 savanna sol Is, which would not grow 

ml I let or sorghum the first year of cultivation. Large trees could be 

kl I led with brush fires around the tree trunk, smaller trees could be 

Ignored, and the high tussock grasses could be pul led up by festive 

labor groups and saved for thatching. 

It Is consistent with the Boserup model that, given the surfeit of 

fertl Ie agricultural land, cultivation should have been generally 

extensive. And, as argued In Chapter 3, the relatively low levels of 

time Investment In the extensive plots placed very little premium on 

minimization of the resldence-to-plot distance. In a situation 

al lowing such latitude In settlement, what does determine the form and 

arrangement of sites? Are there, as Hudson (1969) suggests, essential

ly no determinants, and a tendency for a random spacing of Individual 
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farms? Does settlement form remain constant from the early frontier to 

the late frontier. as Hudson's model assumes? 

Settlement Form and Agricultural Production 

We can first explore the changes In settlement form that occurred 

with the frontier migration. and view those changes from the perspec

tive of agricultural production. 

Netting (1965) argues that the differences In agricultural labor 

demands between the Intensive-farming homeland and the extenslve

farming frontier favor different sizes of labor pool and consequently 

different sizes of coreslde~t group. Homeland farms required 

continuous but sma I I-scale labor Inputs. These labor demands could be 

effectively met by sma I I households. and workers added beyond the 1961 

mean household size of 5.1 had diminishing marginal uti I Ity. Stone et 

!!. (1984) argue that large households In the homeland resulted 

primarily from land shortages restricting household fission. 

Farms on the early frontier were much larger. and were cultivated 

more extensively. Rather than sma I I scale, continuous labor Inputs 

they required the application of less frequent but larger labor Inputs, 

favoring larger coresident groups (Netting 1965). Some of the social 

effects of the difference In labor demands have been documented: 

frontier-farming households had 26% more adult workers than traditional 

households (Netting 1965); the population of early colonists was biased 

towards households that were large even before the migration (M.P. 

Johnson and Stone 1983); and households steadily Increased In size for 
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at least a decade after opening a frontier farm (Figure 6.2). The 

advent of the new macro-compound settlements can likewise be traced to 

frontier agriculture. 

If large labor pools were adapted to frontier agriculture In 

general, they were especially advantageous In the pioneering phase, 

because of 1)the labor demands of field clearing and hut building, and 

2)the fact that the farmers were only on the frontier temporarily, 

returning to their home farms In the dry season. At the same time, the 

low level of agricultural Intensity placed little premium on minimizing 

the resldence-to-plot distance (Chapter 3). The supra-household 

compound was therefore well adapted to early frontier farming. It Is 

no accident that the Kofyar macro-compounds paralleled the settlement 

form of the Tlv, who also practiced shifting cultivation on a generally 

communal basis, and who would have faced simi lar agricultural labor 

demands (Bohannan 1954). The Tlv reside In multiple family households 

that may have populations wei lover 100. 

A second reason for the larger settlements, unrelated to the 

factors discussed In Chapter 3 but a recurrent factor In archaeological 

settlement (e.g., Rowlands 1972), was defense. But whereas "defensive 

nucleation" Is usually a response to threat from other humans, In the 

Kofyar case the threat was from wild animals. In the early days, 

before game populations had retreated, chickens could be carried off 

and chi Idren Intimidated by baboons, and yam heaps could be trampled by 

large animals Including elephants. By concentrating population, the 

colonists reduced these dangers. 3 
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This Is the 320 frontier-farming households recorded In Netting's 1960-
62 and 1966-67 censuses. See also Stone et al. (1984), Table 6. 
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The Concept of Population Density 

Since the pioneering phase on the frontier, tens of thousands of 

Kofyar have established farms there, expanding the margins of the 

frontier as wei I as Increasing population density. It Is, In fact, the 

effects of this Increase In population density on settlement declslon

making criteria that I wish to Isolate. But before the change In 

population density can be measured, or even described, It Is necessary 

to consider what population density Is as It affects the rural farmer. 

It Is common to use a prima facie definition of population 

density: number of people per unit of land.' This appears to be an 

unambiguous measure of the scarcity of land resources, appropriate for 

comparisons regionally (Brown and Podolefsky 1976; lagemann 1977) and 

globally (Pryor 1986). However', as I have argued at some length, 

agricultural and settlement decision-making Is driven not by the ratio 

of population to overall land, but by the ratio of population to 

productive resources -- the factor I have cal led land pressure. 

Comparisons such as Brown and Podolefsky's (1976), using population 

densities from New Guinea based In some cases, on only productive land 

(Posplsl I 1958:64; Helder 1970) and In others on productive land plus 

unfarmable mountain ranges (Rappaport 1968:33), are unsatisfactory (see 

Stone 1986c). To the farmer whose behavior we want to model, the 

presence or absence of unfarmable land Is of no direct consequence. 

In fact, from the perspective of agricultural and settlement 

decision-making criteria, the question Is not one of arable vs. non

arable land. To rephrase the argument made In Chapter 3: other factors 
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being equal. farmers whose high quality land has been degraded wi I I 

move to other high quality land If It Is available. When It Is not 

available. the farmer must remain where he Is and Intensify production. 

or move to land which Is not of the highest quality (Iocatlonal Inten

sification). This has Important Implications If we wish to measure 

population density In terms of the farmer's decision-making criteria. 

It means that In pioneering situations. agricultural and settlement 

decisions may be unaffected by the aval labl I Ity of second-quality or 

third-quality land. Finding no first-quai Ity land. the farmer wi I I 

look In other areas rather than for second-quality land where he Is. 

The key then Is knowing how the farmer determined land quality. and how 

the criteria change with land pressure. 

Implementation of this approach to population density and land 

pressure Is Impossible at this point because so little Is known about 

the criteria farmers actually use In different situations. Instead. my 

Intention Is to explore. In this and the fol lowing two chapters. the 

criteria used by Kofyar farmers. In the following section at least 

provides some less refined measures of population density and. 

Indirectly. of land pressure. 

Population Density on the Frontier 

As noted In Chapter 5. Netting's migrant bush farm censuses from 

1961 Include Information on the deployment of household workers. They 

list the number of months annually the head of the bush farm was 
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spending there. and when other members was present. Two typical 

entries are: 

1 wife stays In the farm for 6 months 
1 son " .. .. .. .. 8 months 
1 wife " .. .. .. .. 8 months 

1 wife stays for 2 months 
1 wife stays for 2 months alternating. 

I have calculated the mean size of the frontier household In 1961 

from random sample of 25 bush censuses. A person was counted as 

resident If they spent 5 months or more on the farm. and was counted as 

half resident If they were present between 1-~ months. In almost al I 

cases the head was counted as a ful I resident. (In the examples given 

above. the household sizes are 4 and 1.5. respectively.) The sample 

mean was 3.2. with a range of 1.5-4.0. There are 199 Kofyar compounds 

In the area shown In Figure 6.1. yielding an estimated population of 

637. 

The area west of Namu on the map Is 102 km2 In size. which would 

give It a population density of 6.2/km2. This Includes a large area 

cultivated by Namu residents. The square area of the outlined portion 

of Figure 6.1 Is 64 km2• giving a population density of 10.0. 

This can be compared to the density of the resident population In 

1984. But. since many Kofyar farm at more than one farm. this must be 

calculated with some care. As explained In Chapter 5 and Appendix A. 

Individuals' are recorded as having one or two activities; for each 

activity there are variables Identifying the activity. where It Is 

conducted (e.g .• which of the household's farms). and what proportion 
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of the Individual's time It occupies. I have written a program that 

goes through each household and assigns each person to a farm on the 

basis of these activity variables. Students who attend out-of-town 

schools are not counted. Thus a variable containing the resident farm 

population Is created for each censused farm In the study area. 

A second program went through al I the ungwas In Figure 5.1. adding 

the resident population for each farm recorded In ground surveys and on 

aerial photographs (as described In see Chapter 5). The few farms In 

this area that were not censused were assigned the mean resident farm 

population value for the rest of their ungwa. 

Square areas have been computed for the ungwas. 4 and the popula

tion densities are given In Table 6.1. 

Site Spacing and Agricultural Production 

With 1) rising population density and 2) continued cultivation 

leading to a reduction In soil fertility. the pattern of extensive 

cultivation and rei lance on communal labor gave way to more Intensive 

cultivation and. as predicted In Chapter 3, the pul I of Individual 

households to their PlotS. 5 The disintegration of multi-household 

compounds Into their constituent units in response to land pressure 

paral leis the recent evolution of settlement In the Ibo area (Udo 1965) 

and In the Hausa area near Soba (Schultz 1976:151-155). 

What emerged with the disintegration of the Kofyar macro-compounds 

was the pattern of roughly linear strips of settlement shown In Figures 
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6.1 and 6.3A. The area In 1977 In shown In Figure 6.3B. There Is 

remarkably little varlabl Iity In Intersettlement distance. As Figure 

6.4 shows, around 80% of simple nearest neighbor distances were In the 

100-200 meter range In 1963, a figure virtually unchanged by 1984. 

As argued In Chapter 2, archaeological approaches to settlement 

spacing have generally fal led to consider the farming activities that 

are the main business of agrarian settlements. When social physics are 

used to analyze trade networks (e.g., Renfrew 1975), the nature of the 

Interac~lon among sites Is specified so that we can evaluate the appro-

prlateness of the model. But In many situations, It makes little sense 

to equate distance with Interaction without considering the nature of 

the Interaction. This Is especially true of agrarian sites where, for 

Instance, settlements may be In competition for land (D. Grossman 

1971). Nevertheless, the nature of the Interaction Is often treated 

mysteriously: 

Sites were located so as to minimize the cost of resource and 
Information flow between sites occupied by Interacting populations 
(Plog and HI I I 1971:12); 

Typically, population Increase Involves the budding off of 
daughter settlements from the original colonies. These new 
settlements wi I I tend to be located near their parent settlements 
for social as wei I as economic reasons (Preucel 1987:6); 

see also Hamond (1981:215-217). 

In the Kofyar case, the spacing of settlements Is Indeed related 

to the Interaction among settlements, but again It Is Interaction that 

can be traced to agricultural production. In this section I consider 

how Interaction am~ng compounds Is shaped by the food production 
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Table 6.1 

Frontier Population Densities. 1984 

J(M2 
TOTAL * 

POP/KM2 UNGWA POP HHOLDS 

Ungwa Dunglong 2.55 200 31 ( 3) 78.4 
Ungwa Goewan 3.31 272 45 ( 1 ) 82.2 
Kwallala 2.56 219 29 ( 3) 85.6 
Koedoegoer Koegoen + 1.48 132 23 ( 0) 89.2 
Ungwa Long 2.63 242 35 ( 0) 92.0 
Duwe North 2.53 235 35 ( 6) 92.9 
wunze++ 4.80 450 69 ( 3) 93.8 
Bubuak 2.08 197 34 ( 0) 94.7 
Koprume Daylm 1.15 113 16 ( 4) 98.3 
Koedoegoer Zang 2.84 296 44 ( 3) 104.2 
Kanyar Kwarl 2.36 261 47 (22) 1.10.6 
Koprume Dakup 3.21 362 41 (29) 112.8 
Hanyar Kwarl Doemak .93 106 19 (14) 114.0 
Kopdogo 2.17 267 39 ( 2) 123.0 
Ungwa Kofyar 1.62 238 39 (1) 146.9 

* The number of uncensused farms Is given In parentheses; these were 
assigned the mean resident farm population for the ungwa. 

+ Dangmel Is lumped with Koedoegoer Koegoen. 

++ Ungwa Pangkurum Is lumped with Wunze. 
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Solid lines are roads; dashed lines are streams. These maps are based 
on aerial photographs. 
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system, and the ways In which this Interaction Is reflected In the 

settlement pattern. 

It was first Important for Kofyar settlement to occupy a generally 

contiguous area, In part because of the animal predations described 

above. Padoch (1986:283) describes precisely the same phenomenon for 

the Lun Dayek In Sarawak, who 

like many other cultivators also attempt to locate new farms close 
to other farms being worked In the same season; a wide scattering 
of fields increases the labor required In protecting crop~ from 
the depredations of sparrows, monkeys, and other animals. 

Contiguous settlement also serves to maintain a "perimeter" 

against other cultural groups. Although settlement In Its early stages 

was not In danger of Incursion by other groups, there were Tlv In the 

area, and since land was being colonized rapidly, the future advantages 

of control ling contiguous areas was obvious. As I have described 

elsewhere (stone 1986b), In recent years attempts to maintain per Im-

eters have led to conflicts between Kofyar and Tlv. 

However, I believe the most Important determinants of site spacing 

are to be found In the system of agricultural production. As argued In 

Chapter 3, agricultural Intensification places a premium on mlnlmlza-

tlon of the resldence-to-plot distance, and the Kofyar case clearly 

demonstrates this principle. However, even If residences move to their 

farmland, there Is the potential for tremendous varlabl I Ity In settle-

ment pattern, as farm size and·shape, the location of the residence 

within the farm, and the spacing of the farms themselves al I can vary 

widely. 
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The main factors responsible for the prevalence of the 100-200 

meter Inter-settlement dlstence are on one hand the eeparatlon produced 

by the pul I of compounds to their plots, and on the other the need for 

supra-household labor mobil Izatlon. It was noted above that on the 

early frontier, the formation of multi-household compounds reflected 

the major rei lance on group labor. Through time, colonists began to 

devote Increasing percentages of their agricultural time budget to work 

on their own farms, but supra-household labor continues even today to 

playa key role In the farming strategy. 

Figure 6.5 shows the Kofyar's reliance on supra-household labor 

throughout the agricultural calendar (data are from the agricultural 

~ labor records described In Chapter 5). During the 1984-85 season, a 

ful I 26.1% of al I agricultural work was accomplished by supra-household 

groups. During the main part of the rainy season, from Aprl I 1 -

November 5, the percentage of supra-household labor rises to 31.3. 

It Is also Important to understand why separate compounds col labo

rate In agricultural work. The two most Important reasons for rei lance 

on supra-household labor are 1) simultaneous labor demands and 2) 

maximization of labor Inputs at key times In the agricultural schedule. 

S I MUL TAN.EOUS LABOR DEMANDS 

More than anything else, the study of settlement systems Is the 

study of how and when human populations are distributed across the 

landscape. This distribution of population can often be understood as 

a function of the labor demands of the food provisioning system. This 
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Idea was centr~1 to Steward's cultural ecology (Steward 1938) and 

continues to play an Important role In archaeological theory (Flannery 

1972; Earle 1980
7

). 

Wllk and Netting's (1984) distinction between simultaneous and 

linear labor demands Is useful In understanding the size of groups 

favored for different tasks. Simultaneous labor demands require the 

application of many hands at the same time, whl Ie linear labor demands 

can be met by consecutive Inputs of labor by a small group working for 

a longer time. Netting used a simi lar approach In explaining the 

~Ifferences between traditional and early frontier household organiza

tion (Netting 1965). 

On the frontier today, mil let Is a crucial crop because of Its 

flexibility. It can be eaten, and Is available long before other 

staples are harvested. It can be marketed, and Is the Kofyar's second 

major cash crop after yams. It can also be made Into beer and served 

to workers In mar muos. the large (typically 40-80) supra-household 

labor groups that are sponsored by households at certain times In the 

agricultural season. 

The task of storing the millet crop Is the example par excellence 

of simultaneous labor demands that favor supra-household labor groups. 

The Job requires both highly coordinated work and considerable 

dispatch, as It should be completed during the lull between the two 

rainfall peaks (see the discussion of precipitation In Chapter 4). 

During the mil let storing (lang maar). the grain heads are removed 

from the drying area. and bound Into bundles. Meanwhile a group of 
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young men stands on the shoulder-high ml I let rack, catching bundles as 

they are thrown up, and placing them In a neat heap. Whl Ie this Is 

taking place, other workers prepare a thatch cover for the crop: this 

requires some people to be gathering thatching grass and, as the 

armfuls of thatch are brought, others to be weaving It Into a cover. 

It Is very awkward to accompl Ish al I of these tasks with the small 

group of workers that the typical household offers, and therefore the 

majority of ml I let storing Is accomplished by supra-household groups. 

In mid-August It Is common for frontier farmers to attend two mar muos 

a day for ml I let storage. As I have pointed out (Stone 1986b), It Is 

the need for highly coordinated activities by large groups of people 

that favors Kofyar settling together with a minimum of outsiders, 

rather than a culturally determined "desire to be near kinsmen" 

(Sllberfeln 1972). 

Figure 6.6 shows how labor Is mobil Ized for four farm tasks, 

Including the ml I let harvest and storage. The three categories of 

labor are household (work done by Individuals or groups comprised 

only of household members), ~ (exchange-labor groups typically 5-20 

In number), and mar muos (described above). 

MAXIMIZATION OF INPUTS DURING BOTTLENECKS 

Under land pressure (and also In response to market Incentives), 

Kofyar agriculture has been Intensified since Netting's fieldwork In 

the 1960's. Agricultural Intensification Involves a much larger range 

of strategies than shortening of fallows. In the Kofyar case, the main 
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method of Intensifying cultivation has been to Increase the packing of 

crops Into both time and space: mora crops ara cu:tivated In smaller 

areas, and the agricultural work schedule has become fuller and more 

complex. 

Most agricultural systems suffer from bottlenecks that constrain 

production; this Is particularly true In savanna environments (Richards 

1983). labor bottlenecks are also a case of simultaneous labor 

requirements, but large groups are not necessarily needed to accompl Ish 

a multitude of tasks at once (complex simultaneous labor requirements 

[WI Ik and Netting 1984]); the need may simply be for a major labor 

expenditure on one task (simple simultaneous labor requirements). 

There Is an example of this In the Kofyar farming system, and It plays 

a major role In the social organization of labor. 

When they moved to the frontier the Kofyar began to cultivate 

yams, a lucrative cash crop that thrives In the southern and central 

Nigeria (but which was never grown In the homeland). Yams are large 

tubers cultivated In earthen heaps 2-3' high. The making of yam heaps 

Is extremely arduous work whlch'must be done when the ground has been 

softened by rain. For many farmers, It would be Impossible to get the 

yam heaps made In the spring when the major grain fields are being 

tl I led In the spring. The Kofyar therefore shift the bulk of the yam 

heaping to the early fal I, making the heaps right In the field where 

ml I let has been harvested and the sorghum crop Is growing. Making yam 

heaps for the next year's yam crop In this manner also serves to weed 

the sorghum field at a time when It Is often In bad need of weeding. 
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Therefore, although the construction of yam heaps In the sorghum field 

Is arguably the most difficult agricultural task undertaken by the 

Kofyar, It Is Imperative for the farmer to maximize the labor marshaled 

for the task. 

As Figure 6.6 shows, the autumn yam heaping Is accomplished over-

whelmlngly by the group labor of mar muos, reflecting the fact that It 

Is possible to marshal greater amounts of labor In shorter times with 

such groups (Stone et al. n.d.). 

The dispersed settlements of farmers who regularly collaborate In 

agricultural work are pul led together by the same principle that leads 

farmers to reduce the resldence-to-plot distance. The greater the 

access rate to a point on the landscape, the greater the savings In 

travel time when the distance Is minimized to that point. This general 

principle undergirds both Central Place Theory and von ThUnen's model 

of land use. 

Notes 

1. The exceptions to this pattern were the smal I nucleated settlements 
of Kwa Garl, Doemak Garl and Kwal la Garl, each of which supported a 
smal I secondary population (Individuals not Involved In primary produc
tion). These diminutive "towns" developed In part because the Colonial 
government designated them as administrative centers for the three 
"tribes," and In part because periodic markets were established there. 
Aerial Imagery reveals that these settlements were no larger than a few 
dozen compounds each untl I the 1960's, Indicating that It was the 
production of agricultural surplus (on the Namu frontier) that prompted 
growth of the secondary population, and not vice-versa. 

2. Whl Ie the area may have been Inhabited by farmers In an earlier era, 
It had apparently not been farmed during the 20th century, except by a 
very few scattered Tlv settlements. 



3. In depopulated 'hi I I communities In the homeland, farmers now must 
contend with animal encroachments. Visiting the nearly abandoned 
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vi I lage of Koepal, we heard a young girl loudly singing from the top of 
an 01 I palm tree, acting as a verbal scarecrow to ward off monkeys. In 
some areas people are giving up the cultivation of ml I let, which Is 
eaten by monkeys. 

4. Dlgltlzatlon of this figure was done by R.M. Netting. We are 
grateful to Ken Kvamme of the Arizona state Museum for his assistance. 

5. As discussed In the, chapter on sol Is and settlement, the pattern of 
Intensification Is mainly characteristic of the earl lest-settled areas, 
where agricultural potential was highest. In less favorable areas, 
especially on the shale-derived soils, the tendency was more for aban
donment than Intensification. This Is discussed In Chapter 8. 

6. In depopulated Kofyar hi I I vi Ilages, remaining farmers often move 
Into compounds In a limited area for the same reason. 

7. Earle (1980) pOints out that social organization Is not purely a 
function of requirements of the food-provisioning system, but that by 
affecting the relative costs of food procurement systems, social 
organization can In part determine which food procurement strategies 
are fol lowed. 
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SETTLEMENT AND WATER 
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In Chapter 3 I discussed the farmer's evaluations of the Stay / 

Move / Fission equation as a basis for understanding agrarian settle

ment patterns and settlement change In response to land pressure. In 

concentrating on the Interplay among land pressure. agricultural 

Intensity and settlement shifting I have held constant other variables 

that may appear In the equation. In this chapter I turn my attention 

to the role played by landscape features In the determination of site 

locations under varying levels of land pressure. In order to show not 

only that the attraction value of water changed. but why It changed. I 

treat water collecting as a farm task that may be fit Into the frame

work for understanding agricultural Intensification and settlement. 

At the end of Chapter 6. I made the generalization that the 

greater the rate of access to any feature. the greater the premium on 

reducing the distance from the residence to that feature. Potable 

water Is a resource that human populations must access frequently. and 

the difficulties In transporting water Increase the premium on proximi

ty to the source of It. It Is of special archaeological Interest 

because locations of streams, lakes and springs are often obvious or 

detectable. and archaeologists generally consider distance to water In 

settlement pattern research. Archaeologists also tend to evince the 

routine reaction that sites near water were there (at least In part) to 

aval I themselves of the water. and sites distant from water are proble-
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matlc (e.g .• Haberland 1983:85). Studies of archaeological settlement 

have produced little theory dealing with how domestic water supplies 

should affect settlement under various conditions. 

Geographers have produced numerous Important studies dealing with 

the relationship between water and settlement (W.B. Morgan 1905a; 

Wilkinson 1977). as wei I as occasional theories that archaeologists 

find useful (such as Flannery's [1976c] use of the Burghardt model of 

river bank selection). 

In this chapter I move beyond the common assumption that water 

exerts a constant attraction on rural settlement location (as In 

Chisholm's "analysis Inverted". Chapter 2). I use the Kofyar data to 

demonstrate a marked change In the effect of water on settlement as 

land pressure rises. and then relate this to the discussion of agricul

tural Intensification and settlement In Chapter 3. 

Regional Hydrology 

The watershed between the Kunamu and the Malburugu (both tributa

ries of the River Dep) runs paral lei to and around 3 km south of the 

. Namu - Lafla road (Figure 4.4). An Irregular crest Is visible on 

topographic maps and stereo aerial Imagery. at elevations slightly over 

650'. To the north of this line. the landscape Is gently undulating. 

rising to an elevation of 1000' at the Plateau escarpment at Doemak. 

As discussed In Chapter 4. most of the area between Doemak and Namu Is 

Rocky Plains. and although the drainage network Is Medlum-to-Flne. 

agricultural potential Is low. South of the Kunamu-Malburugu watershed 



the landscape drops off somewhat more steeply and regularly. to an 

elevation of 350' at the River Cep 20 km to the south. 
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Most of the Core Area Is within the drainage of the Malburugu 

River. where the drainage network exh!blts flne-to-medlum texture. 

However. along the upper edge of the drainage system there Is a high 

density of low order streams, These low-order streams along the rim of 

the Sena {Sana) and Gbogbok drainages produce a zone within which most 

locations are close to water (Figure 4.4). 

streams In the Sandy Plains and Transition Plains tend to be 

shal lowly Incised with fairly wide and flat cross-sections. streams on 

the clay Plains are rarely Incised. and usually narrow In cross

section. AI I of the streams In the study area are ephemeral. Including 

the larger rivers such as the Cep and the Shemankar. Water Is secured 

by excavating Into the stream beds. In the large streams, where the 

water table Is Just under the bed for much of the dry season. many 

smal I pits are dug. On smaller streams It is often necessary to dig 

walk-In wei Is. sometimes exceeding 5 meters In depth. 

The Changing Attraction Value of Water 

The traditional water vessel (kalang) was a wide-mouthed Jar 

around 50 cm. high. with a slightly convex. almost flat base. Leaves 

placed on the surface of the water reduced spl I lage as It was carried 

on the head. The kalang Is stl II used In hi I I communities. where 

domestic water Is secured from springs. On the frontier the kalang Is 
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rare, having been replaced by large metal basins (also carried on the 

head). Water Is fetched mostly by women and chi Idren, and Is Invari

ably head loaded. 

Water sources on the frontier have played an key role In the 

evolution of settlement pattern on the frontier. The Initial settle

ment on the Namu Plains was the macro-compound of the chiefs of Kwa and 

Lardang, 700 meters northwest of a branch of the Gogo. When this 

settlement flssloned around 1956 the daughter group constructed Goewan 

Garl 200 meters northeast of the eastern branch of the same river. 

The settlement pattern that had developed by 1963 (Figure 6.1) 

fol lowed a distinct pattern vis-a-vis the drainage network. East of 

the Gogo, the compounds were scattered along the edge of the swampy 

ground; most appear to be situated as close to the stream as possible. 

No road Is yet visible, although paths may be discerned between some of 

the compounds. 

West of the river, compounds also for~ a line near the edge of the 

swampy ground, and lines of settlements run along either bank of the 

next stream to the west. The 1963 photos also clearly show a line of 

settlement running east-west along the zone where the headwaters of 

several low-order streams offer close proximity to water. 

The distribution of distances to nearest water source has been 

derived from the settlement and hydrographic locatlonal data described 

In Chapter 5. For each 1963 and 1984 settlement location, I calculated 

the distances to the closest digitized stream point. As noted In 

Chapter 5, care was taken In constructing the hydrographic database to 
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digitize the stream point that appeared on visual Inspection to be the 

closest to each sottlement location. 

To compare the distribution of distances to nearest water to the 

distribution that might be expected If settlement was n21 drawn to 

water, I calculated ~Istance to nearest water for 1000 random locations 

within the settled area. The distributions for the random points and 

the 1963 settlements are compared In Figure 7.1. Summary statistics 

are provided In Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1 shows that the mean distance to nearest stream In 1963 

was 0.31 km. as compared to a mean of 1.05 km. for the environmental 

background. It Is clear In Figure 7.1 that there Is a sharp drop-off 

In the Early distribution after 0.6 km., with only 5% of the compounds 

being located at greater distances and none farther than 0.7 km. from 

water. 

The 1984 spatial data (derived from the 1977 aerial Imagery and 

the ground survey In 1984) reveal an Interesting change !n the 

relationship between settlement loci and streams. As Table 7.1 shows, 

the mean distance to water Increases to 0.56 km. and the standard 

deviation Is more than double what It Is In the Early distribution. 

Figure 7.1 shows that the mode has Increased and that the distribution 

Is negatively skewed, with over 37% of the settlements beyond the 0.6 

km. range. There are several factors behind this development. 

The first Is that many of the compounds that were Initially 

situated very close to streams had been relocated within the same farm 

boundaries. This was especially true In areas I Ike Ungwa Goewan, wh~re 
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Table 7.1 

Mean Distances from Compounds to Nearest Water 

(distances In kilometers) 

Early Late Random 

Mean 0.31 0.56 1.05 
st dey 0.17 0.35 0.65 
Median 0.30 0.48 0.96 
n 140 838 1000 
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early compounds near the Gogo were too scattered to be connected by a 

road; as a road took shape, these compounds were gradually pul led 

towards It. 

This movement Is exemplified by the settlement history of Boyl 

Pankok of Ungwa Goewan. Boy I Joined the fledgling agricultural colony 

a few years after It began, living at first In the macro-compound bul It 

by the chiefs of Kwa and Lardang. In around 1957 Boyl was one of group 

that flssloned to build the nucJeated Goewan Garl settlement, described 

In the preceding chapter. He built a f!eld house (Iu tap) on his farm, 

which was near the present center of Ungwa Goewan. When Goewan Garl 

disintegrated, Boyl bul It a compound where his field house had been, 

near the banks of the Gogo River. He has moved the compound twice 

within the farm boundaries since then, farming each location for around 

eight years.1 The compound's present location Is close to the road, and 

over 0.4 km. from the nearest branch of the Gogo. Citing his 'advanced 

age, he says he has no Intention of relocating again. 

A second factor Involved In the changing distribution of distances 

to water Is the filling In of Interstitial areas left unsettled during 

the Initial colonization. These Interstices (see Figure 6.1) do not, 

In general, have lower agricultural productivity, but are obviously 

farther from water sources. Figure 6.3 shows the Interstitial fll ling. 

The third factor Is the expansion of settlement Into areas with 

more restricted access to water. As Figures 4.3 and 5.1 show, the 

majority of the 1963 settlements were located within the Transition 

Plains, where there Is a medlum-to-flne drainage texture, and these 
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early settlements were strongly attracted to streams. The Sandy Plains 

and Clay Plains, to the north and south of the Transition Plains, are 

characterized by medlum-to-coarse drainage texture, with clear effects 

on the distribution of distances to nearest water. 

In analyzing the relation between water and settlement we should 

consider not only distances to stream channels but characteristics of 

the drainage system Itself. In most areas of the Clay Plains, 

Increased distances to water are compounded by the drainage properties 

of the shale-derlvod sol Is. Pedaloglc conditions and drainage charac

teristics are not uniform within the Clay Plains (Offodl Ie 1976 

documents lithologic varlabl I Ity present within equally-sized areas 

nearby), but certain drainage problems are ubiquitous within the clay 

area. There Is first the agronomic problem: farmers In Dangka and 

other ungwas complained that after several years of good yam producti

vity, drainage would become Impaired on the clay sol Is and yams would 

rot. The reduced Infiltration after several years of cultivation Is 

likely related to Increases In sol I bulk density (Hecht 1981:94; see 

Chapter 4).2 

At the same time, sol I bulk density problems caused drainage 

problems In residential courtyards. In Ungwa Kofyar alone I observed 

four compounds being rebul It because of standing water In courtyard 

activity areas. These moves were Intended not to bring the farmer 

closer to a new part of the farm, as In the case of Boyl described 

above, but to provide a fresh surface for extramural activities such as 

crop processing. Some of the farmers avoiding moving by conducting 
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maintenance work on their courtyards. Dashe Koegoem of Ungwa Kofyar 

was demo I Ishlng an abandoned hut and using the adobe to repave the part 

of his courtyard used as a threshing floor (Stone 1987). The repair 

was not only to fll I In what had become a concave surface, but to 

provide a firmer (and dryer) substrate for pounding grain. 

Whl Ie drainage problems cause compound shifting In Ungwa Kofyar, 

they contribute to compound abandonment In poorer locations I Ike 

Dangka. Whl Ie the d~fference~ fn~~ttlement behavior between Main 

Street and marginal areas I Ike Dangka Is taken up In the fol lowing 

chapter, It Is Important to not~ here that the agronomic problems 

caused by poor drainage In Dangka do not appear In Ungwa Kofyar. 

Although It Is located In the northern part of the Clay Plains, Ungwa 

Kofyar Is prime yam country, and these drainage problems are for the 

most part nonagricultural. In Dangka, before a farmer would shift his 

compound because he wanted a better courtyard and threshing floor, he 

would probably seek a farm In a new ungwa because his yam yields were 

beginning to suffer. 

In recent years, the declining attraction value of domestic water 

on settlement has led to colonization of areas with even more deficient 

resources than Dangka. This Is nowhere more true than In Ungwa Hayen 

Obi, south of Assalklo, where (according to our sample of settlement 

histories) Kofyar first established settlements In 1981. Whl Ie Hayen 

Obi farmers report high yields from the virgin or long-abandoned plots, 

the landscape offers virtually no water at the peak of the dry season, 

and the population rei les on water purchased from tankers that have 
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begun to make circuits through the bush. 

The declining attraction value of water In response to rising land 

pressure was observed by W.B. Morgan In his Investigation of two areas 

In Iboland, southeastern Nigeria. Morgan compared a sparsely settled 

area with a high density of streams to a densely settled area with a 

shortage of water, finding what he cal led 

the surprising contrast of evenly dispersed settlement In a region 
of restricted water supply and highly localized, nucleated settle
ment In a region offering easier conditions (W.B. Morgan 1955a: 
322). 

Today It Is common for Ibo farmers In densely populated areas to live 

where Herculean efforts are required to provide water. I saw compounds 

In an extremely crowded area near Nsukka with a water harvesting and 

storage syst~m consisting of an unlined pit In the yard, less than a 

meter deep, and almost a hundred large ceramic vessels sunk partially 

Into the ground. During the rainy season, water Is collected from the 

pit and transferred Into the storage Jars to provide for the dry 

season. 

The declining attraction to water ~as been documented among various 

other groups such as the Iban (Vayda 1969) and the Tlv (Bohannan 1954). 

Archaeologlcally. the Issue has been addressed by researchers working 

In the Maya Lowlands. Pulsston and Puleston (1971) proposed a model In 

which swldden farmers settled first near rivers and later moved away 

from them. and Voorhies (1982:68-69) marshals data on early Maya 

settlement In support of this. Bogucki (1987:5) provides an example 

from Linear Pottery Culture settlement In northern Europe. In Germany. 
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place name analysis reveals the tendency for early settlers to fol low 

watercourses, with later vi I lages being founded at greater distances 

(Eldt 1976). 

We wi I I now take up the questions of why the attraction of 

agrarian settlements to water should be Initially high and then decline 

with land pressure, and how landscape attractions relate to the theory 

of agricultural Intensification. 

On Water Resources and Intensification 

In order for ethnographic findings to aid our abl I Ity to under

stand the archaeological record, they must be placed In the context of 

theory spanning the two (cf. Schiffer 1978). My analysis of the 

relationship between water resources and settlement must therefore be 

more than the type of study cal led for by Haberland (1983), or a 

corrective to Chisholm's (1979) static attraction value of water on 

agrarian settlement. The relationship among water, settlement location 

and land pressure Is a prime example of the Implications for settlement 

that may be drawn from the Boserup model of population and land-use. 

The Boserup theory states that farmers wi I I cultivate extensively 

as long as there Is sufficient land, because of the greater labor cost 

of Intensive production. It Is only when land pressure demands It that 

farmers perforce Intensify -- or, as I have stressed, move. Thus, 

whereas farmers do not necessarily minimize labor costs, they can be 

expected to avoid major labor expenditures whenever possible. And as 

Chisholm points out, travel to farm fields becomes Increasingly labor-
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expensive as cultivation Intensity Increases. 

There Is a "hydraulic corollary" of this. Water Is a resource 

that 1) Is required In large quantities by every human, 2) often occurs 

In dlscontlguous locations, and 3) the transport of which often exacts 

a large labor Investment In low-technology societies. Distance separa

ting the residence from Its water must not only be traversed on a near

dally basis, but traversed while carrying an Invariably heavy commodi

ty. Whl Ie the labor expenditure on water can be far less than what Is 

often required to Intensify agriculture, among populations not under 

pressure to Intensify It may represent the single most labor-expensive 

activity that the farmer has some control over. It Is therefore 

entirely consistent with the framework relating agriculture and settle

ment (In Chapter 3) that farmers under conditions of low land pressure 

should farm extensively and give high priority to maintaining low 

resldence-to-water distances. 

The foregoing analysis has shown how In a frontier setting where 

most other factors were control led there was an abundance of 

Inexpensive, wei I-drained, fertl Ie land, and a growing group of co-

ethnics to serve as an agricultural labor pool settlements were 

pul led strongly to water, and were overwhelmingly located within 500 

meters of streams. However, even under mild land pressure, settlements 

were quick to move to greater distances from water. The early 

compounds In Ungwa Goewan, for Instance, were located along the banks 

of the Gogo, but shifted to farther out as the road was formed and/or 

as yields began to decline near, the river. Under greater land pres-
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sure, as had developed In parts of Main street by the mid 1980's, many 

farmers were quick to accept much greater distances to water, and to 

colonize areas with real restrictions on dry season water. 

To the extent that the key factor In Intensification Is labor, as 

Boserup would suggest, such movement Is a form of locatlonal Intenslfl-

cation: farmers respond to land pressure not by remaining and Investing 

greater labor per unit land In cultivation, but by moving to locations 

that demand greater labor In water transport. 

The Implications of this for analysis of prehistoric settlements 

should not be reduced to the banality that farms locate near water when 

they can and far from water when they a~ su~;cstlng Instead 

that In evaluating the Stay / Move / Fission equation under conditions 

of abundance, the farmer evaluates locations with fine discrimination 

towards water; under land pressure, locations are evaluated with little 

discrimination towards water. The principles are n21 the same for al I 

landscape features, as the fol lowing chapter demonstrates. 

1. Kofyar compounds do not suffer from the problems of verm!n Infesta
tion and structural decay that lead to abandonments In many areas 
(e.g., Vickers 1988; Cameron 1988). However, where soil clay content 
Is high, Impaired drainage In courtyards leads to compound shifting 
(discussed below and In Chapter 8). 

2. I am grateful to Richard Wilshusen of the University of Colorado for 
Information on the sol I bulk density problem. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

SETTLEMENT AND SOILS 

The preceding chapter examined the role of potable water In 

determining the location of Kofyar settlements on the Namu frontier. 
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It was argued that the attraction value of water declines as land 

pressure Increases, a phenomenon consistent with the framework relating 

agricultural Intensification to settlement In Chapter 3. Within the 

same framework, the present chapter explores the relationship between 

settlement location and sol I type. However, since the relationship 

between sol I and settlement Is not reducible to a single measure I Ike 

distance from residence to stream, this analysis Is necessarily more 

complex. I first explore the relationship between sol I varlabl I Ity and 

the colonization process by defining eight geographic areas -- ungwas 

grouped on primarily pedologic criteria -- and analyzing the rates at 

which farms were established them. I wi I I then analyze patterns of 

farm abandonment In three ungwas with different sol I types. The latter 

analysis demonstrates that with Increasing land pressure, the solution 

to the Stay / Move / Fission equation varies with sol I type. 

DefInition of Settl~~ent Areas 

The first area, cal led Sand Plains I, comprises the ungwas of 

Ungwa Long, Wunze. Ungwa Kofyar. Ungwa Goewan, Ungwa Pangkurum. Duwe 

North, Ungwa Dunglong, Hanyar Kwarl, Kopdogo, and Bubuak. With the 

exception of Ungwa Kofyar, these ungwas are al I within the Sand or 
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Transition Plains. and were the first areas the Kofyar colonized south 

of Namu. As explained In Chapter 4. most of the area Is characterized 

by excel lent agricultural potential and relatively easy access to 

water. 

Ungwa Kofyar. which straddles the boundary between the Transition 

Plains and the Clay Plains. Is the exception. As discussed In the 

preceding chapter, the difference In substrate affects surface drainage 

and causes farmers to relocate their compounds. However. It Is my 

Impression that sol Is In the southern part of Ungwa Kofyar contain a 

higher proportion of sand-sized particles than Is typical of Clay 

Plains soi Is. and farmers there do not complain of the difficulties In 

cultivating yams as they do In areas to the south such as Dangka. 

The second area. cal led Sand Plains I I. comprises al I of Koprume. 

Hancln Kare. Kwallala. and Koedoegoer Koegoen. These ungwas border the 

Sand Plains I area to the west. Although there Is no reason to believe 

that this differs from the first group In agricultural potential, 

access to domestic water Is generally more difficult. 

The third area Is the Southern Clay Plains. Including Kwarl. 

Kopswaas. Langkaku. Janta. Rafln Gwaska. Dangmel. Duwe South. Tudun 

Duwe. Burugu. Kanglwa. and Dangka. 

The fourth area Is the Western Clay Plains. Including Ungwa Dawam 

south of Sabon Glda, Assalklo and the ungwas south of It (Hayen Obi and 

Hayen Akunl). as wei I as Pandam. This area Is classified as the same 

Land System by the Land Resources survey (Chapter 4). but the drainage 

network here Is coarser and In many areas dry season water aval labl I Ity 
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Is severely restricted. 

The fifth area Is the Piedmont, comprising those ungwas located on 

the Rocky and Non-rocky Piedmont, Including the bush south of Kwal la 

(Rlmtlng, Yadlng Kwagar, Nadu, Parnaan, Vutu, Pangdlel, and others) as 

wei I as Kopdaes, Mar Namat, NJak, Shlndal, Toeroem, and Kayarda. 

The sixth area Is Dadin Kowa. The history of settlement In this 

area Is anomalous on several counts, and Is omitted from the fol lowing 

analyses.. It contains a large area that was a game preserve, but which 

was opened up for settlement In the early 1970's. 

The seventh area Is the town of Namu and Its Immediate surround

Ings: Kopmal lam, Pang Mat long, Fudem, and Namu town Itself. It Is not 

Included In this analysis because In many cases moves to Namu were 

motivated by nonagricultural factors. 

The final area comprises several ungwas south of Kwande that 

appear In settlement histories. Since we only censused one Kwande 

ungwa (Mangkogom), there are Insufficient data on the area to Include 

It In this analysis. 

History of the Frontier Colonization 

The history of frontier colonization can be analyzed by Identi

fying Locatlonal Choices In the settlement histories (see Chapter 5 for 

descriptions of the variables In settlement histories and MOVETYPE 

codes). A Locatlonal Choice Is defined as a settlement history entry 

In which one of the fol lowing criteria Is met: 
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1) the respondent moved to a different farm, becoming a household 
head In the process (TRANSFER-BECAME HEAD); 

2) the respondent who was already a household head moved to a 
different farm (TRANSFER-ALREADY HEAD); 

3) the respondent Inherited the farm where he resided, and elected 
to remain there (INHERIT, with no move). 

Criterion 3 excludes the cases where a man Inherits a farm and house-

hold, and Immediately moves the household to a new location. Variation 

among ungwas In how long households remain at a site Is discussed 

below. 

Table 8.1 presents the total numbers of Locatlonal Choices for the 

eight areas, broken down by 4-year time periods. However, It Is dlffl-

cult to compare directly the popula~lty of the areas through time In • 

this format because some areas comprise more ungwas than others. Table 

8.2 shows the residual variation when each cel I Is adjusted for Its row 

and column marginal totals. This Is simply a table of expected minus 

observed frequencies as Is commonly computed In contingency table 

analysis (e.g., Blalock 1979:284); It gives departures from the nul I 

hypothesis, which would be that the selection of a location was 

unaffected by the time period In which the decision was made. Expected 

values are computed by 

Row Total x Column Total 

Sample Size. 
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Tab Ie 8.1 

Locatlonal Choices on the Frontier 

pre 1957 1961 1965 1969 1973 1977 1980 
1956 -60 -64 -68 -72 -76 -80 -84 Total 

------------------------------------------------------------------
S. Plains I 50 74 74 56 78 96 105 65 598 
S. Plains II 7 11 19 14 20 22 18 17 128 
So. Clay 4 11 9 21 46 65 51 29 236 
W. Clay 1 0 2 0 0 2 8 26 39 
D. Kowa 6 1 6 4 5 11 13 26 72 
Namu area 19 16 8 14 22 17 15 16 127 
Mangkogom 15 5 5 2 4 8 8 6 53 
Piedmont 40 20 19 25 23 5 12 9 153 

Total - 1406 

Total number of Locatlonal Choices In 8 ungwa groupings. broken down by 
4-year periods. A Locatlonal Choice Is defined as a settlement history 
entry In which a man moves to a farm where as household head. or 
becomes household head at a farm and remains there. 

'\ 
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Five of the eight areas are useful for an analysis of sol I varla

bl I Ity and colonization. We wi I I omit Dadln Kowa because, as explained 

above, It Is a special case where colonization patterns were affected 

by government pol Icy towards game preserves. Namu town wi I I be omitted 

because many of the Locatlonal Choices were conditioned by nonagricul

tural factors. Finally, data on settlement In the Kwande area are too 

limited for a proper analysis. However, an analysis of Sand Plains I, 

Sand Plains I I, Southern Clay Plains, Western Clay Plains, and Piedmont 

Is very revealing as to the colonization process. The residuals for 

these five areas, as shown In Table 8.1, are graphed In Figure 8.1. 

Figure 8.1 suggests that the colonization process has gone through 

five stages. 

the Piedmont. 

The period prior to 1956 Is dominated by movement Into 

These early migrations are described In some detal I In 

Chapter 4. The dominance of movements to the Piedmont during this 

period was even more striking than Figure 8.1 suggests, as It was the 

Kwal la, who are greatly underrepresented In the present sample, that 

dominated the early movements onto the piedmont. 

It was during the pre-1956 period that colonization of Sand Plains 

south of Nam::! began, but the actual numbers of Locatlonal Choices In 

that area was not large. 

The second stage of colonization, lasting from 1957-64, Is 

dominated by selection of sites In the Sand Plains I area. Locatlonal 

Choices then drop sharply In the 1965-68 period, reflecting the fact 

that most of the prime sites In the Sand Plains I were occupied and 

there was great resistance to farm fragmentation. 
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Table 8.2 

Locatlonal Choices : Residuals 

pre 1957 1961 1965 1969 1973 1977 1980 Row 
1956 -60 -64 -68 -72 -76 -80 -84 Total 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
S. Plains I -10 15 14 -2 -6 0 7 -18 598 
S. Plains II -6 -2 6 2 2 1 -3 -1 128 
So. Clay -20 -12 -15 -2 13 27 12 -4 236 
w. Clay -3 -4 -2 -4 -5 -4 2 21 39 
D. Kowa -1 -6 -1 -3 -5 -1 1 16 72 
Namu area 6 4 -5 2 4 -3 -6 -2 127 
Mangkogom 10 0 0 -3 -3 -1 -1 -1 53 
Piedmont 25 5 4 10 1 -20 -13 -12 153 
Col Totals 142 138 142 136 198 226 230 194 1406 

Residual variation In Table 8.1 after each cell Is adjusted for row and 
column totals. 
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This Is a graphic representation of the differences between observed 
and expected Locatlonal Choices Into five areas, as given In Table 8.1. 
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As the Locatlonal Choices In Sand Plains I decline, the third 

stage of colonization begins. This Is a stage In which, the best 

locations already taken, locatlonal decisions begin to diverge. The 

first farms are established on the Southern Clay Plains, and some 

settlers continue to obtain farms In the Sand Plains I (Table 8.1), but 

the observed values for these areas are below expectations (Table 8.2). 

The residuals are highest for the Piedmont, where settlement undergoes 

a second surge, fueled mainly by new migrants from the Latok region of 

the homeland. 1 More significant Is the trend towards Locatlonal 

Choices In the Sand Plain I I region, which showed the second-highest 

residuals In the preceding period. In summary, then, the third stage 

marks the divergence of locatlonal strategies after the tightening of 

land aval labl I Ity In the prime Sand Plains I land, with particular 

emphasis on movement Into areas peripheral to Sand Plains I which 

offered high quality farmland but reduced access to water. 

The fourth stage of settlement, lasting from 1969-1980, Is marked 

by colonization of the Southern Clay Plains. Although there Is some 

continued expansion of settlement In Sand Plains I I, by 1973-76 settle

ment on the shale sol Is Jumps to the greatest positive residual In the 

entire table, as Kofyar move In large numbers Into Kanglwa, Dangka, 

Duwe South, and Langkaku. It Is Interesting that the agriculturally 

Inferior shale-based sol Is were scrupulously avoided untl I so much of 

the sandy sol Is were occupied, after which there was such a sh~r~_ 

Influx. 

In order to place the colonization of Inferior sol Is within the 
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stay / Move / Fission framework developed In Chapter 3, It Is useful to 

look at the previous locations of the settlers on the Southern Clay 

Plains. I have extracted a variables cal led Previous Location from the 

household settlement histories. This variable reflects the ungwa In 

which the respondent resided before moving to the Locatlonal Choice (If 

the Locatlonal Choice consisted of an Inheritance, the Preceding 

Location Is the same as the Locatlonal Choice). The breakdown of 

Preceding Locations for the 162 cases of establishment or Inheritance 

of a farm In the Southern Clay Plains In the period 1969-1980 Is as 

follows: 

Homeland - plains 17% 
Homeland - hi I Is 12% 
Southern Clay Plains 25% 
Sand Plaine I 13% 
Sand Plains I I 11% 
Unknown or Other 22% 

Note that of the 162 recorded Locatlonal Choices In the Southern 

Clay Plains In the period between 1969-1980, a plurality (29%) had a 

homeland vi Ilage as a Preceding Location. This reflects the fact that 

the ecological and economic "pul I factors" (Chapter 4) on the frontier 

continued to attract settlers even when the agricultural potential of 

the available land had declined. It also reflects the resistance to 

farm fragmentation In the prime Sand Plains areas, where the majority 

of farmers stl I I had uncultivated bush that they wanted to save to 

reduce the future need for Intensification. 

After the settlers from the homeland, 25% of the Locatlonal 

Choices during this period came from within the Southern Clay area 
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Itself. Some of these (28%) are cases of household fission, whereby a 

young man leaves his father's farm to establ Ish his own farm In the 

area. The Southern Clay Plains encompasses an enormous area, and 

despite the rapid population Influx during the 1970s, there remained a 

great abundance of uncultivated land. There were aiso many cases (48%) 

of young men Inheriting farms from their fathers. However, as Is shown 

later In this chapter, the shale area was not characterized by a 

tendency to remain In Inherited farms for very long. In most of the 

remaining cases (21%), household heads abandoned one farm (presumably 

because of d~ci Inln9 yields) fer new land within the shaie area -- In 

other words, practiced shifting settlement In an area of fairly low 

populat'lon density. 

After the cases with the preceding location of the Southern Clay 

Plains. the next largest group came In from the Sand Plains I. These 

were almost exclusively cases of flsslonlng to establ Ish one's own 

household, sacrificing sol I quality In the process. However, the 

settlement boom In the Southern Clay Plains peaked a little more than a 

decade after the greatest positive departures for. the Sand Plains I, 

and there Is little doubt that many of the flsslonlng households were 

leaving farms that were beginning to show declining yields. It Is also 

Interesting that towards the end of the fourth stage, as the residuals 

for movement to the clay area are declining, the residuals for the Sand 

Plains I enjoy a second surge; this reflects Increasing fragmentation 

In the longest-settled areas, and a step towards agricultural IntensI

fication. 
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In broad outline, then, the fourth stage shows a population 

responding to Increasing land pressure on the better soils by embarking 

on a major colonization of the poorer sol Is, before accepting farm 

diminution and Intensification.' As Is shown In the occupation span 

analysis below, this for'ay Into the shale-derived sol Is became part of 

a pattern of continued shifting settlement In marginal areas, In 

contrast to more enduring settlement and Intensive agriculture on the 

sandy sol Is. 

The fifth and final stage Is dominated by movement Into the 

predominantly shale-derived sol Is to the west, especially the vast and 

sparsely populated plains south of Sabon Glda, Assalklo and Ashlge. 

Although classified as Clay Plains, my observation was that sol I 

quality In the area Is especially variable: heavily laterized and 

unfarmable In some areas, acceptably drained and fertl Ie In others. 

But the two most significant characteristics of the Western Clay Plains 

are Its low population density, which al lows new arrivals to claim 

large tracts of land, and Its relatively restricted access to domestic 

water (see Chapter 7). 

Intensification versus Abandonment 

Whl Ie this analysis Is Instructive as to how the colonization 

process Is affected by sol I variability, by focusing on farm acquisi

tions It does not effectively Isolate how Stay I Move I Fission are 

affected by sol I type as land pressure rises (Nor I Ing 1960). A fuller 
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picture emerges when the Locatlonal Choice analysis Is coupled with an 

analysis of occupation spans. I have done this by plotting Arrival In 

Ungwa against Departure from Ungwa for a sample of ungwas representing 

different sol I types. 
\-. ... -.,~ .. ~-

~ Arrival In Ungwa Is defined slightly differently than Locatlonal 

Choice In that It recognizes settlement entries In which the respondent 

was not a household head. Thus an Arrival In Ungwa Is any case of a 

respondent appearing for the first time In a given ungwa. Cases of 

respondents arriving as household heads as opposed to non household 

heads are distinguished In the fol lowing graphs. This can be an 

Important difference, because a man who moved Into an ungw~ as a member 

of another man's household does not necessarily acquire his own farm 

there; his departure from the ungwa may signal a household fission 

rather than a case of abandonment. 

Departure from Ungwa Is the year In which the respondent moved out 

of the ~ngwa; ~t equals 1984 for respondents stl I I residing In the 

ungwa. 2 The year of departure minus the year of arrival gives the 

occupation span of the settlement. Figure 8.2 demonstrates how trends 

In abandonment and occupation spans can be graphed by plotting the 

occupation span (X-axis) against calendar year (Y-axis). 

We can Imagine theoretical scatterplots that would be produced by 

particular patterns In Stay / Move / Fission choices. Figure 8.3A 

shows the expected scatterpJot In the hypothetical case of shifting 

settlement In which al I settlers abandon the area after 12 years. This 

Is an Idealized representation of the pattern characterizing most of 
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the cases of shifting cultivators discussed In Chapter 3. Figure 8.3B 

shows the expected scatterplot In the hypothetical case In which no 

farmer abandons the area -- all elect to stay and Intensify production. 

This pattern Is consistent with the Boserup "specific" model (Chapter 

3). In which mobility Is held constant. Figure 8.3C shows the hypo

thetical case In which early colonists elect to stay and Intensify 

production. but through time successive arrivals Increasingly leave in 

response to declining agricultural yields. This pattern Is less neat 

but more realistic than the first two patterns. It may arise. for 

Instance. when the first settlers In an area claim the best and/or 

largest plots. 

Figure 8.4 Is a plot of the occupation spans for Ungwa Long. the 

first-settled area In Sand Plains I. where the original macro-compound 

was located. It shows that there has been no abandonment of the ungwa 

except for a few cases In which the respondent arrived In a household 

he did not head. These are not cases of settlement shifting. but of 

flsslonlng. with part of the household moving off to a new location. 

The upturn In Locatlonal Choice residuals In Sand Plains I In the 

fourth stage of settlement (Figure 8.1) Is reflected In the flurry of 

Arrivals In Ungwa Long In the mid and late 1970's. These Arrivals are 

exclusively cases of farm fragmentation -- owners of farms In the prime 

area turning part of their land over to another farmer, often a son who 

wants to establ Ish his own household on the family farm. Fragmentation 

also occurs when an aged household head, whose domestic labor force and 

land needs have shrunk, cedes part of his land to a friend. 
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As Figure 8.5 shows, the abandonment pattern on the Piedmont Sol Is 

Is quite different. Since our earliest recorded arrivals (which are 

not actually the first Kofyar farmers In the area, as explained In 

Chapter 4), there has been a strong tendency to eventually abandon the 

farm. There Is furthermore a distinct tendency for occupation spans to 

decrease through time, with the pre-1960 settlers typically remaining 

10-24 years, the arrivals between 1960-1970 typically leaving after 8-

16 years, and the arrivals since then often leaving within 6 years. 

Figure 8.6 shows abandonment patterns In Dangka, one of the main 

ungwas colonized by Kofyar during the fourth stage population Influx 

Into the Southern Clay Plains. The declining occupation span through 

time In some ways parallels Piedmont settlement, but the arrival rate 

picks up sharply In the late 1960s, peaks In the mid 1970s, and then 

declines, corresponding to the fourth stage of settlement shown In 

Figure 8-2. But what the occupation span plot reveals Is that, unl Ike 

the first-stage settlers on the Sand Plains, these settlers show a 

tendency to abandon the area, with nearly half of the arrivals In the 

1970s staying less than 10 years. 

This analysis of Kofyar frontier settlement has several ImplIca

t�ons for a general theory of agrarian settlement. It supports the 

argument that land pressure leads not necessarily to agricultural 

Intensification, but to a choice among Intensification, flsslonlng or 

abandonment. As prime farmland fl I Is, new settlements (formed both by 

reproduction on the frontier and by continued In-migration) are 

Increasingly located on Inferior soils. However, land pressure 
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produces different responses on the poorer soils than on the earl ler-

settled, agriculturally superior areas, with abandonment becoming 

Important In the former areas as opposed to flsslonlng and Intenslflca-

tlon In the latter. 

The analysis not only supports the revisions to the Boserup model 

outlined In Chapter 3, but places In a new light her argument concern-

Ing the relationship between sol I quality and agricultural Intenslflca-

tlon. Boserup made the case that Intensification was not an adaptation 

to sol I quality because she was Interested In isolating rural popula-

tlon density as the principal Independent variable In agricultural 

change. And Indeed, If abandonment Is Impossible, the pressure on the 

farmer to Intensify production under land pressure may wei I cross-cut 

sol I and environment types. However, the foregoing analysis shows 

that, when farmers do have the option of abandoning degraded land, sol I 

quality may playa major role In evaluating the Stay / Fission / 

Abandon option. 

ThiS view of the role of environmental varlabl I Ity In agricultural 

varlabl I Ity Is consistent with many geographers' treatment of the 

problem (e.g., Schultz 1976:58; Mortimore 1968; Brookfield 1968).3 It 

also accords wei I with some archaeological treatments of the determl-

nants of subsistence change. For Instance, since farmers' opting for 

Intensification as opposed to abandonment can be seen as a function of 
~. 

the marginal uti I Ity of Increased labor per unit of land, the different 

patterns on the sandstone, shale and granite-derived soils would fit 

the sort of cost-curve model employed by Earle (1980) and others (e.g., 
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Green 1980b). On the other hand, these findings contradict Schiffer 

and McGuire's (1982:272) assertion that outmlgratlon to a frontier Is 

Invariably preferred over Intensification. 

Notes 

1. The Latok area was the last part of the homeland to Join the migra
tory stream (Stone et al. 1984), and when they did begin to migrate In 
sub~tantlal numbers, It was to the bush south of Kwalla. In 65-68, of 
25 entries In the Piedmont, 15 (60%) are from Latok area, and 8 of 
those (32%, almost a third) are Gonkun, for which we reported a 0% 
migration rate In 1966. The Gonkun migration appears to have begun 
Just after the 1966 census. 

2. Unfortunately It was not possible to conduct a finer-grained 
analysis of departures from farms, since the settlement histories do 
not faithfully list settlement shifts within an ungwa. Another I Imita
tion of this analysis Is that the graphs do not ~Iscrlmlnate between 
1984 departures and farmers who had not left the ungwa by 1984. 

3. This Is also consistent with the argument that sol I evaluation 
criteria become Increasingly stringent as land pressure rises (Stone 
1986c). An Interesting example Is provided by Padoch (1986:283-8): In 
selecting plot for Intensive agriculture (Irrigated pond fields), minor 
differences In topography and water become more Important than In 
selecting land for swldden agriculture. 
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
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This dissertation began with the question of how Kofyar farmers 

would settle as they took up frontlar land In the the Benue Lowlands of 

Nigeria, and how their settlement pattern would change as population 

density rose. have presented material to at least partially answer 

that question, and I have attempted to Isolate the factors that deter

mined the pattern and evolution of Kofyar settlement. 

This Initial question was Inspired by certain problems In the 

study of archaeological settlement. But If the question began as 

archaeology, the answer seems to be cultural anthropology or cultural 

geography. These concluding comments concern the relevance of these 

findings to archaeology. 

Whether or not one subscribes to one of the nomologlc models of 

explanation that have been Influential In archaeology (Binford 1968c; 

Watson et al. 1971; Schiffer 1978), It seems clear that the value of 

ethnoarchaeology turns on the kind of generalizations that can be made 

from observation of living groups. Ethnoarchaeologlsts often seek 

generalizations concerning how material culture comes to be incorpora

ted Into the archaeological record. The general izations I sought had 

more to do with the process by which settlement locations were deter

mined, and how that process changed as a settlement system evolved. 

In archaeology, the most Influential approach to this problem was 

Flannery's (1976d) distinction between settlement pattern (the arrange-
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ment of sites) and settlement system (the "rules" that generated the 

pattern). Flannery's own example of an agrarian settlement system, 

that of the Etla River Val ley In Oaxaca during Formative times. Is as 

fol lows (Flannery 1976c): 

- settlement begins near a ford on the river and expands symmetri
cally upstream and downstream; 

- settlements are located at midpoints between other settlements 
until some socially determined spacing Is reached; 

- as the pattern fl I Is In. some vi I lages establ Ish satel lite 
settlements near speciai resources I Ike clay and salt. which may 
evolve Into vi I lages In their own right (Flannery 1976c:180). 

However. Flannery points out that this "settlement system" Is only a 

guess. as the pattern It Is based on has too few sites for statistical 

analysis. 

Although Flannery's distinction of pattern versus system Is 

Interesting. his method of Isolating the settlement 'rules' suffers 

from a fundamental problem with equlflnal Ity1: one could Invent endless 

sets of rules that could have produced the pattern along the Etla 

River. The solution must be to seek the 'r~les' of agrarian settle-

ment. Rather than asking. "What 'rules' do these farmers seem to have 

followed In settlement decision-making." we have to ask. "What 'rules' 

should we expect farmers In this situation to follow?" 

In this dissertation have argued that the way to build an under-

standing of where farmers choose to settle Is to understand how farmers 

farm. To this end. I have bul It a framework for understanding settle-

ment decision-making criteria. based on fundamental relationships 
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between land pressure and agricultural Intensity. 

I have shown that throughout the development of the Kofyar 

frontier settlement system. the labor demands of agriculture have 

played a pivotal role In determining how residential compounds locate 

themselves with respect to each'other. 

I have also used the principles of land-use Intensity. modified 

from von ThUnen and Chisholm. to explain how Kofyar settlements are 

located with respect to water sources. and how the effect of rivers of 

settlement location changes with land pressure. 

For the most part. theories of the determinants of agricultural 

production have neglected settlement patterns; both the von ThUnen and 

80serup models hold settlement constant. This may be an acceptable 

assumption In research on time scales too short to see population 

redistribution. and In which abandoned se~tlements are ~o more than an 

occasional curiosity on the landscape. Archaeologists. however. deal 

with longer time spans and with abandoned settlements. I have there

fore explored relationships among land pressure. agricultural IntensI

fication. and the marginalization and abandonment of settlements. and 

examined how these relationships are manifested In the Kofyar case. My 

analysis of settlement histories shows that patterns of abandonment as 

opposed to Intensification vary with soil type. These differences In 

settlement trajectory reflect. on a sma I ler scale. differences between 

temperate and troplca! c! Imates discussed In Chapter 3. At both 

scales. cultural responses to land pressure can be understood as "least 

cost" solutions that have been used to explain the relative rei lance on 
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hunting/gathering as opposed to farming In archaeological cases. 

In archaeology. ethnology. and geography. there Is growing under-

standing of the factors governing particular rural settlement systems 

(Western and Dunne 1979). I have tried In this dissertation to make at 

least a sma I I contribution to a theory of which factors should deter-

mine which aspects of agrarian settlement. 

1. Equlflnallty refers to the situation In which more than one cause 
may produce the same result. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE KOFYAR CENSUS DATABASE 

Chapter 5 Includes an overview of the main census database and a 

detal led discussion of the variables pertaining to settlement histo

ries. This appendix provides fuller documentation of the census data

base. 

Data from the main Kofyar census form are maintained In a 

relational database program that I wrote In Pascal. Data from each 

census are distributed across 10 data files, or levels. Each level has 

Its own structure and Its own set of variables. This approach to 

database management circumvents the need for any slng!~ u~lt of 

analysis to constitute the "case". In the Kofyar database, each 

Individual Is a "case" (In Level 2), each farmstead Is a "case" (In 

Level 7), each residential move Is a "case" (In Level 5), and so on. 

In database parlance, the term "record" Is used rather than "case" In 

this context. On each record there are "administrative" variables that 

keep track of the relationships among the records on the various 

levels. This Is a characteristic feature of relational databases. 

What fol lows Is a description of 10 data files and their 

respective variables. Include here only substantive variables. the 

administrative variables are left out. 

Note that the data files are numbered through level 11, but that 

there Is no level 5. This slight quirk Is due to the history of the 

development of the database system. 



The mean numbers of records per level are as fol lows: 

Level 
Mean per 
household 

2 7.9 
3 4.2 
4 3.7 
6 3.2 
7 1.3 
8 1.7 
9 7.5 

10 10.6 
11 1 .5 

LEVEL 1 : HOUSEHOLD 
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Each household In the database contains one Level 1 record. Most 
of the variables on Level 1 are administrative, and are not described 
here. 

10 number 
Recorder: Which of the Investigators or field assistants collected the 
census. 
Day, Month, Year : Date of the census. 
OtherPlots : Location of fragmented (dlscontlguous) plots, If any. 
ZukYears : Number of years the household has been fertilizing a 
frontier farm with animal dung compost (zuk). 
Fertyrs : Number of years the household has been using chemical 
fertilizer. 
Bagsln83 : Number of bags of chemical fertilizer bought In 1983. 
Wuk : Size of exchange labor group. 
YearBecameHead : Year respondent became a household head. 
PrevWL : Respondent's relationship to wupln lu (household head) In 
household he was In before establ Ishlnp his own household. 
VI Ilage : Where the census was conductdd~ 
HowBecameHead : How respondent established his own household (see 
Chapter 5). 

LEVEL 2 : THE INDIVIDUAL 

Ego (10) : The ego number Is an Individual 10 number within the 
household. 
Relation: How ego Is related to the household head. 
Name1 Primary name. 
Name2 : Secondary name. 



Father1 : father's primary name. 
Father2 : Father's secondary name. 
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FatherVI I lage : Father's home vi Ilage. Since the Kofyar are vlrl local, 
father's vi I lage Is ego's "home." 
Mother: Ego's mother's 10 number. 
Born: Year of birth. 
BOrnVeraclty : Veracity of Born variable. 
Act1 : Primary activity (usually farming). 
ACt2 : Secondary activity (farming, school lng, etc.) 
When1 : How much of ego's time Is spent In Act1. 
When2 : How much of ego's time Is spent In Act2. 
Where1 : Where Act1 Is conducted. If Act1 Is "farming", then Where1 
wi I I be the number of the farm he or she farm$ on as a primary 
activity. 
Where2 : Where Act2 Is conducted. 
Re Ilglon 
Education 
Sex 
vehicle: Vehicle ownershl.p 
Status : I~ ego lives In the household regularly, visits, etc. 
Ear lyMatchHH : A var lab'le linking ego with Nett lng's two ear Iler 
censuses. 
EarlyMatchEGO : A variable I Inking ego with Netting's two earlier 
censuses. 
LateMatchHH : A variable I Inking ego with Netting's two earlier 
censuses. 
LateMatchEGO : A variable I Inking ego with Netting's two earlier 
censuses. 

LEVEL 3 : INDIVIDUAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 

Ego : ego number of the grower 
Crop 
Year 
Fanm : the number of the farm where the crop was grown 
PrOdUnit : unit of measure for production 
Produce: number of units produced 
Saleunlt : unit of measure for sales 
Sold: number of units sold 
PrICe : amount crop sold for 

LEVEL 4 : WOMEN'S MARITAL HISTORY 

MarrlageDate : year marriage took place 
MarrlageEnd : year marriage ended 
HusbandsEgo : husband's ego number. If In present household 
MarrlageNumber 
KldslnMarrlage 



PrevlousMar : If this Is the woman's first marriage 
Ego : ego number of the woman 
HusbandsV I I I age 
HusbandsName 

LEV~L 5 : SETTLEMENT HISTORY 

Start: year settlement entry began 
EndDate : year settlement entry ended 
SettlementNumber 
WuplnLu : who was ,household head during the settlement entry 
Wei I : presence/absence 
LandCost : In Naira or In kind 
BushWL : whether or not this was the responsent's first household
headship on the frontier 
LandSystem : based on the sol I taxonomy described In Chapter 8 
Village 
Movetype : see discussion In Chapter 5 
Provenience: 3-letter code tying settlement entry to mao location 

LEVEL 7 : THE FARM 
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Settlement 
Goats 

which settlement history entry led to acquisition of farm 

~ 
Sheep 
Chickens 
Ducks 
Farm 
COWS 
HOrSes 
Village 

Task 
Crop 
NUiiiij"er 
Farm 
Year 

Days 
0r"i'Q1 n 
Kind 
Cost 

LEVEL 8 LABOR MOBILIZATION 

: of workers present 
which farm number 

how long the operation took 
: where the workers were from 
Household. wuk. or mar muos 
amount In cash or In kind 
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LEVEL 9 : THE HUT 

HutUse : present use of hut; If a residence, the resident's ego number 
Bul It : year bul It 
Farm: which farm It Is on 
NOtes : miscellaneous notes on structures 
HutNumber 
Hut Type : e.g., circular, 1-room rectangular, woman's 2-story hut, 
granary 
Roof : roof type 
Wal I : what wal Is are made of 
FTOOrDoor : kind of floor and door 

LEVEL 10 HOUSEHOLD AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 

Year : see level 3 
Produnlt : see level 3 
Saleunlt : see level 3 
Farm : see level 3 
Crop : see level 3 
Price: see level 3 
Cropsort : see level 3 
Produce : see level 3 
Sold : see level 3 

LEVEL 11 : THE SUB-STRUCTURE (ROOM) 

Farm: which farm the structure Is on 
HutNum : number of the hut 
HutUse :what the room Is used for 
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APPENDIX B 

LABOR DATABASE 

Chapter 5 discusses the agricultural labor study done as part of 

the Kofyar project. This appendix provides further Information on the 

labor database used In this dissertation. 

The Kofyar labor data are managed In a relational database program 

that I wrote In Pascal. There are two main parts of It, one containing 

data on each Individual In the sample, and the other containing Infor-

matlon on group labor meetings. 

There are 1315 group labor records. each containing the fol lowing 

variables: 

10 : a unique Identifying number for the group labor 
~ : the week the group labor occurred 
~ : the agricultural operation performed 
Object : which crop(s) was worked on 
Wherel : the household Identification number of the host household 
Egol : the Individual sponsor (If any) In the host household 
Where2 : the household Identification number of the secondary host household 
Eg02 : the Individual sponsor (If any) In the secondary host household 
People: the number of workers participating 
WhatFor : If the task was beer brewing for a mar muos, the crop to be worked 
on In that mar muos 
Day : the day of the week 
Type: the type of labor mobil Izatlon. 

The varlab!es Wherel, Egol, Where2, and Eg02 connect the group 

labor data to the main census described In Appendix A. 

There are approximately 50·,000 Individual work entries, each 

containing the fol lowing variables: 



Task: the agricultural operation performed 
ObT8ct which crop(s) was worked on 
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Type: a code tel ling If It was a household field that was worked on, or If 
not, the whose field It was; or, If the work was done In a group, the 10 
number of the group labor. 

The variable Type connects the labor Input the the group labor data. 

Individual entries are subsumed under other records with Informa-

tlon on the Individual worker (thus I Inking the worker data to the main 

household census), the household, and the date of the work. 
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